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G.J.A. Hellings, A. Straayer and A.R.M. Kipperman:
J. f., rl. Phys. 57,2067(1985)

IX

\

Om op experimenteel en innovatief gebied aen vooraanstaande rol te
kunnen spelen is het wenselijk dat een technische universiteit
samenwerkingsverbanden tussen centrale werkplaatsen en afdelingen
stimuleert.

Indien leeftijden niet automatisch naar beneden maar rekenkundig
correct zouden worden afgerond zou het aantal werklozen in Nederland
eenmalig met vele duizenden verlaagd kunnen worden.
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1 . GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Introduction

The past few years have shown a largely increased interest in the
study of surfaces both from scientific and technological view points.
Thfi s t a r t of surface science studies can be placed in the early 1920's
when Davisson and Farnsworth were studying secondary emission properties
of metal surfaces under bombardment of electrons.
This led around 1927 to the development of low-energy electron
fraction

dif-

[1,2].

However, in those days i t was difficult to prepare and maintain
clean surfaces. The maturing of tJltra-High Vacuum (UHV) technology and
the availability of complex (commercial) OHV systems in the middle
1960's was catalysing a general awareness of surfaces and their importance. Therefore, the l a t e 1960's can be thought of as the effective
take-off date for many of the modern surface analysis techniques.
Especially the evolving of Auger Electron Spectroscopy in 1967 can
be regarded as a major breakthrough [3,4]. But also other techniques
such as (low-energy) ion scattering spectroscopy [5] arose in those
davs.
In recent years these techniques have been perfected and several
other techniques have been developed which can be used for the analysis
of only a fev» atomic layers or just one monolayer at the surface

[6-8].

In general i t might be expected that the properties of surfaces
differ

from the bulk.

This may be understood when considering a surface made by cutting a
piece of bulk material along a plane of atoms. The freshly made surface
w i l l , in general, be rather reactive and have a relatively-high surface
energy. Atoms in the outermost surface layers will no longer be in
equilibrium. The atoms will tend to move about in order to reestablish
an equilibrium s t a t e .
Three major effects may occur.
First of a l l , the separation of the outermost surface layer from
the second layer may become different

from the separation of atomic

layers in the bulk. This so-called relaxation may also occur for some
deeper layers.

A second phenomenon is that atoms will rearrange themselves within
a surface layer and form a (new) reconstructed surface.
Thirdly, (atomic) particles with relatively low surface energies
may diffuse towards the surface, whereas atoms with larger surface
energies may diffuse into the bulk.
This so-called (surface) segregation may cause the surface composition
to become completely different from the composition in the bulk.
All these effects mentioned above -may occur in several surface
layers but they are especially apparent for the outermost surface
layer.
This makes analytical surface techniaues, that can probe the composition
and structure of this outermost layer, of extreme importance.
The importance of surface science studies is perhaps best reflected
by the many different applications, such as:
- the combat against corrosion
- the study of crystal growth
- the study of chemical reactions, e.g. oxidation
- the improvement of catalytic processes
- the perfection of metals, alloys and semiconductors
- the study of adhesion, brittle fracture and friction
etc.

etc.

1.2. Ultra-high va.eu.wn techniques
The ability to produce and maintain clean surfaces is of extreme
importance for surface analysis. From the kinetic theory of gases it
is known that the amount of gas hitting a target is given by
Z = bptMT)"*5.
Here, p is the gas pressure, M the molecular mass of the gas atoms,
24
T the absolute temperature and b a constant which equals, 2.63 x 10
, .
.
-2 -1 „i _ -1.
(molecules.m .s .K .Pa ) .
For reactive gases with a sticking coefficient equal to one, a
single monolayer would be formed in only one second at a pressure of
-4
about 10
Pa.
In order to maintain reasonable experimental conditions the pressure
inside the vacuum chamber should therefore be kept below 10

Pa.

This ultra-high vacuum (UHV) regime could only be reached on a
routine base due to the recent developments of ion-getter pumps,

titanium sublimation pumps and cryogenic pumps [ 9 ] . Ultra-high vacuum
techniques require some additional precautions.
It

i s important that the materials used have low vapour pressures

and low rates of outgassing of absorbed gases. Such materials are
stainless s t e e l , molybdenum, tantalum, oxygen-free copper, gold and
ceramics such as alumina and quartz. Also the gaskets of the flanges
have to be made of copper.
The whole UHV-chamber has to be bakeable up to about 250

C to

accelerate the desorption of gases which are absorbed at the interior
surfaces. Repeated bake-out procedures substantially reduce the a t tainable background pressure.
A sai.iple-introduction system which allows samples to be introduced
without loss of vacuum in the UHV-chamber i s a necessity if many
different samples are to be examined. Also the storage of samples in
the UHV-chamber is very useful.
Most samples introduced in a UHV-chamber w i l l , despite of pretreatments be contaminated.
Several sample preparation techniques have been developed to clean
such samples. The most important in-situ techniques are ion-bombardment
(sputtering) and heating (annealing) of the sample.
Sputtering removes contaminants from the surface but disturbs i t s
structure and composition. Annealing reastablishes the surface
I t furthermore

layer.

enhances the diffusion of contaminants either towaids

the surface, where the contaminants can be removed, or into the bulk.
Especially the combination of ion-bombardment and annealing is very
useful.
Other techniques involve the use of gases such as oxygen or hydrogen or the in-situ cleavage of materials.

1.3. Some important surface analysis techniques
Along with the development of UHV techniques many different

surface

analysis techniques have evolved. Almost a l l surface science tecniques
u t i l i z e the fact that photons or particles

(ions, neutrals, electrons)

hitting a surface can be either absorbed or reflected or produce new
(secondary) p a r t i c l e s .
When either the penetration depth of the primary particles or the
escape depth of the secondary particles is small, the (exchange) process

can be used to analyse the surface.
Many techniques make use of electrons. The mean free path or escape
depth of electrons as a function of their kinetic energy i s given
in figure

1.1.

With electron-spectroscopy i t i s possible to determine either the
structure or the composition of the surface.
Structure analysis i s possible with Low Energy Electron

Diffraction

(LEED) [10,1l]. This technique applies electrons with energies between
6 eV and 1000 eV. The associated de Broglie wavelength lies approximately between 0.5 and 0.05 nra.
Diffraction patterns make i t possible to obtain direct information on
the structure of (crystalline)

surfaces.

The most applied electron-spectroscopic technique that can be used
for composition analysis [ 12,13] i s Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES).
The primary electron energy usually lies between 1.5 and 2.0 keV.
Such a primary electron can remove an electron from one of the inner
shells of a surface atom. The created hole can be filled by another
outer-shell electron and the transition-energy i s in the Auger-process
transmitted to a second electron of which the kinetic energy i s
measured.

E k (eV)

Fig. 1.1. The variation of the mean free path or in other words the
escape depth of electrons as a function of their kinetia energy. The
universal curve draun should only be treated as a rough guide.

Since the transition energy i s characteristic for certain elements
i t i s possible to obtain a (quantitative) analysis of the composition
of the surface.
Similar processes can occur in .X-ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy
(XPSj which is also known as Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis
(ESCA) [14], Here, electrons of one of the inner shells are removed
due to the absorption of incident X-rays.
Besides electrons and X—rays also ions are often used to probe a
surface layer.
The most important techniques apply either the scattered primary ions
or positively or negatively charged (secondary) ions which are removed
from the surface. The l a t t e r technique i s called Secondary ion Mass
Spectroscopy (SIMS) .
The SIMS-analysis is very sensitive but unfortunately the results are
highly depended on the topography and composition of the samples,
which makes i t difficult

to obtain quantitative r e s u l t s .

In ion-scattering spectroscopy three different energy-regimes can
be distinguished:
- Low-Energy Ion Scattering (LETS) also sometimes called Ion Scattering
Spectroscopy

(ISS), for noble gas ions or alkali ions up to 10 keV.

- Medium-Energy Ion Scattering

(MEIS) for ions with energies between

10 keV and 100 keV. Usually channelling and blocking techniques are
used to investigate some deeper surface layers.
- High-Energy Ion Scattering (HEIS) which is better-known as Rutherford
Back-Scattering (RBS).
In RBG usually H or He

ions are used with energies up to a few MeV.

In fact RBS is more a bulk technique since the penetration depth of
the ions can be as high as 1 Mm.
Only when used at grazing incidence i t is possible to obtain information about the surface.
A review of a l l three ion scattering techniques has been given by
Buck and Poate [24]

1.4, Techniques to study the outermost surface layer
Techniques such as AES or XPS which are mentioned in the previous
section are widely applied. However, their information depth i s ,

like

with many other techniques, not restricted to the outermost surface
layer. Depending on the electron energy up to 5 or 10 surface layers
may contribute to the electron-signal.
In fact there are only a very few techniques with which the outermost layer can be investigated selectively. The oldest of these
techniques. Field Ion Microscopy (FIM), has a resolution of 2-3 A.
This technique [25,26] was invented by Muller who also invented Field
Electron Microscopy (FEM) which has a smallest resolution of about

20 8.
In FIM a very sharp crystalline metal t i p i s produced. An electric
9
field of about 10 V/m i s created in the neighbourhood of the metal
t i p . This field causes helium gas atoms to be ionized when they contact
the t i p . These ions are attracted to a screen and produce an instantaneous image of the spots where the ionization of the helium atoms
has taken place. This information is directly related to the structure
of the metal since i t reveals regions on the surface where the ionization probability of the helium gas atoms i s largest.
Field ion microscopy can also be used to detect and identify individual atoms.
The technique i s then referred to as the Atom-Probe Field Ion Microscope [27], Here, single atoms are field-evaporated from a t i p and the
mass of these atoms is determined in an electrostatic analyser.
Such field-emission techniques are, though sensitive in the subnanometer-region, hamperred by the fact that only very sharp tips of
monocrystalline metals can be investigated. More common flat samples
and non-crsytalline materials cannot be examined.
A more recently developed technique [28] that i s capable of
examining a l l kinds of flat samples i s Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) . In STM a field emission occurs from a very sharp tungsten
tip which i s biased negatively with respect to the surface to be
examined.
If the distance between t i p and surface is reduced to about 5 A
a tunnelling current which is exponentially dependent on the distance
between the tip and the surface will s t a r t to flow. A lateral mechanical motion of the tip across the surface may reveal the exact position of the surface atoms.
By mechanical vibration of the tip i t i s even possible to identify
individual atoms since in that way the work-function can be determined.

This technique i s very promising, although care has to be taken with
the intexpretation of the obtained electron-density profiles. Also the
determination of the surface-composition is not straightforward.
Two remaining techniques that are sensitive for the outermost layer
are Time Of Flight (TOF) and LEIS.
In TOF a beam of ions is directed onto a surface at grazing incidence [29].
The ions knock-off (light) atoms or ions from the surface. The velocity
of these recoils is higher if their mass is low. By using a chopped
primary ion beam and by measuring the flight-time of the recoils it
is thus possible to obtain information of light atoms in or adsorbed
at the surface.
Low-Energy Ion Scattering is probably the only technique which
enables full determination of composition and structure of the outermost layer of practically all kinds of surfaces. A necessity in that
case is the use of noble gas ions, which have a very large neutralization probability.
This reduces the intensity of the ions still ionized after scattering
from the outermost layer, but at the same time it practically eliminates
the possibility that ions remain ionized after backscattering from
deeper layers. Some features of LEIS are discussed in the next
chapter. In chapter 3 a review is given of many already existing
electrostatic energy-analysers. The other chapters deal with the
aim of this thesis, which is the design and development of a novel
very sensitive and high resolving spectrometer applicable for LEIS.
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CHAPTER 2

LOW-ENERGY ION SCATTERING (LEIS)

2.1. Introduction

When a low-energy (< 10 keV) ions hit a surface, several effects
may occur. One of the possible effects is that the ion is scattered
back from atoms in the outermost atomic layer of the surface. The
energy and angular distribution of these ions provides information
concerning the composition and structure of the surface.
It will be shown that the scattering process between ions and surface atoms can be described classically which makes the interpretation
relatively straightforward.
.Low-Energy K n Scattering

(LEIS) can be carried out with many types

of ions. Usually noble gas ions (He , Ne , Ar ) are used. The high
neutralization probability of these ions prevents ions from leading
the surface after a long interaction time with the solid. This makes
LEIS suitable for the selective probing of the outermost layer of the
surface. In this chapter some of the features of LEIS are introduced.
More detailed discussions and review articles can be found elsewhere
[1-llJ.

2.2. Relation between the scattered ion energy and the target mass

In LEIS the de Broglie wavelengt'., of the ions is much smaller than
the effective range of the scattering potential. Unless the scattering
angle is extremely small, diffraction effects can be neglected and
the interaction process can be discribed classically.
The repulsive atomic potential of the surface atoms will only become
comparable to the energy of the incident ions at very short distances
(typically 0,5 X ) , As a consequence, the surface may be described by
means of binary collisions between single ions and single surface
atoms.
The surface atoms can be considered as free atoms since the interaction times during a collision (10

s) are considerably shorter than

the times associated with lattice vibrations (typically 10

s ) . The

vibrational energy of the surface atoms (s» 0.025 eV at room temperature)
can also be neglected as compared with the energy of the incident ions.
Apart from small inelastic effects, which will be dealt with later on.

the . mattering process can be considered to be elastic. Application
of the laws of conservation 01 energy and momentum yields the following
equations:

- = k2 =
^—=
o
U+A)

U

2
4A
— =
~~O (1+A)

[cos9 ± (A2

(2.1)

2
cos a

1 + k

(2.2)

- 2k cos6
1 - k

(2.3)

where in laboratory coordinates (see figure 2.1).

•' = the mass of the primary ion,
M. - the mass of the surface atom,
E

= the pre-collision kinetic energy of the ion,

E

= the kinetic energy of the ion after the collision,

E o = the kinetic energy of the surface atom after the collision,
the scattering angle of the ion, and
(( = the angle formed by the paths of the incident ion and the recoil
surface atom.

O

o

O

o

H£L

7 O

O

o \ö v o
o o Yo

Via. 2.1. Schematic representation of the collision of an incident
ion (mass M.) and a surface aton ("iass M„). The irnvact
parameter p determines the scattering angle 8 and the
angle a of the recoil surface
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Fig. 2.2. The ratio of the energies of an ion before (E ) and after
(2-,) the collision with a surface atom with mass !•!.-,
plotted for three different primary ions.
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Fig. 2.3. The dependence of the ratio

of the scattering

angle 6

for various mass ratios A.
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The positive sign in equation (2.1) is for A > 1, whereas for A S l
2
2
bo :. signs a; a valid provided that (A - sin 9) > 0. Usually, energy
spectra are measured at a fixed scattering angle 8. If M
known and E

and E

are

is measured it is possible to determine the mass of the

_ . 'ace atoms from equation (2.3).
Different kinds of primary ions can be used to determine the mass
of the surface atom. Hydrogen and alkali icns have a low neutralization
probability. This results in a relatively high intensity of backscattered ions but at the same time in a reduced surface sensitivity
since aiso ions scattered from deeper layers can leave the surface in
an ionized state.
Especially when compositional analysis of the outermost surface
layer is required, it is better to use noble gas ions. The high neutralization probability of these ions ensures that contributions froir
second and deeper layers can be neglected, which greatly simplifies
the interpretation of the spectra.

2. 3. Interatomic interaction potentials

For the quantification of LEIS-spectra it is important to determine
the intensity of the scattered ions. This ion-yield

is determined by

tnp differential cross-section do/dfï for an ion-atom collision and by
the neutralization probability. The differential cross-section is
related to the impact-parameter p (defined in figure 2.1) as

The relation between the scattering angle and the impact parameter is
dependent on the interaction potential V(r) and is usually expressed
in centre-- of -mass coordinates [12,13].

= IT - 2p

fj
°

Here r

2 ,.
* -

dr.
^
p
2 r

(2.5)
E '
R

is the distance of closest approach and E

is the relative

kinetic energy which equals AE /(1+A).
For the high-energy ions such as used in RBS, the interaction
potential equals the Coulomb-potential. The differential cross-section
12

then becomes

O R

For the ions with lower energies some inner-shell electrons screen
the nuclei of the ion and surface atoms. The interaction potential can
then be described by a screened Coulomb potential such as the Molière
potential

V(r) = } 2— <J>(—)

(2.7)

o
where <{>(—) is a screening function and Z q and Z_q are the nuclear
a
1
^
charges of the ion and the atom and a is the so-called screening length.
The screening functions are usually based on Thomas-Fermi approximations. The screening length is given by e.g.

1

1^.1

a = 0.468 . C . (Z3 + Zj)

2

A

(2.8)

where for the Firsov-potential (r < 1A) C = 1 and for the Molièrepotential C is usually within the range 0.6 S C 5 0.8. In the latter
case the screening function is given by the relation

<}><-) = <J)(x) = 0.1 exp(-6x) + 0.55 exp(-1.2x) +
a.
(2.9)
0.35 exp(-0.3x)

Another interatomic potential which is valid at larger distances
(r È 1A) is the Born-Mayer potential which, in general, is given by

V(r) = A exp(- —)
a

(2.10)

This potential is not repulsive enough for close encounters but can be
vised for collisions with large impact parameters and small scattering
angles
From these potentials it is, in principle, possible to determine
the differential cross-section. Examples calculated by Taglauer and
Heiland [8,9] are shown in figures 2.4 and 2.5.
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Fig. 2.4. Differential cross sections calculated from a ThomasFermi potential (after ref. [15]).

Fig. 2.5. The dependence of the differential cross section on the
scattering angle and the incident ion energy for scattering
of Ne ions, from a Ni target.
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2.4. Neutralization and quantifiaation of results

The scattering process of incident (noble gas) ions and surface
atoms can be regarded as being independent of the charge state of the
ion. The ion yield is thus proportional to the differential scattering
cross-section and the fraction p

of the ions that remain ionized. The

differential scattering cross-section can be determined if a suitable
interaction potential is taken. It is more difficult, however, to
predict the neutralization probability. Neutralization may vary considerably for different elements and it may even depend on the chemical
state of the surface atom. The most common theory regards neutralization as an Auger process in which one electron neutralizes the ion and
a second electron takes up the excess energy and is emitted from the
surface. The electron transfer probability will decrease exponentially
when the distance between the ion and the surface atom increases. The
probability that an ion remains ionized also depends on the interaction time of the ion and the surface atom and is thus given by:
v
P = exp[
V

-]
X

(2.11)

where v. is the component of the velocity of the ion in the direction
perpendicular to the surface. The constant v

is a characteristic for

every ion-atom combination.
In particular cases, such as the scattering of He

from Pb or Bi,

oscillations are observed in the neutralization probability when the
energy of the primary ions is varied. These oscillations occur when
there is an exact energy resonance between an (initially) unoccupied
energy level in the ion and an (initially) occupied energy level in
the surface atom. The probability of finding the electron with the ion
after scattering is an oscillatory function of the interaction time.
The resonant behaviour has only been found to occur for those elements
which have energy levels within say 10 eV of the Helium Is (ground
state) energy level.
Experimental results agree only partly with neutralization theories.
Exact predictions are not yet possible. Quantitative analysis is,
therefore, only possible by means of calibration. It is found that for
non-resonance ion-atom combinations such a calibration is independent
of the chemical environment of the atom. The calibration can, therefore,
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be done with standards such as pure elements or well-defined adsorption
layers on substrates. In particular cases such as binary alloys it is
often possible to make a relative calibration of the elements in situ.

S.5. Inelastic scattering processes

When an LEIS spectrum is measured it is, in general, found that the
scattering peaks are broadened and shifted towards lower energies.
This shift and part of the broadening can be accounted for by inelastic
energy losses due to processes such as excitation, ionization and
electron-emission. For the LEIS-regim.e there are two theories [15] that
describe inelastic processes without taking into account the precise
electronic structure of the interacting particles. The Firsov theory
[24] xo based on transfer of energy and momentum of electrons of the
ion to electrons of the surface atom. The inelastic energy loss Q is
then equal to
(Z

5/3
—R
+ L )
. 4.3 X 10 v

Q(ev) =

Yn
(l +•

. 1 (z. + z )

T~s

(2 12)

-

x 10 p)

where p(cm) is the impact parameter and v(cm/s) the ion velocity.
The second theory given by Lindhard and Scharff [25] determines the
energy transfer during the collision of a nucleus with an electron. A
rough approximation shows that the maximum energy transfer is proportional to the ratio of the mass of the electron and the mass of the
nucleus.
In special cases, when the ion and the surface atom are very much
alike Pauli-excitation may cause relatively large inelastic effects.
Using the laws of conservation of energy and momentum the inelastic
loss Q is found to be:

0

= E o " El -

E

2

E
= - 2 [kcose - k 2 (A + 1) + A - l]
A

(2

-13)

The new position of the shifted peak is (provided that the square-root
argument remains positive) given by
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cos6 ± (A2 - sin26 - —

AQ)

Inelastic scattering processes are not fully understood. However, in
most cases inelastic loss amounts to only a few percent of the final
ion energy. This means that the effects can usually be neglected.

2.6. The influence of thermal vibrations

In section 2.2 it has already been stated that the vibrational energy
E

of the surface atoms (0.025 eV at room temperature) can be neg-

lected compared with the energy of the primary ions.
However, there will always be a small influence of the surface-atom
motion on the final energy of the backscattered ion. This influence is
largest in the case of a scattering angle of 6 = 180°. In that case
the maximum energy difference AE

AE ..

=8

Vlbr
The sign of AE

A

"

l

- (AE E ., )

2

°

is equal to [26]

1 / 2

(2.15)

Vlbr

can be either positive or negative depending on the

initial direction of motion of the surface atom. Therefore the position
of the scattering peak remains unchanged, but the peak is somewhat
broadened.
The broadening becomes relatively more important at low incident
ion-energies and high temperatures.

2. 7. Surface structure analysis

Besides for compositional analysis low-energy ion scattering is also
very useful for structure analysis [27]. In fact there are two aspects
of surface structures which are of interest. Firstly, it is important
to determine the lateral structure within a single surface layer.
Secondly, the relative positions of atoms in the first and second
layers, or the position of atoms slightly above or below a surface
plane are of importance.

i0. The development of a shadowinn cona for ions ^iik a
varying impact parameter p, scattered fro": a i-urfac-e
atom uith maas M o .

The lateral structure can be revealed by means of multiple scattering.
In depth determination of the structure can be obtained by making use
of so-called shadow-cones [28-30]. An example of such a cone is shown
in figure 2.6, where the impact parameter of a single ion-atom collision
is varied continuously. Due to the retarding potential of the surface
atom at shoit distances, it is not possible to hit atoms which are
positioned behind the surface atom. Only by variation of the angle of
incidence such deeper-positioned atoms become visible.
This effect may result in shadowing of atoms of deeper layers for
the incoming ions or in blocking of the scattered ions. Usually the
scattering angle is chosen close to 180° [29,30].
A second feature that is clear from figure 2.6 is that just outside
the edge of the shadowing cone there is an increased ion flux [32-34].
Variation of the incident angle will, in the case of an impact collision (0 = 180°), result in an increased intensity of backscattered ions
if a neighbouring atom is positioned just outside the cone. In this
way it is possible to determine the exact positions of the atoms. At
grazing incidence it is even possible to obtain information on the
lateral structure of the outermost surface layer.
Usually, however, such information is obtained from multiple scattering measurements [31-35]. In a top view of the surface plane it can
be observed that in particular (crystal) directions the atoms are
positioned relatively close to one another. In such directions there

i Ti

will be an increased probability of multiple scattering which can be
determined by the variation of the azimuthal angle. The energy of a
multiply scattered ion is higher than the energy of an ion singly
scattered over the same angle 8. It is thus relatively easy to distinguish multiple-scattering peaks from single-scattering peaks. For a
fixed azimuthal angle the ratio of the intensity for double and single
scattering [36,37] is strongly decreasing for increasing scattering
angles. Surface structure analysis by means of multiple scattering is
therefore usually performed at relatively low scattering angles.
The energy of a double scattering peak also depends on whether the
ion has scattered twice from atom A. twice from atom B or once from
atom A and B. Besides the position it is thus also possible to determine the masses of the surface atoms.
Besides noble gas ions also alkali ions or especially the combination of b.,th is of tin used to determine the surface structure

[38,39].

2. 8. Practical aspects

A peak in an experimental LEIS spectrum will always be broadened.
This broadening may, in principle, be caused by several effects in the
primary beam, the scattering process and the analysis of the scattered
beam.
Assuming there is an ideal, parallel, mono-energetic primary beam
and an analyser with a perfect energy and angular resolution all contributions would only be caused by the interaction process of the ions
with the surface. The remaining peak-broadening will then be due to
isotopic effects, thermal vibrations of the surface atoms and inelastic
energy-loss effects.
The question whether two different surface atoms with masses M

and

M- + AM. can be separated also depends on the scattering angle U and
the mass ratio A = M„/M . Also neglecting thermal vibrations and inelastic scattering effects, from equation (2.1) it follows that
AE

1

E

l

AM

2

M

2

A + sin26 - cos6 (A2 - s i n 2 6 ) 1 / 2

2A
A +

'

A 2 - sin 2 e

+

cos6(A 2 - s i n 2 9 ) 1 / 2
(2.16)
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Obviously the ratio A E /AM- should be as high as possible. A remaining
problem, however, is that upon varying A and 6 in order to find conditions for optimum mass-resolution, also the energy E, will change (see
figure 2.3). If E

is adjusted each time such that E

is constant for

different combinations of A and 6, then the function g(A,6) represents
the attainable mass-resolution. From figure 2.7 it will be clear that
in that case optimum mass-resolution is obtained for scattering angles
9 as close to 180° as possible and values of A only just exceeding one.
However, if A is very close to one at 8 = 180°, the ratio E /E

will

be very small (see figure 2.3) , which would require relatively large
values of the primary energy E . In that case the contributions due to
inelastic energy loss effects and thermal vibrations which are dependent on E

become relatively very important and despite of figure 2.7

no good mass-resolution is obtained.
An alternative is to compare the mass-resolution for constant values
of the primary beam energy E . Equation (2.16) can then be rewritten

AE

E

E

AÏÏ: = Ï T Fand the product g(A,9) * (E /E ) can be used to determine the optimum
choice of A and 9.
Although there are some differences between figures 2.7 and 2.8, it
can still be concluded that optimum mass-resolution is found for relatively large scattering angles (6 > 135°) and small (but not extremely
small) values of A.
Still, it should be noted that peak-broadening effects due to thermal vibrations and inelastic scattering effects can, in fact, not be
neglected. Especially inelastic energy-loss effects can play a role.
In those cases it would be of more importance to minimize this effect
than to optimize A and 6.
A general rule may be that these inelastic effects are inversely
proportional to the relative velocity of the incident ion and the
surface atom. Quantitative predictions would therefore involve a careful analysis of the scattering process which is, in general, rather
complex.
Another effect of importance is that the (differential) scattering
cross-section decreases with increasing scattering angles. A higher
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Fig. 2.7. Dependenae of the function g(A,Q) (see equation 2.16)
on the scattering angle 9 for various mass ratios A.

Fig. 2.8. Dependence of the product g(A>Q)*(E./E ) (see equations
2.16 and 2.17) on the scattering angle 8 for various
mass ratios A.
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ion yield can therefore be reached at smaller scattering angles. High
mass-resolution is, however, only found for large values of 6.
In order to get both a high mass-resolution and a high sensitivity
it is, therefore, best to design an analyser with a large scattering
angle but also with a large acceptance (e.g. by applying multidetectors
and by accepting particles scattered into all azimuthal directions
corresponding to a fixed scattering angle G ) -

£.9. Conclusions

Low-energy ion scattering is a pov/erful technique that can be applied
to many problems in surface analysis.
The main advantages of LEIS are:
- extreme surface sensitivity of the outermost surface layer
- simple mass identification from the energy of the scattered ions with
comparable mass resolution for all atoms heavier than Helium
- determination of the lateral and depth structure of the surface by
means of multiple scattering and shadowing/blocking effects
- ability to analyse various kinds of samples; whether they are conducting or insulating, amorphous or crystalline, flat or rough, small
or big etc.
- quantitative analysis by making use of standards or by means of
in-situ calibration.
Disadvantages of LEIS are:
- relatively low mass-resolution
- inevitable damage of the surface by the impact of the ions
- absence of direct quantitative analysis due to uncertainties in
c!ifferential cross-sections and neutralization.
In LEIS one determines the energy and angle of the scattered ions.
The energy directly yields the mass of the surface atoms, provided that
the polar (scattering) angle is known. Variation of the azimuthal and
polar angles can furthermore be used to obtain information on the surface structure.
In order to obtain a good mass-resolution it is important to reduce
the spread in the scattering angle. However, that reduces the intensity
of the scattered ions and makes surface damage relatively more important [41].

Surface damage may involve roughening of the surface, atomic mixing,
ion implantation, (preferential) sputtering and desorption. The limiting dose of primary ions is approximately 10

ions/cm .

Often large areas are sampled, with or without scanning of the primary ions in order to attain a sufficient amount of scattered ions at
a relatively low damage level.
However, the best way to obtain a high resolving power as well as
low surface damage is to make an efficient use of the scattered ions.
This can be done by at the same time accepting and analysing ions of
various energies scattered into different angles. This makes Energy
and Angle Resolved Ion Scattering Spectroscopy (EARISS) attractive.
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CHAPTER III

CONVENTIONAL ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY ANALYSERS

3.1. Introduction

For low-energy ion scattering it is necessary to measure the energy
of the scattered ions by means of an energy analyser. Such an analyser
can be a magnetic analyser, an electrostatic analyser or a combination
of both. Magnetic analysers have a longer history since they were already
applied in the early days of beta-ray spectroscopy [15]. The main difference between magnetic and electrostatic analysers is that electrostatic deflection of charged particles of a given energy is independent
of the particle mass, while the magnetic deflection is strongly massdependent .
Ion scattering is carried out with various kinds of primary ions and
the energy measurement of the scattered ions should be invariant of the
particle mass. Furthermore, electrostatic fields are easier to make and
easier to shield than magnetic fields. Thus, for ion scattering as well
as for other (electron) spectroscopie techniques, electrostatic analysers are favourable. Only in the primary beam system where a massfilter is needed, magnetic fields are used, e.g. in a so-called Wienfilter, to remove impurities with higher and lower masses than the
desired ions. Usually shielding is a major problem for magnetic analysers. Also electrostatic analysers have to be shielded from stray-magnetic fields, especially for low particle-energies and low masses (e.g.
electrons).
In this chapter, a survey is given of conventional electrostatic analysers which normally use only one single detector. Also examples of
position-sensitive multidetection for such analysers are given as well
as a survey of the various reported multidetection techniques.
Finally, the requirements for an analyser system for simultaneous
energy and angle-resolved ion scattering spectroscopy will be given.
In the review of analysers only static analysers will be considered.
Dynamic analysers such as Time-Of-Flight analysers and quadrupole
analysers are time and mass dependent and although they have also been
applied for ion scattering techniques, they are not included here.
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3.2. Criteria for comparing analysers

3.2.1. Resolution and sensitivity

For comparison of the performances of analysers, many criteria have
been proposed [1-7]. The most important quantities that can be defined
are the (energy) resolution and the sensitivity. The (relative) energy
resolution is defined as AE/E , where E

is the pass energy or tuning

energy of the analyser and AE the (absolute) width of the energy spread
after analysis of a mono-energetic beam. Usually AE is taken as the
full width at half maximum (FWHM). The corresponding resolving power p
is the reciprocal of the energy resolution.
A common practice is to retard or decelerate the particles before
they enter the analyser. Since the relative energy resolution can be
considered constant for a particular analyser, it is thus possible to
lower the absolute energy resolution by tuning the analyser to a lower
pass-energy. The absolute energy resolution AE is often estimated at
AE ~ — A E O . Here, AE is the base width of the energy spread, which in
2. o
B
most cases is easier to calculate.
A general equation equation for the base width is
AE
— E
p

= AAS + B a n + C3

(3.1)

where A, B and C are constants, As is the aperture or slit width and
a and f? are semi-angular apertures. The constants A, B and C and the
exponent n have been tabulated for various kinds of analysers [7,8].
The exponent n determines the order of focussing which is equal to
(n - 1 ) . Many analysers have been optimized for either first-order
focussing (n = 2) or second-order focussing (n = 3) .
Related to the resolution is the energy dispersion D which designates the change in image position z of a particle trajectory for a
unit fractional change 3E in particle energy: D = E(-~^). Sometimes the
energy resolution is expressed in terms of angular aberrations only
and called effective resolution [9]. Angular aberration can also be
expr-.'.ssed in terms of the trace width TW which refers to the displace-
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ment of a trajectory at the image on changing the entrance angles from
a mono-energetic point source. It relates the angular aberrations to the
angular solid angle of acceptance of the analyser.
Several quantities have been used to characterize the sensitivity of
analysers. The transmission T for which two different definitions are
given [5] is often used. Very often [7,9] it is defined as the entrance
solid angle 0, divided by 4ir.
On the other hand, transmission can also be defined [2] as the ratio
of the emergent flux of particles to the flux entering the analyser,
both of specified energy. The étendue [5] e (also sometimes denoted by
A) is the product of the entrance area A and the entrance solid angle £2.
Related to the étendue and transmission is the luninosity L which is
equal to the transmission integrated over the entrance aperture (L = A.T
if the first definition of the transmission is used).

3.2.2. Quantities related to phase-diagrams

In general, a beam of particles can be represented by a six-dimensional hypervolume in phase-space. Considering a Cartesian coordinate system
X, y, Z and three momentum components P , P , P , we can represent each
particle trajectory by an assembly of points in the phase space stretched
by these six coordinates. Similarly, a cross section of the beam can be
characterized by an assembly of points. Liouville's theorem [ll] now
states that under the action of conservative forces, the local density
of the representative points of a beam in phase space remains constant
everywhere. Since the three components of motion are mutually independent
in real space, in phase space we can confine the motion to the three
planes (x, p ) , (y, p ) and (z, p ) . Liouville's theorem now holds for
each of these planes separately. An example of the

(one-dimensional)

collimation of a beam by slits is given in figure 3.1.
If a beam is not accelerated, the axial momentum (e.g. p ) will be
constant and the transverse momenta (e.g. P ) can be replaced by the
angular divergence x' = dx/dz. In that case, the area in the phase plane
(x,x') will also remain constant. However, if the particles energy E is
changed, Liouville's theorem has to be applied in the form of the Helmnoltz-Lagrange relation which, in one dimension, reads:
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7::e aollimation of a bean by means of two slits.
The
.•ovvesvonding phase diagram contours (Parallelograms ABCD)
enclose,, according to Liouville's
theorem, equal areas.
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xx'E

= constant

(3.2)

Hence when particles are decelerated by a factor y, the two-dimensional
transverse phase-space volume will be increased by the same factor y.
The Helmholtz-Lagrange equation applied to a lens-element may be rewritten as
V

/Vl\è

l

f

l

= n 2

"•""tv V >

(3 3)

-

where M is the lateral magnification, m the angular magnification, v
the particle velocity, V the particle energy or potential, f the focal
distance and n

the refractive index. The potential is always defined

such that V = 0 when the particle is at rest.
With the use of phase-space diagrams, it is possible to define some
new quantities. The area or volume of the phase-space region containing
the beam, divided by IT is called the emittance of the beam. The emittance is usually expressed in mm * mrad or in mm * mrad * (eV)

if the

beam energy is variable. The phase-volume or phase-area transmitted
through a spectrometer is called acceptance. Finally, the brightness
or Richtstrahlwert

(of a source) equals the current divided by the vo-

lume of the four-dimensional transverse phase-space region occupied by
the beam.
Phase-diagrams appear to be very useful for the determination of the
focal properties of lens-elements and analysers. Besides, the check of
constant phase-area, especially the limiting contour of the beam, contains a lot of information.

3.2.S. Figures of Merit

Despite all the above-mentioned quantities, it is still difficult
to compare different analysers. Certain "figures of merit" have been
proposed to overcome this problem. The most logical choice would be to
compare the ratio of sensitivity and resolution, where for the sensitivity-parameter either the étendue or the luminosity can be used [12].
This quantity has been denoted [2] by "electron optical quantity".
A drawback is that it may be dependent on the pass-energy of the analy-
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ser. For example in the case of preretardation, the analyser passenergy can be reduced by a factor y to obtain a better (smaller) absolute energy resolution. According to the Helmholtz-Lagrange relation,
the étendue or luminosity of the complete spectrometer is decreased by
the same factor. But if the aperture dimensions are increased to obtain
the original resolution, for many kinds of analysers an overall gain in
sensitivity can be achieved. In other words the ratio sensitivity/resolution in general increases with decreasing analyser pass-energy.
Still, for fixed pass-energies the ratio remains a useful figure of
merit. Wollnik [6] defined a similar quantity called Q-value as the
product of resolving power and phase space volume.
Another figure of merit is the reduced dispersion [13] or reduced
aberration [4], which is defined as the ratio of energy dispersion to
trice width D/TW. It is usually expressed as a function of the halfangle of the incident beam.
For particular kinds of analysers, detailed theoretical calculations
for luminosity, resolution and aberration coefficients are given.
However, these calculations are usually made for ideal cases. In practice, with finite source-sizes, finite detector-sizes and non-ideal
fringing fields at the entrance and exit of analysers, it has been
shown [i] that large deviations from the calculated values may occur.
Another important quantity which has to be considered is the signal-tonoise ratio. Especially for weak signals it can be of more importance
than the total sensitivity of the analyser. However, this ratio is not
only dependent on the analyser, but also strongly dependent on the kind
of detector. It is more a criterion for comparing complete instruments
than for comparing analysers. When comparing different instruments, the
use of position-sensitive multidetectors instead of single detectors
should be taken into account.
A rather simple but practical figure of merit (e.g. for LEIS) would
be the maximum obtainable count-rate for a given FWHM peak, normalized
to the incident beam current. For analysers effectively equipped with
more than one detector the product of the number of detectors, the
resolving power and the count-rate normalized by the incident flux on
the target could be used. Since sensitivity factors are normally proportional to the square of the linear dimensions of the instruments it
is useful to introduce the optical path OP. All figures of merit
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discussed above should be divided by OP

to eliminate the influence of

different sizes.

3.3. Three types of conventional electrostatic energy analysers

Electrostatic energy analysers first became important for electronspectroscopy at relatively lov; energies, in particular at energies
lower than those common in beta-ray spectroscopy. Applications involved
the analysis of photo-electrons and Auger-electrons. Later on the same
analysers became also available for lew-energy ion scattering. Many
different kinds of analysers for either positively or negatively
charged particle spectroscopy have been reported [l-7]. Although other
classificatons are used [2] it is most convenient to distinguish
between:
1. Retarding field analysers
2. Deflection analysers
3. Mirror analysers
In retarding field analysers the direction or particle motion is (almost) perpendicular to the equipotential surfaces. With deflection
analysers the particles ideally move at or about equipotential surfaces.
Mirror-analysers are somewhat intermediate retarding field analysers
and deflection analysers since the particles are deflected or reflected
against a retarding potential. In other words, with retarding field
analysers there is a large deceleration of the particles, with deflection analysers there is, in principle, no change of the energy of the
particles and with mirror analysers there is a deceleration followed
by an equally high acceleration of the particles.
A general feature of retarding field and mirror analysers is that
the particles enter and laave the electric field region through apertures or grids in the deflection or retarding plates. In deflection
analysers, the particles enter and leave through the open space between
the deflection plates.
Still, mirror analysers are sometimes considered as deflection
analysers since both types can be described as band-pass analysers
while the retarding field analyser is either a high-pass filter (if
transmitted particles are detected) or a low-pass filter (if reflected
particles are detected).
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3.S.I. Retarding field analysers
Retarding field analysers are the oldest applied electrostatic analysers. They can be considered high-pass filters since the particle
energy is determined by the potential barrier which the particles can
exceed. However, care has to be taken that the height of this barrier
is not always a measure of the total kinetic energy, but a measure of
the momentum in a direction perpendicular to the equipotential surfaces.

The angle between the direction of the particles and the normal

of the equipotential surfaces strongly determines the obtainable
resolution. The measured current I(E ) of the particles that have surR
mounted a barrier of height E is equal to
R

:(

v= I

H(E)dE

E

(3.4)

R

where N(E) is the number of particles with kinetic energy E. To obtain
a real energy spectrum, equation (3.4) has to be differentiated.
Application for Auger Electron Spectroscopy generally requires an additional (second) differentiation.
A review about early retarding field analysers such as the parallel
plate analyser, concentric sphere analysers and filter lenses has been
given by Simpson [14]. More recent developments are various kinds of spherical grid analysers, the hyperbolic retarding potential analyser and
several combined instruments (including low-pass filter applications).

3.3.1.1. The parallel plate analyser
The parallel plate analyser is the simplest, most elementary, type
of retarding field analyser. A beam of particles with a diameter 2r
and a maximum half angle a

with respect to the normal enters through

a small hole in one of the two parallel plates. They are retarded by
the second plate, which also may serve as a detector of the particles.
Larger diameter beams can be analyzed if a mesh or grid is used. For
mesh openings with an effective radius r, the ideal resolution (for
small angles) i-:- giv . • by
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where d is the distance between the parallel plates. If only meshes or
grids are used instead of plates, the analyser may be called a "planar
gridded analyser" [16].
A common problem in retarding field analysers is whether the particles that reach the collector are really detected. The main problem is
that particles hitting the collector, may cause secondary electrons.
The number of secondary electrons emitted depends on the material used
for the collector, but also on the energy of the incident particles
[l7j. To overcome this problem, collectors have been used in the shapes
of a Faraday cage or cylinder. A remaining problem is that on the one
hand the aperture of the cage should be largp to collect as many particles as possible whereas on the other hand it should be small in
order not to disturb the field lines. Distortion of the field lines
can be reduced by using a mesh across the opening. Sometimes additional elements are used in between the aperture and the Faraday cage in
order to focus the particle beam.

3.3.1.2. The concentric sphere analyser
For several purposes [14] such as field, photo-electric and secondary emission measurements, a concentric sphere analyser has been used.
This analyser requires a finite diameter beam which is deflected between two spherical plates. The particles enter the analyser through
a hole in the inner sphere of radius r

at an angle 6 (see figure 3.2).

cl

Depending on the value of 9, the particles that follow elliptical trajectories are deflected over e.g. 90° or 180° before they reach the
outer spherical collector plate (radius r ) . In some applications a
grid is used for the inner sphere.
The analyser somewhat resembles the (hemi)spherical deflection analyser and the spherical mirror analyser which will be discussed later
on. However, since the particles enter the electric field region through
a hole in one of the (deflection) plates and since the particle energy
is severely reduced during analysis, it is here considered a retarding
field analyser.
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Fin. 5.2. The concentric sphere (retarding)

Fig. 3.3. A five-electrode

filter

lens.
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detector |

Fig. 3.4. Cross section of a planar Mollenstedt analyser.
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3.3.1.3. Filter lenses

Retarding field analysers can, in general, be considered as divergent lenses that in their simplest forms consist of only two elements.
The focussing properties of such two-element divergent lenses strongly
depend on the energy of the particles. Using e.g. a Faraday cage, it
is easier to collect particles of higher energy since they can be better focussed to a smaller beam. An improvement is made in the case of
filter lenses. In that case the particles are first retarded and later
on accelerated to their initial energy before they are collected.
Particles above a critical value are transmitted and particles of a
lower energy are removed. Early designs make use of three electrodes
and a grid at the center electrode. Applications without grids are
called unipotential lenses or Einzel-lenses. Einzel lenses are also
often used as focussing lenses instead of energy-analytical elements.
In those cases the center electrode is held at a more moderate retarding potential ox at an accelerating potential.
Further improvements of filter lenses are five-electrode lenses as
described by Simpson and Marton [18] and by Kessler and Lindner [19]
(see figure 3.3). These filter lenses consist of two short focus lenses
which are placed symmetrically with the saddle plane where the main
retarding potential is applied.
A different approach to the three-element filter lens has been reported by Möllenstedt [20,21], It utilizes a small slit which is placed
slightly off axis. Particles passing the retarding potential region
leave at different angles for different initial energies. In this way
a dispersive image is obtained at the recording plane [2] (see figure
3.4).

3.3.1.4. Spherical grid analysers

^specially for the application in LEED it was necessary to design
an analyser capable of determining the energy of particles with a full
hemispherical angular spread. Such LEED-Optics analysers usually have
at least three spherical grids in a retarding mode. The inner and outer
grids are usually grounded while the middle grid is held at the retarding potential. By superimposing a small AC voltage onto the mic:.ile grid
first and second derivatives of the energy distribution can b

utained.
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Fig. Z. 6. The ellipsoidal mirror display analyser.
The transmitted pavtiales pass a pre-retardation stage
(grids Gl and G2), an ellipsoidal mirror (grid G3), an
aperture (A) and a high-pass filter (grids G4-G6).

3b

Detection of the transmitted particles is possible with a fluorescent
screen. Accurate intensity profiles can be obtained by vidicon camera
techniques or by using a Faraday cup instead of a fluorescent screen.
Advantages of the spherical grid analyser are its

high transmission

and large angular acceptance. A disadvantage is the relatively-bad
signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, application to energy-analysis in
low-energy ion scattering is difficult because the energy of the scattered ions is a function of the polar angle.
Still, application to ion spectroscopy is possible as has been shown
by ïarmoff et al. [22], They obtain, with the aid of a multidetector,
a two dimensional polar and azimuthal angular distribution of ions
that have passed the spherical grids that act only as a high-pass filter. Unfortunately, there is a direct sight between target and detector which accounts for a very large background due to neutrals and
light. This makes it impossible to perform LEIS with noble gas ions
since these ions have a high neutralization probability. Even in the
case of alkali ions, which have a very low neutralization probability
the background remains relatively high [22] (typically 2 5 % ) . This
severely limits the applications of such analysers.

3.3.1.5. The hyperbolic retarding potential

analyser

The hyperbolic retarding potential analyser [23], also given the
acronym HARP, consists of three solid electrodes which have a rotational
symmetry about the z-axis (see figure 3.5). Both the center-electrode
and the upper and lower electrodes (end-cap-electrodes) have hyperbolic
shapes. The static quadrupole-like field inside the analyser allows
only particles of a specific angle and energy to be transmitted.
The transmission energy is determined by the potential of the center
electrode. Particles enter the analyser at an angle of 15° with respect
to the axis of symmetry. They are to be detected by a channeltron detector which is shielded by a grid that can be biased to prevent
secondary particles from reaching the detector.

3.3.1.6. Combined instruments

Usually, retarding potential analysers act as high-pass filters
since only particles with an energy large enough to surmount a potential
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detector

Fig. 3.8. An analyser with four spheriaal grids (Gl, G2, G4 and G5)
and an additional retarding grid (G3). The axial beam stop
BS prohibits a direct sight between target and detector.
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barrier are transmitted. However, the retarding field can also be used
to detect the reflected particles and then act as a low-pass filter.
Several combinations of low and high pass filters are possible. A relatively simple arrangement has been proposed by Boersch and Schweda [26].
In their "inverse retarding field analyser", particles passing through
a hole, enter the inverse field region. Reflected and non-reflected
particles are detected as currents I and I .
R
G
Another solution is the combination of a retarding field followed
by a post-monochromator. Such analysers resemble the five-electrode
filter lenses discussed before but have an additional axial beam stop
[27,28]. Therefore, the postmonochromator has to be operated as a kind
of (dispersive) deflection analyser.
Another even more complicated analyser has been reported by Lee
[29,30]. It uses three successive retardation sections. First the particles are deflected in a retarding prefilter. Kext they are deflected
in a kind of low-pass filter and finally they have to pass a planar
gridded high-pass filter before they are detected. Additionally a quadrupole lens is used to focus the particles inside the analyser region.
Several combined analysers have been described, that make use of
spherical grids, either preceeded or followed by another lens element.
An example of the first kind is the ellipsoidal mirror display analyser
[31,32] (see figure 3.6). An ellipsoidal reflection mirror is used as
a low-pass filter. The complete instrument consists of a
pre-retardation stage, an ellipsoidal mirror low-pass filter stage, a
four-grid spherical high-pass filter stage and a detector. The detector
is position-sensitive since it is made of two channelplates in combination with a phosphor screen. As with Lee's analyser, the resolution can
be determined by adjusting an aperture in between the low-pass and
high-pass filter stage.
Three different instruments are known that combine spherical grids
with a postmonochromator section.Huchital and Rigden [33,34] apply a
suppressor grid of cylindrical shape (see figure 3.7). This monochromator selects as many particles of near zero kinitic enrgy as possible
and focusses them on the collector. Fast particles are allowed to pass
through the grid. An alternative design [35-38] to produce a band-pass
filter applies an additional set of spherical grids of inversed radii
(see figure 3.8). Both sets of grids are surrounded by a (retarding)
cylindrical grid. The resolution of the analyser is largely governed
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Fig. 3.9. A schematic representation
of two concentric
toroidal
deflection plates. Particles can move between the plates in
or about the x~y plane of symmetry ("radial" particles:
A)
or in or about meridian planes that contain the axis of
symmetry ("axial" particles:
B).
A cross section of a meridian plane is given below.
The relation between Cartesian coordinates x, y, z and
toroidal

coordinates

r, <!>, <p is:

x - (a + r-aos ii)cos <>
f
y - (a + r-cos
2 = r-sin ip
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by the potential applied to this grid. Both kinds of analysers described
above can be applied with an axial beam stop which prohibits a direct
sight between source and collector and thus reduces the background.
A third postmonochromator analyser, also capable of focussing particles with a larger than near-zero kinetic energy has been described by
Dabbs [39]. Here, the monochromator is formed by a continuously, decelerating, focussing field. Initially the field is weakly refracting
but strongly retarding. It becomes progressively more strongly refracting but weaker in intensity toward the exit aperture and detector. The
field is produced by a set of cylindrical grids.

3.3.2. Deflection type analysers

Deflection analysers have widely been used in surface analysis techniques such as AES, XPS, LEIS etc. Usually a division is made between
spherical, cylindrical and toroidal analysers. In fact, all these analysers can be regarded as special cases of the toroidal analyser. Many
authors [40-50], but especially Wollnik [50], have reported extensive
potential and trajectory calculations for such analysers. However,
these calculations are restricted to particles moving in or about the
plane of symmetry. Fewer examples are known of toroidal analysers with
particles moving in or about meridian planes containing the axis of
symmetry (see figure 3.9). For convenience the first kind will be called
"radial" particles and the second "axial" particles.
A general problem associated with deflection analysers, is the distortion of the electric field near the ends of the deflection plates.
The problem arises from the fact that particles enter the deflection
region through the openings between the deflection plates, where in
general the potential planes outside the deflection plates will be
perpendicular to the planes between the deflection plates. The effects
can be minimized e.g. by using Herzog correction elements [51-53], A
typical difference between a shielded and unshielded fringing field
distribution of the electric field is given in figure 3.10. For first
order approximations and calculations, fringing field effects can be
taken into account if the deflection angle i>, between the deflection
a
plates is replaced by the ideal field boundary angle <f>. =<)>, + 2r). In
1
d
that case the shaded areas in figure 3.10 should be equal. The position
of smaller or thicker correction elements as a function A s , A R , d and n
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• >p

Fig. 3.10. Fringing fields of a toroidal sector for a sector unshielded
(dashed line) and shielded (solid line) with tievzog correction e tements.
In the shielded case the ideal field boundary is denoted
by the angle n for which the shaded regions have equal
areas.

t

Fig. 3.11. Cross section of a toroidal sector in a plane of particle
motion. The distance between the deflection plates (2hH),
the distance between deflection and correction elements
(d) and the distance between the correction elements (2&S) are
shown. The dashed line represents the ideal field boundary.
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(defined in figure 3.11) has been given by Herzog [52].
In the following, first the potential distribution and particle trajectories are given in a first order approximation for the case of
radial trajectories. This will be followed by a survey of cylindrical
and spherical deflection analysers. The section is completed with a
discussion of some toroidal analysers that apply axial trajectories.

3.3.2.1. The toroidal analyser around the plane of symmetry
In toroidal analysers with radial trajectories in the plane of symmetry, a circular main path is considered that is surrounded by doublecurved deflection plates. The ratio of the radii of curvature of the
deflection plates mainly determines the potential distribution. The
radii of curvature in the plane of symmetry are constant and concentric
for all deflection angles, but the radii of curvature out of the plane
of symmetry can in general have various shapes. Here is considered the
case that also in that direction, the deflection plates are concentric
and have circular shapes.
In the ideal case, a single-charged particle moves along the main
path (with radius R ) , which is part of an equipotential surface. The
°
1 2
electric field E at the main path and the kinetic energy E
= — mv
are related according to:
mv2

where e > 0 holds for electrons and e < 0 for positive ions. Usually,
o
o
cylindrical doordinates are used and all distances are measured in
units of R :
the radial coordinate:

u = (R - R )/R
o
o
the axial coordinate:
v = z/R
o
the azimuthal coordinate: w = <j>
The radius of curvature in the axial direction (at the main path) is
given by r and the ratio of the radii of curvature by c = R /r . For
o
o o
small values of u and v, the potential distribution can be written as
[50]:
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V(u,v) = e

o

]

R [+ 0.5 - u + -^o
z

(3.7)

where the plus corresponds to (single-charged) positive ions and the
minus sign to electrons, all in agreement with the convention that V = 0
for particles at rest. Using L = E

- qV, the Lagrange equations for u,

v and w lead to radial, axial and azimuthal equations of motion [50].
For particle trajectories in the plane of symmetry (v = 0) follows for
the radial trajectories in a first-order approximation.

u(0) = u

a
r
cos(pd)) + — sin(pd>) + —%• (1-cos (p<J>) )
o
p
p2

(3.8)

and

a(4>> = -rr u(<j>) = -u p sin(p<J>) + a

where u

= u ($ = 0)

a

= a (<ji = 0)

P

= (2 - c)i

and

= (E. - E
K

K tO

)/E.

cos(p<|>) + — sin(p<}>)

(3.9)

is the relative energy dispersion.

K fO

The particle trajectory can be expressed in terms of a vector
k = (u,a,6), whereas the focussing properties of a single sector with
(ideal boundary) deflection angle <f are given by a two-dimensional
matrix A.

(3.10)

The matrix-elements A., follow from equations (3.8) and (3.9).
Liouville's theorem states that the area of the phase diagram remains
constant. As a consequence, the determinants of all transfermatrices
of either deflection sectors or free-field regions, both in first and
second order, have to be equal to one. In this way, the first-order
optical properties of analysers combining one or more sectors and
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field-free regions can be easily calculated by multiplication of successive matrices [50]. In a similar way the calculations can be extended
for second-order approximations even with the inclusion of fringing
fields.

3.3.2.2. "he eylindrioal deflection analyser

The cylindrical radial field analyser or cylindrical deflection
analyser was first described by Hughes and Rojanski [54]. It is also
sometimes called a cylindrical capacitor *- t this may be confusing
since also the cylindrical mirror analyser is sometimes given that name.
This analyser can be regarded as a special case of the toroidal analyser
by taking the radius r

out of the plane of symmetry infinitely large.
o

Consequently, the potential distribution with c = 0 and p = /2 reduces
(for positive ions) to:
V(u,v) = E R [0.5 - In —-]
O G

R

= e R [0.5 - ln(l+u)]

(3.11)

O O

o
The first-order radial trajectory equation becomes

a
u = uocos(/2<j>) + -JT| sin(/2(J)) + -jof 1 - cos(/2<j>))

(3.12)

First-order focussing will occur at an angle of 7T//2 = 127.3". Such
analysers are, therefore, often called 127° analysers [56].
Besides deflection angles of 127°, also deflection angles of 90°
are used [57]. Because of its nice focussing properties, the 127° analyser can also be used as a monochromator. Tandem spectrometers consisting of one analyser for monochromlzing the incident beam and one
analyser for analysing the beam coming from the specimen have, for
instance, been used [58] for electron energy-loss spectroscopy

(EELS).

Three major difficulties may arise when using cylindrical radial field
analysers. First, fringing fields may somewhat change the deflection
angle and, thereby, influence the focal properties. This is a general
problem for all kinds of deflection analysers, but has been separately
treated [59,60] for cylindrical analysers. It has recently been shown
[61], that analysers equipped with real slits experience an optimum
angle of 126.5° for which the first-order angular aberration can be
eliminated completely. Turner [62] applied a special kind of Herzog
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ccTection strip

Fig. 3.12. Cross section of a cylindrical deflection analyser including
special kinds of correction elements at the ends of the
analyser and additional correction strips half-way the
analyser.
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correction elements in the form of two half cylinders of which the axes
coincided with the ends of the deflection plates. A marked reduction of
the field distortion can be realized in that way. The same analyser is
also equipped with correction strips placed halfway each deflection
plate. The potential of these strips can be adjusted to provide an optimum resolution (see figure 3.12).
Another problem, typical for cylindrical deflectors is the length
of the cylindrical electrodes in the direction perpendicular to the
trajectory plane. Theoretically, the plates should be infinitely long.
A rule of thumb is that the half-length of the cylinders should be at
least twice the distance between the cylinders.
A way to correct the field-distortion due to the finite length of
the cylinders is to make use of so-called Matsuda-plates which are
placed in the open space at the end of the cylinders. Either small
electrodes [63] or flat plates [64,65] can be used. The Matsuda-plates
may also be used to modify the electric field similar to a field produced by toroidal deflection plates. By changing the potencial applied
to the Matsuda-plates, the effective index c can be varied which results in a variable focal length. Another principle has recently been
reported by Gao et al, [66]. They use two uniform high resistance
(2M!3/n) truncated end plates. These (semi)conducting fan-shaped endplates maintain a cylindrically symmetric field inside the analyser.
The material used, was an alumina substrate coated with a ruthenium
oxide.
A general limitation of ; cylindrical) deflection analysers is the
background in the detector signal. This background is caused by charged
or neutral particles hitting the walls of the deflection plates. They
can either reflect specularly or pioduce secondary particles (electrons,
neutrals, ions, or light emission) which may reach the detector. Such
a background is especially disturbing when large intensity differences
occur in the spectra, as is the case with low-energy ion scattering.
Suppression

of the background is possible by chosing wall materials

of low reflectivity. The surface wall can also be sand-blasted or given
a sawtooth profile.
An alternative way to reduce the background is the use of grids as
deflection elements [67]. probably the best solution is to make use of
a second electrostatic analyser. Double spectrometers with two sequential cylindrical analysers have been built by using either two 90°
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Fig. 2.IS. A aommon hemispherical deflection analyser1 (top) and an
almost fringing-field-free
analyser by Mariani [86] (bottom).

analysers [68,69] or two 127° analysers [70,71].
The good (first-order) focussing properties of the cylindrical (127°)
analyser make it suitable to use position-sensitive multidetectors.
Such a spectrometer with a multidetector has been reported by Oshima
et al. [72]. The size of the one-dimensional multidetector is equal
to 1/5 of the main radius R . Consequently, the maximum width of the
energy interval that can be focussed onto the detector is also approximately equal to 1/5 of the pass-energy. In other words, not only particles travelling along the main path are utilized but also particles
travelling along trajectories quite far from the main path. This
results in a small non-linearity in the energy image. Additionally,
the resolving power (which is quite high due to the use of the multidetector) is slightly {«* 5%) dependent on the particle energy.

3.3.2.3. The sfrherieal deflection analyser

The radii of curvature of spherical deflectors are equal in both
directions. This means that the field constant c and the focussing
coefficient p are both equal to unity. It can be shown [50] that the
potential distribution is given by
R
v = e R [-£• - 0.5) = e R h-=
o o R
o o 1+u

0.5)

(3.13)

In a first-order approximation, the radial trajectory equation becomes:

u = u coscfi + a sinij) + 6 ( 1 - cos<j>)

(3.14)

Obviously, first-order focussing occurs at a deflection angle of 180°,
in which case the analyser is called Hemispherical [73-77]. Spherical
analysers with smaller sectors have also been used [78-82]. For smaller
deflection angles, first-order focussing is possible provided that the
particle source, the center of curvature and the image are positioned
in a straight line [83].
It has been shown that fringing fields are in general not to be
neglected. Reduction of fringing field distortion is possible by different kinds of correction plates [84,85],
A very elegant way to eliminate the problem of fringing fields has
been described by Mariani [86]. The basic idea is to form equipotential
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surfaces around a spherical conductor, for which the Laplace equation
ci. be solved exactly. The equipotential surfaces remain close to
spherical and the focussing properties of the (hemi-)spherical analyser
remain valid. A cross section of the two calculated electrode surfaces
with * e central trajectory is given in figure 3.13. Small entrance and exit holes in the outer deflection plate almost completely
reduce the effect of fringing fields. The only drawback of this analyser i:; its relatively low sensitivity, which is caused by the small
size of the entrance and exit holes. Similar to the case of the cylindrical, deflection analyser [62], correction strips halfway the deflection plates have also been applied to spherical deflection plates
[87].
In the case of a deflection angle of 180°, the analyser is double
focussing which implies that the angular acceptance can be increased.
Smaller deflection sectors do not experience double focussing and in
addition have larger aberration coefficients and a smaller energy dispersion. An advantage of smaller sector angles is that the analyser
can be rotated around the line through source, image and center of
curvature. The entire azimuthal angle of 360° can thus be utilized.
Such an instrument has already been described by Purcell [89] and has
later on also been applied by Poole et al. [90],
Many of the reported (hemi-)spherical analysers are equipped with
a pre-retardation lens. The pass-energy thus reduced improves the
energy resolution of the analyser. Although the sensitivity is reduced,
there remains a net sensitivity/resolution gain as was pointed out
before.
If only trajectories are used that stay close to the center path,
only such paraxial trajectories need to experience the spherical, inverse second power electric field. It is then possible to construct a
"simulated" spherical analyser with non-spherical electrodes.Jost [90]
has built such an analyser with a deflection angle of 180°. The analyser
is easier to build, but its sensitivity is reduced to one third of
that of a common hemispherical analyser.
The opposite, an increase of the sensitivity, can be made possible
when position-sensitive multidetectors are used. Siegbahn and co-workers
[81-83] were the first to apply such a multideteotor. Later on Hicks
et al. [91-93] combined the hemi-spherical analyser with a different
kind of multidetection system. The energy range that can be detected
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[9i] is approximately 12% of the analyser pass-energy. By making use of
an accelerator lens or zoom lens, it is possible to obtain an image of
the complete spectrum onto the multidetector. The relatively low sensitivity of the hemi-spherical analysers with regard to other analysers
can thus be improved by a factor 100.

3,3.2.4. Toroidal deflection analysers out of the plane of symmetry

unlike analysers with deflection in or about the plane of symmetry,
analysers with particle trajectories out of the plane of symmetry have
yet hardly been applied. One reason may be that the geometry of these
toroidal analysers makes it more difficult to calculate the potential
distribution, another that the construction of the analysers is also
more difficult.
With the advent of position-sensitive multidetectors it became possible to perform simultaneous angle-resolved measurements. However,
deflection analysers such as the cylindrical and hemispherical analyser
only accept a small solid angle instead of a full azimuthal range of
angles, as is the case with a cylindrical mirror analyser. In figure
3.9 it has been shown that with toroidal deflection plates such a geometry is also possible but only if "axial" particles (marked B) instead
of "radial" particles (marked A) are used.
The main difference arises from the ratio of curvature of the deflection plates. For radial trajectories the distance to the axis of
symmetry remains constant and hence the p-value which is dependent on
the ratio of the radii of curvature is constant. In other words, the
focal properties remain the same along the main path of the analyser
and optimization of the deflection angle becomes almost trivial.
However, along axial trajectories, the distance with respect to the
axis of symmetry changes continuously. Consequently also the ratio of
the radii of curvature and hence the p-value changes. The focussing
properties are no longer the same at every point of the main path. In
particular, moving along the main path such that the distance to the
axis of symmetry decreases, an increased focussing rate and a decreased
dispersion can be observed. The focussing properties of such deflection
plates will be derived and discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
Gough [94] and Moestue [95] were the first to use toroidal deflection
plates with axial trajectories in so-called annular-curved plate
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Fig. 3.14. An annular-curved plate analyser aaoovding to Gougk [94],
The toroidal ssctor has a width of 135° in a full 360°
geometry.
iy

Fig. 3.15. The toroidal analyser of Engelhardt et at. [96] with a
sector of 135 and an azimuthal angle width $ of 90 .
detector

Fig. 3.16. The torovaui sector of Smeenk et al. with a sector angle
of 90 and an azimuth a I, range $ of 20°.
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analysers. These analysers may be considered cylindrical analysers
with the entrance apertures rotated round the axis through the detector,
to form an annular entrance aperture. Particles entering perpendicularly to the plane of the apertures are deflected round through either
135° or 180° towards the axial detector (see figure 3.14). Due to the
large entrance area, the analysers are extremely sensitive. The energy
resolution (f=a 5 % ) , however, is relatively poor and the circular ringshaped entrance aperture is inconvenient for surface science applications such as LEIS and AES. The small size of the analyser makes it
especially suited for space-flight applications, such as measuring
fluxes of low-energy particles in the

ionosphere or magnetosphere.

The first application of surface science studies was presented by
Engelhardt et al. [96,97]. A cross section of their analyser is given
in figure 3.15. The analyser accepts particles in an angular range <£
between 0 and 90°. Furthermore, the analyser can be rotated around
the y axis.
Particles passing the entrance slit are deflected over an angle
ip = 135°. Subsequently, they are focussed by a truncated cone lens
onto a one dimensional position-sensitive multidetector for simultaneous
measurements of particles with different angles <j>. The angle of incidence on the channel plates of the multidetector is 45°, which somewhat
reduces the detection efficiency.
Smeenk et al. [98] designed a different toroidal analyser with a
sector angle ip = 90° (see figure 3.16). The analyser has been designed
to focus particles, originating from point z with different angles
with respect to the x-y plane on the detector (point-to-point focussing).
Also particles originating from a point parallel to the x-y plane and
parallel to planes of constant angle <f>, are (parallel-to-point) focussed. The particles hit the one-dimensional multidetector at normal
incidence. The angular resolution of the analyser is rather good (0.2°),
but the very limited angular range (f> of only 20°, that can be measured
simultaneously, is a drawback.
Very recently, Leckey and Riley [99] presented a toroidal analyser,
which very much resembles the analyser by Engelhardt et al. [96,97].
They use a sector angle of ip = 127° instead of 135° and a similar conical lens to focus the particles on a multidetector. An improvement is
the increased angular range <t> of 210° (instead of 90°) that can be analyzed simultaneously.

The last-mentioned three types of analysers [96-99] clearly demonstrate the applicability of toroidal analysers for position-sensitive
raultidetection. A drawback of all three analysers is that only angledependent measurements can be made simultaneously. Except for the analyser of Smeenk et al. the conical focal surface for particles of
different energies does not coincide with the flat surface plane of
the channelplates of the detector. This makes simultaneous energy measurements practically impossible.
Also, the angle between the particles originating from the sample
and the axis of symmetry (in all cases 90°) limits the angular acceptance. If smaller angles were used, a full azimuthal acceptance of 360°
could, in principle, be possible.
Similar to the case of toroidal deflection plates for radial trajectories, all deflection plates described in this section, are of circular cross-section. For radial trajectories in the plane of symmetry
this would (because of reasons of symmetry) result in a circular main
path. However for axial trajectories this symmetry is not present.
Consequently, the main path is not circular and the electric field has
a component in the direction of particle motion. This severely distorts
the focussing properties of the analysers discussed above. An improvement would be to adapt the shape of the deflection plates in such a
way, that the main path would become circular and the component of
the electric field along the main path zero. A method to calculate the
shape of such deflection plates is presented in the next chapter.

3.2.3. Mirror analysers
Mirror analysers are somewhat intermediate retarding field analysers
and deflection analysers. In mirror analysers the particles are deflected or reflected against a retarding potential but in principle
there is no overall change of the energy of the particles. A general
feature is that the particles enter and leave the electric field region through apertures in the deflection plates.
Similar to deflection analysers, there are toroidal, spherical and
cylindrical mirror analysers. Additionally, there are plane mirror
analysers and there is a special case of a coaxial cone mirror analyser.
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3.3.3.1. The toroidal mirror analyser (TMA)
In contrast with toroidal deflection analysers, little work is
reported on toroidal mirror analysers. In fact only the group of Bolduc,
Baril [IOC] and de Celles [lOl] has reported work on the optical properties of such analysers. They calculated the potential distribution in a
general way and gave transfer matrices including fringing fields to a
second-order approximation for particles moving in or about the plane
of symmetry. However, there are no known examples of toroidal mirror
analysers that have actually been built.

3.3.3.2. The spherical mirror analysev (SMA)

The sperical mirror analyser or spherical electrostatic mirror [102]
is, in principle, a special case of the toroidal mirror analyser. For
reasons of symmetry, the source and image (detector) are positioned on
a diameter of the hollow inner sphere [103,104]. The source is connected electrically to this sphere, making the particle trajectories
to follow straight lines between the source and the entrance slit (see
figure 3.17). If the inner and outer spheres have radii a and b, then
the potential inside the analyser (a < r < b) is given by

with

V = |(1 -f)

(3.15)

qv R b
K = —
D-a

(3.16)

where V

is the retarding potential of the outer sphere with respect

to the inner sphere. Provided that the initial kinetic energy of the
particles equals K/2, it can be shown [103] that "perfect" angular
focussing without spherical aberration can be obtained. It is thus
possible to construct an analyser with a very high resolution.
However, a severe disadvantage of the analyser is the inconvenient
positioning of the source and detector. Furthermore, the analyser is
not very suitable for energy analysis since the first-order dispersion
equals zero.

detector

Fig. 3.17. The spherical mirror analyser.

Fig. 3.18. The cylindrical mirror analyser (CMA).
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3.3.3.3. The cylindrical mivvov analyser (CMA)

The cylindrical mirror analyser is one of the most applied analysers
in various fields of surface analysis [105-109]. Particles are deflected
by the electric field between two coaxial cylinders. The potential
distribution between the cylinders with radii a and b is with respect
to the potential at the inner electrode, given by:
V
2
V = , ,., , ln!r/a)
ln(b/a)

(3.17)

The most attractive feature of the cylindrical mirror analyser is its
high sensitivity due to the acceptance of a full 360" azimuthal cone
of particles. Sometimes smaller azimuthal ranges are used [110,111].
Different CMA's can be characterized mainly by the entrance angle
o with respect to the axis of symmetry and by the positions of the
(effective) source and image. Blauth [112] was the first to use a CMA
with an angle a = 54.5° and a source and image positioned at the inner
cylinder. Many authors later on optimized the geometry of the analyser.
With a proper choice of the deflection potential, it can be shown
[106,107] that first-order focussing is possible between source and
image located at the axis with any angle a between 0° and 90°. Secondorder focussing occurs for a = 42.3". Also for other geometries with
finite sources and non-axial images, [114,115] second-order focussing
remains possible.
In order to reduce fringing fields [116], it is possible to make
use of grids [117] at the slit openings. However, some signal is lost
at the grids and secondary

(electron) emission from the grids contri-

butes to the background. An alternative solution is to make use of
guard rings or correction elements [118] to compensate the electric
field distortion. A nice example of an analyser which has been optimized in this way, to obtain a high sensitivity is the so-called NODUSanalyser [119].
The CMA can also be used for angle-resolved spectroscopy, by blocking all but a small portion of the praticle flux [120] or by means of
multidetectors. Multidetection for particles of different energy is
difficult because the focal surface is approximately a cone with the
apex pointing away from the source. It has been shown by Wannberg [122],
that by means of changing the shape of the outer cylinder an energy
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••detector

Fig. 3.19. The parallel plate analyser in its most common geometry
(top) and in the fountain-geometry (bottom).
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range of about 20% of the pass-energy can be focussed at the inner
cylinder. In that case [122] the radius of the outer cylinder follows
the ralaticn: r = a exp(l + Az)

, where A is a constant and z the

coordinate at the axis of symmetry. First-order focussing is possible
for relatively large angles a between 50° and 65°. Multidetection of
the energy on a flat surface which enables the use of channelplates
would require a very drastic change of the cylindrical electrodes and
is not possible with a conventional CMA.
Multidetection of different (azimuthal) angles is easier and has
been applied by van Hoof et al. [123] and Bosch et al. [124]. They
both use two CMA's in succession for angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy. The double geometry provides an increased resolving
power and a reduced background which largely compensates a small decrease of sensitivity. The first of the two CMA's can also be used to
vary the entrance angle. A detector input lens which changes the direction of the particles incident ot the detector [123] may be used to
increase the detection efficiency. Cylindrical mirror analysers, can
be used for LEIS if fixed [119] or retractable apertures [125] are
used to limit the polar angle variation.
A different kind of analyser, which resembles the CMA but consists
of only one cylindrical electrode is the so-called Bessel-Box-Analyser
[126,127]. The analyser is made of two identical circular end plates
with small circular slits at a radius of 6.4 mm and an intervening
wall with a radius of 75 mm. The focussing properties are somewhat
worse than those of a real CMA but the big advantage of the analyser
is that it has an extremely-simple construction.

3.3.3.4. The parallel plate analyser (PPA)

By making the radii of the cylinders of a CMA infinitely long, we
can regard the parallel plate analyser as a special case of the CMA.
In its simplest form [128] it consists of two parallel plates between
which a

uniform electric field Av/d if formed. Particle trajectories

will be parabolic. The distance 1 between source and image slit is for
a given angle a proportional to the initail kinetic energy E of the
particles

1=

i§sin(2a)

(3 18)

-
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First-order focussing (see figure 3.16) occurs when

h, + h = (-^) cos (2a) sin 2 (a)
1
I
qzW

(3.19)

In the case that source and image are located at one of the plates
(h

= h_ = 0) first-order focussing occurs when a = 45". Second-order

focussing [129] is possible for different values of h

and h

and

a = 30° (see figure 3.19). The main advantage of the parallel plate
analyser is its simple construction. A severe disadvantage is the relatively-low sensitivity, due to the fact that only a rather small solid
angle can be accepted.
An improvement is the so-called fountain-spectrometer [130,131] in
which the particles enter in the shape of a conical beam at angles of
30" or 45°. The particles are deflected between fully-rotational symmetric parallel plates. Using a series of discrete detectors placed
at different azimuthal angles it is possible to perform angle-resolved
measurements. Application of multidetectors is obstructed by the very
large area of the image.
Multidetection of the energy is possible for parallel plate analysers as follows from equation (3.18). The first simultaneous energy
detection was carried out by Tallents [132] who used four individual
Faraday cup detectors. The spectrometer of Neugebauer et al. [133] is
also planned to be equipped with discrete elements for energy measurements . The spectrometer will be used in the Giotto mission to investigate Halley's comet.
A real position-sensitive multidetector was attached to a PPA by
Kreisler et al. [134] for the study of space-charge potentials of ion
beams. Pauty et al. [135] used an electron-sensitive recording film
for simultaneous energy detection.
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3.3.3.S. The coaxial cone mirror analyser (CCMA)

An analyser which, like the CMA

and the fountain spectrometer,

accepts a full azimuthal range of particles, is the coaxial cone mirror
analyser. Particles in a plane perpendicular to the axis of symmetry
are deflected and focussed onto another plane perpendicular to the axis
of symmetry (see figure 3.20). The deflection plates are coaxial cones
with apexes of 90°. Both design and construction have been described
by Brewer et al. [136,137].

Fig. 3.20. The ooaxia'1 aone mirror analyser

(CCMA).
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3. 3. 4. Detectors for electrostatic analysers

A detector is an indispansable part of a spectrometer. Many different kinds of detectors and detection systems have been used in combination with the previously reviewed analysers. In its simplest form,
a detector is just a piece of conductor used for current collection
Used e.g. with a cylinder in front to reduce the effect of secondary
particles, they are called Faraday cups. Especially when the signal
intensity or signal-to-noise ratio is low, electron multipliers are
used. The most common is the single channel electron multiplier or
channeltron [138-140].
It consists of a long, hollow glass tube (channel) with a ölightly
conducting interior surface having a high secondary ej actron emission
coefficient. Channeltrons can be used tor the detection of ions, neutrals, electrons or even X-rays. Every incoming particle may produce
secondary electrons which are accelerated towards the end of the channel. Multiple scattering results in a cloud of electrons at the end
7
A
of the channel. A typical gain of 10 -10 can be achieved when voltages
of a few kilovolts are applied across the channel.
Residual gas atoms in the tube or at the exit of the tube may be
positively ionized by the cloud of electrons. They are then accelerated
towards the entrance of the channel, where they can initiate a new
cascade of electrons. To reduce the possibility of this "ionic feedback", the channeltrons will always be curved. Typical countrates that
4
can be achieved are 10 counts/s for a maximum background of about 0.1
counts/s.
All the above-mentioned detectors are single, discrete detectors.
However, many conventional and newly-developed analysers may be operated in a multidetection mode [141-143]. Reasons for multidetection
can be threefold. FirsL, it speeds up the measurements and thus reduces
the time of an experiment. Secondly, it may yield a new kind of information, such as in the case of angle-resolved spectroscopy. Thirdly,
it can be desirable in case the experimental technique is destructive
as is, in principle, the case with LEIS.
Early developments of multidetection, started with the application
of a small number of discrete detectors placed in conjunction. Later
on, position-sensitive detectors were introduced which enabled simultaneous measurements in either one or two dimensions. There are two kinds
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of image-intensifiers available for multidetection either for one or
two dimensional purposes. The one-dimensional version is the so-called
parallel plate channel multiplier [144,145], It consists of two parallel plates, one plate with a resistive film and one plate with a high
secondary electron emission coefficient. By proper arrangement of
these plates, a very fast time resolution with regard to channeltrons
can be realized.
For two-dimensional purposes, nne can make use of continuous ^Lectron multiplier ^rrays (CEMA), shortly called

(micro)channelplates

[146-149]. These devices contain a very large number of small channels
packed together. Typical channel diameters are 12.5 and 25 ym. The
The lenght-diameter ratio of the channels is usually 40:1.
3
4
Double thickness plates are also used. Gains of 10 -10 and count-rates
up to 10

counts/s can be realized. The channels are usually straight

and set at an angle of 13° typical, measured with

respect to the nor-

mal of the plate. Often two [150,151] or even three [152] channelplates
are placed in a cascade to increase the overall gain and to minimize
ionic feedback [153].
The gain or detection efficiency of channelplates strongly depends
on the angle of incidence of the particles with respect to the
channel axis [154-157]. Especially for angles exceeding the axis of the
channels with 30-40°, large reductions of the detection efficiency
may occur (see figure 3.21). Channelplates have to be combined with
position sensitive read-out systems to determine which channels have
been activated.
The simplest kind of detection system is the phosphor screen. It
has often been used in spherical grid (retarding field) analysers,
especially for LEED analysis. It can be regarded as a two-dimensional
detector. Channelplates can be placed in front of the screen to amplify
the signal [158]. The light pulses of the screen can be viewed directly or they can be recorded by a video camera [159], placed outside the
vacuum. Also electronic imaging devices, such as Charge-Coupled ^evices
(CCD) can be applied [160], They have the advantage of being less time
and temperature dependent, but they require a discrimination level for
determination of an event.
Another possibility of multidetection is to divide a large detector
area into many smaller detectors [161], Such detector-arrays are combined with channelplates and the resulting electron cloud is spread
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Fig. 3.SI.

The detection

20
30
impacf angle (deg)

efficiency

of miaroahannelplates for- electrons

1100] and ions [101] as a function of the impact angle
'measured 'Jtth respect to the channel axis.

Fig. 3. 22. Examples of wedge-rmd-strip anodes (WSA) in a rectangular
geometry (left)
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and a aylindriaal

geometry

(right)

over several small (discrete) detectors. Position determination of the
electron cloud can also be carried out with resistance or capacitance
networks [142,162-164]. Integrated electronic circuitry [165,166] and
C.C.D. techniques [167,168] are also here becoming important.
A third, more traditional way of position detection can be carried
out with the aid cf resistive anodes [169]. A small straight or curved
strip can be used for one-dimensional detection. Position detection
follows from the time-difference needed for the charge to arrive at:
both ends of the strip. In a two-dimensional geometry, the charge is
measured at the four corners of the resistive plate [170-171].
A fourth class of detection systems is formed by conducting electrodes, having special shapes. They are also placed behind channelplates [142]. In their most simple version, they consist of individual
quadrants, mutually isolated on a disk [172]. The position of the center of the electron cloud is calculated from the division of the charge
over the four electrodes. Also "graded density" electrodes are used
that comprise a plane of wires connected electronically into two groups,
such that in a linear direction alternative wires of either of the
two groups are crossed. The density of the wires is varied linearly
with distance for determination of the position of the electron
cloud [173]. An improvement of these two systems is the wedge-and-strip
anode detector [174-176].
In a rectangular geometry, two electrode conductor regions are defined by a zigzag-shaped insulator. The area of one electrode varies
linearly with one of the coordinates and is independent of the other
coordinate. The opposite holds for the second electrode. Examples of
a rectangular and a rotational symmetric geometry are given in figure
3.22. The charge pulses on the electrodes are amplified and measured
separately. The position of the electron cloud follows from the ratio
of the pulses of either of the electrodes divided by the sum of both
pulses. This detection system is relatively fast and allows a very
accurate determination of the position of ths center of the electron
cloud coming from the channelplates.

S.3.S. General considerations and improvements

Many, although not all, analysers described in this chapter, have
been used for ion scattering spectroscopy, in particular LEIS. As
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follows from chapter 2, LEIS requires a large (backscatteiing) angle
between the incident and scattered beam. More Darticular, the spread
in the scattering angle has to be relatively 1. , since the energy of
the scattered ions strongly depends on this angle. This implies that
spherical grid (retarding field) analysers [22] are less favourable
to be used for LEIS. But also for other analysers [119,125] the spread
in the angular acceptance angle may have to be reduced by means of
apertures to make LEIS analysis possible. This further decreases the
already-low intensity of detectable, scattered ions.
Analysers such as the parallel plate analyser and the deflection
analysers (CDA or HSA), equipped with only a single detector will usually have a low sensitivity which seriously limits the kind of samples
that can be used for LEIS raeasurments. Obviously, it becomes a great
advantage to apply analysers that are able to accept a full azimuthal
cone of particles. Several analysers possess this feature:
1. The PPA in the "fountain" geometry [130,131]
2. The conical cylindrical mirror analyser [136,137]
3. The spherical mirror analyser [102-104]
4. The cylindrical mirror analyser [105-125]
b. The 90°-spherical deflection analyser in rotational symmetry [90]
6. The toroidal deflection analyser with particle trajectories out of
the plane of symmetry [96-99].
LElS-spectra usually exhibit a large signal-to-background-ratio but
the intensity of the signal will be very low. This makes the application of image intensifiers such as channelplates almost a necessity.
The fountain spectrometer and the CCMA have an extremely large
image plane which makes the use of costly image intensifiers more or
less prohibitive. The spherical mirror analyser also has to be ruled
out because of the inconvenient target and detector position and
because of its non-linear energy dispersion. The last three analysers
in the list above ara all very suitable for simultaneous angle-resolved
measurements. Except for the 90° SDA, they have all been applied for
angular dependent multidetection [96-99,123,124]. Simultaneous multidetection of particles with different energies is, however, very difficult because the reported examples of all three analyser systems
have a conical focal surface, while channelplates are only available
in a flat geometry. Even when detector input lenses [123] are used,
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as has been done for the CMA, a non-iinear energy dispersion remains.
However, simultaneous energy defection is possible with the cylindrical [72] and hemispherical deflection analyser [91-93]. Especially
for the HSA this is interesting because it has a higher dispersion
and moreover it possesses double focussing properties. Multidetection
of the energy largely increases the sensitivity and it makes the sensitivity of these analysers comparable to the three analysers that
enable simultaneous angle-dependent measurements. Nevertheless, it
will be clear that no analyser exists that can perform both energy and
angle dependent measurements simultaneously. Still, Energy and Angle
Resolved ^on Scattering Spectroscopy (EARISS) would stand for a major
improvement in LEIS measurements. Such an EARISS-spectrometer would
have to meet the following demands:
1. A large scattering angle 9 to obtain a high mass resolution and
also to preserve a free sight onto the target for application of
other (surface) analytical techniques.
2. A full 360° azimuthal acceptance angle to obtain a large sensitivity.
3. A flat focal surface of limited dimensions for the application of
channelplates.
4. A linear energy dispersion, independent of the particle energy, to
ensure an optimum use of energy-multidetection.
5. An angle of incidence of particles on the detector close to the
normal in order to keep a high detection efficiency.
6. A low background.
7. A two-dimensional position-sensitive multidetector for energy measurements (independent of the angle), simultaneous with angle measurements (independent of the energy).
8. A sufficient remaining space for the primary beam optics.
Probably the only way to meet all these demands is by applying two
or more toroidal deflection plates with praticle trajectories out of
the plane of symmetry (see figure 3.23). Such a spectrometer has been
designed and built. In the next chapter, a description will follow or
first-order approximation calculations of such toroidal analysers.
Numerical calculations are given in chapter 5 and the final spectrometer design is presented in chapter G.

detector

detector

Fig. 2. 22. Two possible solutions of fully-rotational
symmetric toroidal
analysers with two and three seators respectively.
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CHAPTER I V FOCAL PROPERTIES OF TOROIDAL ANALYSERS IN A FIRST-ORDER
APPROXIMATION

4.1. Introduation
In the last section of chapter 3, i t was outlined that simultaneous
energy-and-angle-resolved ion scattering spectroscopy is possible.
Then toroidal deflection plates have to be used for "axial" particles
("B"

in figure 3.9) moving in or about meridian planes that contain

the axis of symmetry. Only a few spectrometers for surface analysis
have been built [l-5] that are based on such a geometry. Much more is
known [6] of the focal properties of toroidal deflection plates used
for "radial" trajectories moving in or about the plane of symmetry
(trajectories

"A" in figure 3.9). However, the theory for radial

trajectories i s not valid for axial trajectories because the ratio of
the radii of curvature of the deflection plates is no longer constant.
In this chapter an expression will be derived for the potential
distribution in meridian planes. This will be done analogous to
Wollnik's derivation [6] up to the second order. The present derivation
i s more genarai and the potential distribution can be obtained up to
any order. Also particle trajectory calculations will be presented which
are valid for first-order

approximations.

Techniques to calculate particle trajectories numerically will
fcJlow in the next chapter.

4.V.. The potential

distribution

up to the second order

When using toroidal deflection plates or sectors

(paraxial)

parti-

al °s should move at or closely around a circular rr.ain path. The force
acting on these particles should be constant everywhere along the main
path and perpendicularly to i t .

In other words, there should be no

component of the force or the electric field in the direction of
particle motion and hence no change of the kinetic energy for particles
i.-oving at the main path. According to section 3.3.2.1. we can, in that
case, write for single charged positive ions that:

mv

2

2E,
k

5
r

(4.1)

r
o

o

where: r
o

is the radius of the main path (which is here taken in a
meridian plane instead of in the plane of symmetry),

m

the particle mass,

v
o
E

the kinetic energy,

the particle velocity at the main path,

K fO

and

q
e

the elementary charge unit
the electric field at the main path.

Because of the symmetry of the system it is convenient to switch to
toroidal coordinates. (See also figure 3.9):
X = (d + I•COS iy)CO5 (
f
>

y = (a + r.cos -Ji! sin 4>

(4.2)

z = r-sin tj;

For radial trajectories the p a r t i c l e ' s main path is lying in the x-y
plane of symmetry with the angle I|J being equal no zero. This makes the
term (a + r • cos \p) = R constant and thus transforms the toroidal
o
o
coordinates into cylindrical coordinates. For axial trajectories the
main path i s lying in a plane with <p = constant.
Because of the usefulness of dimensionless coordinates i t is convenient to define a coordinate u that describes the particle position
relative to the main path
r-r
(4.3)

r
o
In analogy with Wollr.ik [6] a plane with <>
( = <J> constant i s considered with a small c i r c u l a r line segment AB between i|' - — AI/I and
lp + 2" Alp a t the main path.
Rotating this line segment over a small angle A<f> yields an areal
element df = AB . AC (see figure 4 . 1 ) .
The radii of curvature of t h i s areal element are r (in the meridian
o
plane) and O

Q

= a + r • cos ij) (in a plane parallel to the plane of

symmetry) .
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-t-r
i \
i

Fig. 4.1. General representation (top) of Wo oonoentria toroidal
deflection plates, (see also fig. 3.9).
Too areal elements df = AB.AC and df - EF.EG through which
radii of curvature
the same eleotriaal flux : . . issing.
of the areal element "f at the main path are r
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and p .

By assuming an other line segment EF in the plane with <j> =<p between
the angles <»
| - — At// and ip + •=• Ai/> , i t i s possible to construct a
o
2
o
o_^ 2_^ o
similar areal element df^ = EF.EG. The r a d i i of curvature of df are
r

and p. = a + r , - c o s I(I .
1
1
1
o
Introducing

r
b =—

,

(4.4)

we can write
p, = p (1 + bu-cos ty )
1
o
o
Since df

o

(4.5)

contains the main path, the e l e c t r i c flux throucjh df

o

will only have a component perpendicular to df . Therefore the same
flux that passes through df
df
o

has to pass through df.

• £ o =d f ! • S

<4-6>

or

e =e
1

o

!°
r

^£ = e
' p

-L-

!

(4 7)

o ' 1+u ' 1+b'COS <(J

'

In a more general way we can w r i t e :
E(u,M = E [1 - u(l+b.cos \j)) +
o

]

(4.8)

From the relationship e = - grad V, the e l e c t r o s t a t i c p o t e n t i a l
follows

(for single-charged p o s i t i v e ions) a s :
V(u,iM = e r [0.5 - U + T U (1 + b.cos é)
O O

2

+ terms of higher order]
The coefficient of u

(4.9)

can also be written as

a + 2r • cos ty
a,(i|0 = T (l+b.cos ty) = ———2
—
2
2
2 (a + r • cos ijj)

(4.10)

This r e s u l t i s somewhat similar to the equation (3.7), for a radial
geometry in the plane of symmetry, obtained by Wollnik [ 6 ] . The important difference i s t h a t the coefficient

a

i s now no longer con-

stant but a function of the angle t|).
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Fig. 4.2. Equipotential curves of a toroidal acctor according to
V = -0.25 - i*O.Oè for i ~ 0,1,2,. ..10.
Only the centval equipotential aurve (i=S) has a circular
shape. All other potential curves follow the relationships
given by equations (4.11) to (4.18).
The distance a between M and the axis of symmetry is SS.5
mm and the main path radius r
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is 40 mm.

This is because the equipotential surface of the main path in the
meridian plane i s not surrounded by circular equipotential surfaces
(as is the case in the plane of symmetry) but by equipotential surfaces
which have an essentially non-circular cross section.
This implies that, in order to get a correct optimum potential
distribution, the shapes of the deflection plates can no longer be
circular (meridian) cross-sections but have to be adapted (figure 4.2).
However, the few examples of toroidal analysers reported [l-5] so far,
a l l make use of circularly-shaped deflection plates. Consequently the
"middle" equipotential surface inside these analysers, is not circular
and on the particles acts not only a centripetal force, but also a
force in the direction of their motion. This introduces non-linearity
effects in the energy dispersion and makes the focussing properties
less ideal.
In particular, the statement by Engelhardt et al [ l ] , that "mean
trajectories of particles follow circles on mean equipotential surfaces" in their analyser is incorrect.
Strictly speaking, in such cases [l-5] i t is not even correct to apply
equations (4.8)-(4.10) or to use Wollnik's [6] formulae with an effective c-value of b.cos ']).
The only fully-correct treatment to obtain near-perfect focussing
properties i s to make use of non-circular deflection plates of a very
particular shape, which (up to second order) follows from equation
(4.9). In order to determine the shapes of these deflection plates
(or equipotential surfaces) more accurately, i t is necessary to calculate the potential distribution for higher powers of u.
4.Z. Calculation of the potential

to any order of aeauraay

In the previous section the potential distribution for a meridian
plane was determined up to the second order.
I t follows that the general potential function can be described up to
any order N as
» = e r

N
£ a (l/>).un
n=0

(4.11)
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to equations

(4.15)

as a function

t-V ?oeffi'dent

a

to

of the
is

aiv>i.

(4.18)
angle

where the coefficients a

are only dependent on IJJ anc>

n

°t

o n u

- These

coefficients can be calculated by solving the Poisson equation for the
electrostatic

field.

As the space-charge can be neglected, the problem reduces to solving
the Laplace equation, which in toroidal coordinates reads:
2

2

(a+2r-cos ip)-=— + r ( a + r . c o s ty)—- - s i n I|J. v r + (— + cos^)—=• = 0
9r
gr2
3<fi
r
^2
(4.12)
using the dimensionless parameter u, and introducing
r
k =—

(4.13)

3.

t h i s reduces t o

3v

r - + (m-1) (l+k(u+l)cos i|))——
du
„22.
Sv
2
du
))
+ (m1)
3v
32v
(-k(u+l)sin ip)^-r + (l+k(u+l)cos ii)~;

=0

In the previous section i t was defined that the main path i s positioned
at the middle- equipotential surface, making a

= 0 . 5 (for single-

charged positive ions). Furthermore i t was argued that the force or
e l e c t r i c field acting on the p a r t i c l e s i s constant and centripetally
directed.
This implies that a

=- 1 .

Using only these two coefficients

for a s t a r t , i t i s possible to

derive expressions for a l l other coeffcients a
equation

by substitution of

(4.11) into the Laplace equation.

As a f i r s t result i t follows that
...
2 »

a
a ( (» }}

=

1 + 2k. cos (1/
2(1 +H.cos\)\

,„.,-,
-

( 4( 41 15 5 ))

which transforms to equation (4.10) by insertion of equation (4.13).
Coefficients of higher order can be calculated in a similar way. By
replacing k.cos ifj and k-sin ip by c and s respectively, i t can be shown
that

a

= ~'\y) . — — T . [2 + 6c + 6c 2 ]
•
(l+cp

a

= +(\-,l

(4.16)

. ----—=- . [6 + 25c + J7c2 + 24c3 + s]

(4.17)

and
ac = - ( — ) . — - — - . [24 + 129c + 263c2 + 254c

+ 120c +

Ss

+ 14cs ]
(4.18)

For a check of t h e c o r r e c t n e s s of t h e s e c o e f f i c i e n t s
the s p e c i a l c a s e s of a c y l i n d r i c a l d e f l e c t i o n a n a l y s e r
and a h e m i s p h e r i c a l d e f l e c t i o n a n a l y s e r

we can c o n s i d e r
(a -»• °°, k = ü

(a = 0 , k •* °°) .

For k = 0 fhp p o t e n t i a l becomes V = £ r ( - - - u + 7rU - r r u + — u
.
o o 2
2
3
4
- u + . . . . ) , which i s i n agreement with t h e known p o t e n t i a l e q u a t i o n
(3.11) : V = c r ( 0 . 5 - l n ( l + u ) )
GO

In t h e l i m i t i n g case of k -* °° we o b t a i n V = e r ( 0 . 5 - u + u

4
u

5
- u

-,
- u° +

° °
+....) which according to equation (3.13) is the series

expansion of the p o t e n t i a l of the HSA.
I t i s obvious that in t h i s way for a l l values of k i t i s possible
to derive • "'=> p o t e n t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n up to any order. However, i t
difficult

is

to say how many terms are needed for a p a r t i c u l a r accuracy.

In figure 4.2, a number of equipotential curves are qiven for the case
that N = 5
a -a

and k = 40/55.5. For a number of angles ty the

are shown in figure 4 . 3 .

coefficients

I t will be clear that the deviations

of th~ .potential curves from c i r c l e s are maximum when U' = 180 . For
t h i s ar.gle i t can be observed that for a -a c the coefficients
2 b
approximately doubled for every increment of n.
Roughly i t can be concluded (with € r = -1) t h a t :
V(u,^)

=-0.5 + u + 0.8 u 2 t l + 2u + (2u) 2 + (2u) 3 +

a are
n

+ (2u)m]

The error due to ending the series expansion between the square
brackets after the term with exponent m is given by (2u)m/(l-2u).
For typical values u for the deflection plates with r
a = 55.5 mm, we obtain (m=3): V(+0.15, 180°) = V

= 40 mm and

= -0.32426 with an

error of 6.9 * 10~ 4 and VC-0.15, 180°) = V 2 = -0.63672 with an error
of 1.7 * Iff4.

Of course this i s no proof of the accuracy of the potential
but i t gives sufficient

calculation

reason to assume that calculations up to n - D

result in an accuracy of approximately

0.1 %.

This statement can be checked by performing numerical calculations
with techniques such as the finite-element-method

and the charge-

density method, which will be treated in the next chapter. A single
example of such calculations, based on the charge-density method, i s
given below for equipotential curves in a full
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geometry, as

determined by the potentials V and V_ given above.
If the location of these deflection plates i s exact, than the equipotential curve at V = -0.50000 (u=0) has to coincide with a circle
with a radius of 40 mm around M.
Differences will be a measure of the accuracy of the position and
potential of the deflection p l a t e s . The calculated position of the
equipotential surface

(V = -0.50000) together with the positions nf the

deflection plates are given in figure 4.4.
The deviation of the equipotential curve i s very small (< 0.02 mm )
compared to the distance between the deflection plates

(«a 12 mm).

The same numerical calculations also yield the value of the
e l e c t r i c field at the main-path circle with radius r . Ideally, a
dimensionless value of -0.025 i s expected for £ since r

= 40 mm

and the normalized product e r equals -1.000.
o o ^
Again there is an excellent agreement between the values calculated
and theoretically expected (see figure 4.6).
In section 4.2 it was stated that particle? at the main path should
more along equipotential surfaces with circular cross sections and
with constant, centripetally directed forces (electric fields) acting
on them. It has been shown that this can also be realized for "axial"
particles in a meridian plane provided that the deflection plates
follow equipotential curves given by equations (4.11)-(4.18).
For comparison, the same potential and electric field calculations
have been carried out for the inferior case of circular deflection
plates.
As a reference at ijj = 180 , the same potentials V. and V_ are taken
for circular plates with radii of 46 and 34 mm respectively. From
figures 4.5 and 4,6 it will be clear, that in this case neither the

Fig. 4.4. The positions of equipotential
curves relative to the main
path (u=0) in the case of deflection plates adapted according
tc equations (4.15) to (4.18).
Sne constants a and r equal 55.5 and 40 mm

(ii(deg)

Fiq. 4.5. The positions

180
<lf (deg)

of ^quipot^K 'ra.' cur*?'-'." relative

respectively.

270

360

to 'he main

path (u=0) in Jie aar,e of circular deflect'^n
pint s. The
fit with figure 4.4 is made at ty = 180°.
The constants a and v o equal 5.6.5 and 40 mm recpt ivelu.

1.08

circular
deflection
plates

adapted
deflection
plates

0.96I
90

180
4>(deg)

270

360

Fig. 4.6. The electric fields taken at the circular main paths of
sectors with circular and adapted deflection plates, corresponding to figures 4.4 and 4.5.

potential nor the electric field are constant at the main path. This
shows that i t should be avoided to use such circularly-shaped deflection
plates, especially in the case that 90° < \\j>\ < 270°.

4.4 Calculation of particle

trajectories

in a first-order approximation

With expressions for the potential distribution V and the kinetic
energy E , the Lagrangian L = E, - qV can be used to calculate the
particle

trajectories.

The expression for the kinetic energy in toroidal coordinates i s :
E. = \ mlr2 + r2ij)2 + (a + r-cos 4»2<f>2]

(4.20)

which in dimensionless <-ocrdinates becomes:

E, = ~ m [r 2 ü 2 + r 2 (l+u) 2 (J) 2 + (a + r (l+u)cos ty)2 * 2 ]
K d
o
o
o

(4.21)

P a r t i c l e s with no azimuthal velocity component ($ = 0) following the
main path (u =0 and ü = 0) have a k i n e t i c energy equal to
T.
= ~ mx 2il 2 = ~ inv 2
k,o
2
o o
2
o

(4.22)

To calculate the p a r t i c l e t r a j e c t o r i e s in a f i r s t - o r d e r
i t i s sufficient

approximation

to have an expression of the potential up to the

second order
- _ a + 2r -cos (JJ
V(u,ip) = e r [0.5 - u + - u (—
r) ]
v
o o
2
a + r • cos i|/
mv

2

,

= - _2_[o.5 -

u +

q
The

2

a + r • cos

(4.23)

,]
i/)

+ r

(1+u) ^ + (a + r Q (l+u)cos ^) <>
) ]
,
,
_ a + 2r . cos
ty
+ mv {\ - u + I u (
2
,]
o 2
2
a + r • cos tj/
0
2

(4.24)

each of the t o r o i d a l coordinates ip, $ and u i t i s now possible

to obtain a Lagrange equation

8b

2

Lagrange function L, in second order approximation, becomes:
L = -j m[r o ü

For

_ a + 2r - cos \p

1 u2(

| L = £L(-^)

(4.25)

W=ar(^

(4 26)

-

The first Lagrange equation for the coordinate ty i s :

^2 m [20 (a+r
(l+u)cos *p)Or (l+u)(-sin \j>) ] +
o
(4.28)
•3

1

T

mv ^[[ i uu
o 2
2

2"

r

'a'

s i n

"P
)
]
((
.
.v 2
( a + r • c o s ^i)
o

/
=

I
at

T

?

m r

o

N e g l e c t i n g t h e component i n t h e a z i m u t h a l d i r e c t i o n

(<j> = 0 ) i n a f i r s t

o r d e r a p p r o x i m a t i o n we come t o :

— [mr 2{l+u)2il>] = 0
dt
o
or

mr

o

(4.29)

2
22(1+u)ty= mrty= constant .

(4.30)

For particles that cross the main path we can write (with the same
constant as in equation 4.30)
mr

I
/
J = constant .

(4.31)

The angular momentum \p is related totyby
^

2

= * o 2 (l + <$) ,

where 6 = (E - E.
K.

(4.32)

/E, ) is the relative energy difference between

K. f O

K. f O

a particle that crosses the main path and a particle that follows the
main path.
Summarizing i t follows that
( l + u ) V = ij^ 2 = i(io2(l+6)

.

(4.33)
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For a particle with 6 = 0 at the main path, both ty and r ^

are

constant which i s in agreement with the fact that particles are not
accelerated or decelerated along the main path.
For small positive values of u, such a particle will have an angular
velocity ij) which i s smaller than i . The velocity r (l+u)i^

will be

too small to compensate the centripetal force of a radius r (1+u)
and consequently the particle will be focused towards the main path.
The second, azimuthal Langrange equation is
— [m(a+r (l+u)cos ip)24>] = 0

(4.34)

or
2m(a+r (1+u) cos !//) <£ = constant

(4.35)

Substituting .0 for (a+r •( 1+u) cos !|>) in equation (4,35) as the distance of the particle with respect to the axis of symmetry, we have
mp <
>
j = constant ,

(4.36)

which expresses the law of conservation of angular momentum. The
obvious result is that particles moving closer to the axis of symmetry
will have a larger angular velocity $.
This becomes important i f a reasonable resolution i s to be obtained in
the azimuthal direction.
The third and last Lagrange equation for the coordinate u reads:
1

2

•7, m[2r

'2

(l+u)Ui

'2

+ 2$ (a+r (1+u) cos \b)x - c o s \b]
°
°
a + 2r • cos ty
+ mv [ -1 + u (
-) ] = mr ü .
o
a + r • cos lp
o

(A

Again n e g l e c t i n g t h e azimuthal component, we g e t
mr

2
o

ü = mr

2

o

a
'2
2
(l+u)ijj
= mv [-1 + u(
T

S u b s t i t u t i o n of e q u a t i o n s

90

o

(4.22)

+ 2r

o 'c o s ^

)] .

a + r • cos \\>r

and (4.33)

leads

to

(4.38)

n

u«

TO

mr 2'u = mr 2 lp

°
= mr
o

1+

->

+ mr 2 f

° ,

° (l+u)3

°

2

->

a + 2 r - c o s lp

[-1 + (

2
a +

°

-r)u]

VCOS *
(4>39)

9 - 2
ij/ f l + ö - 3 u - l + u ( l + b - c o s lp) ]
o

or
ü = -lp 2 [u(2 - b-cos lp) - 6]
o

.

(4.40)

For a small angular increment Alp a t the angle lp, b-cos <p may be considered constant and analogous to Wollnik [5] , we get the
(first-order)

particle

following

trajectories.

u(ip+Aip) = u(ip)cos pAip +

a
P

s i n pAtp + —r-(l - cos pAip)
P

a(lp+Aip) = -u(lp)p sin pAip + a(ip) cos pAip + — s i n pAip
2a + r • cos lp

with

p

= 2 - b-cos (p =

-

+

,

(4.41)

(4.42)

,

-

r- =
-cos V
a + i • cos ip
1 + k - cos ip

(4.43)

o

Analogous to section 3.3.2.1. equations (4.41) and (4.42) can be
written as trans f ermatri ces operating on a vector k^ = (u,a,6). However, the transfermatrices now cover only a small part Alp of a

sector of a total angle ip . The focusing properties of such a complete
sector can be calculated from repetitive multiplications of matrices
that each cover only a fraction of the total sector.
In a similar way the properties of other sectors and field-free
regions can be taken into account to calculate the focusing properties
of a complete analyser.
According to Liouville's theorem a l l these matrices must have determinants equal to unity.
Conventional deflection analysers with radial trajectories in the
plane of symmetry have constant p-values. For instance for the CDA
(a-*», k=0) the value p equals / 2 , while for the HSA (a=0, k -*•<*>)
value of p = 1 is obtained. This leads to focusing angles of 127 and
180

respectively. For the toroidal sectors describe.^ in this section

the focusing angle depends both on the constant k and on the starting
angle ip„ of the sector.
o
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Fig. 4.7. The dependenoe of p of the angle ij; for various values of k.

180
4>(deg)

Fig. 4.8. The dependence of p of the angle ty for various values of k.
Also shown are the values of p for a cylindrical
deflection
analyser (k=O) and a hemispherical analyser (k+<*>).
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The variation of p and 1/p i s as a function of ij» for a number of
values of k given in figures 4.7 and 4.8. Larger values cf p result in
a more rapid focusing but also in a lower dispersion as follows from
equation (4.41) .

H

o
= 180 ,

while for \ty\ < 90° only minor variations are present.
S t i l l i t i s also for small values of I/J not correct to consider
the focusing properties to be independent of 0. Values of the focusing
angle therefore also depend on 0 and can fox a given angle IJJ be
O

approximated by d e t e r m i n i n g t h e angle ij> f o r which (with n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . )
E
ƒ p(ljj)dij> = n . l 8 0 °

(4.44)

Evaluation of the integral can be done graphically with the aid of
figure 4.7.
Still, the continuous variation of p inside a single sector makes it
difficult to predict and optimize the focusing properties of toroidal
analysers especially when two or more sectors are used.
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CHAPTER V: NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

S.I.

Introduction

In the previous chapter, first-order particle trajectory calculations were presented.
Such calculations are, however, only valid for paraxial rays around
the main path.
This requires a nearly monochromatic beam of particles since otherwise too large deviations from the main path will occur.
Hence first-order calculations only are not sufficient for optimization of an analyser which has to accept ions in a relativelylarge energy range. Second and higher order approximations as an
extension of chapter 4 are, in principle, possible but they become
very complicated especially since also the fringing fields at the
ends of the sectors have to be taken into account. I t is therefore
better to calculate the particle trajectories numerically.
In this chapter, f i r s t a numerical analysis will be given of a
single ideal sector without fringing

fields.

Also the combination of more sectors with the incorporation of fringing
fields will be discussed. The calculation methods used are the socalled _Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Charge Density Method

5.2. An ideal single toroidal sector with no fringing

fields

When the potential and electric field distributions in a toroidal
sector are known, i t is relatively easy to calculate the particle
trajectories using:
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Here x, y, z for a Cartesian coordiante system, which i s , in general,
m;_j__ convenient to be used than a cylindrical or toroidal coordinate
system because the p a r t i c l e t r a j e c t o r i e s do not have to show any
(rotational)

symmetry.

We now only have to express the right-hand side of the equations

(5.1)

in terras of toroidal coordinates.
Since the p o t e n t i a l and e l e c t r i c field are rotational symmetric
(TTT = 0) we get, for a cylindrical coordinate system p, <J>, z:
q
x
dV
q
3v
x = a . - . -z- = 3' c o s ty •—•
m
p
3p
m
9p

(5.2a)

z = a^v.

(5.2c)

ra dz

Here P = (x +y )

i s the distance to the axis of symmetry.

For a single toroidal sector i t i s possible to switch to toroidal
coordinates r , <J>, 4> or u, 4>, 4> with

r

2

= (P-a)

2

+ z

2

= r

2
o

2
(1+u)

(5.3)

and
i> = a r c t a n ——
p-a

(5.4)

Here z is chosen to be zero at the plane of symmetry (IJJ = 0) so that
equations (5.2) can now be transformed into
q
cos i> r
. 9V sin \1> 3v -,
x =^ .
-• . [cos I^I . -^— - —
f . -~T ]
m
r
3u (1+u)
9ip
q

s i n if)

,

r

y

9V

s i n il

3ï ,

rr

[cos

=I• - ^ •
* • lï - TI^) • 3^]
S = a . _!_ . [ s i n ^ . | ï + cos_i |y j
m

3v

rQ

du

(1+u)
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(5 5b)

"

dij;

3v

The v a l u e s o f -s— a n d v r c a n b e t a k e n from e q u a t i o n

3V
g^=

,
5.5a

la r

"
n-1
E n an u
n=l

(4.11)

(5.6)

and

N

dv

r

= Z (

W

,

da

n,
)

TT" •

u

n

. _ _.

(5 7)

-

In principle an infinite number of terms should be taken, but i t was
shown in the previous chapter that for N = 5 a sufficient

approximation

of the potential can be realized.
If i n i t i a l particle velocities and positions are given, with a suitable
numerical integration procedure i t i s possible to calculate the new
values of x, y and z. In this way the particle trajectories can be
determined up to any accuracy desired.
The integration procedure used was the so-called Numerov-procedure
which i s available as a library-procedure at the used THE-Burroughs
B7700 computer. I t i s a linear procedure with fixed steps and i t

is

of the 4th order.
Calculations have e.g. been carried out for a single-sector
ranging from <p = -35

to ijj

= 82

^mpm = 117 ) with r

= 40 mm and

a = 44.366 mm. No fringing fields at the ends of the sector are taken
into account since for the whole sector the series expansion of the
potential distribution was used (see also section 3.3.2.2).
In a f i r s t order approximation the overall transfer matrix S,
operating on a vector k

S. .
3D

=

h

= (u , a , 6) at i|^ = -35 , i s given by

.807

0 . 436

- 0 .638

- 0 . 895

0

0

\

- 1 . 151 \
(5.8)

- 0 . 340
1

1

Evidently this matrix will only give good results for relatively small
values of u , a and 6.
o
c
By varying one of these coordinates k . and by keeping the other two
equal to zero, it is possible to check the validity of the matrix S
by means of numerical calculations.
Each time a numerical trajectory calculation for the fringing-fieldfree potential distribution in the sector yields values c." u f and Ct
at the end of the sector. Dividing u and a by the non-zero (variable)
t
t
*
c o o r d i n a t e ko l w i l l r e s u l t i n t h e e f f e c t i v e m a t r i x - e l e m e n t s S . , a n d
*
il
S
i2'
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S 13 -Si3y0.10
•f 0.05

0.05 0.10

0.05 0.10
0.05

Fier. £.2. ITze difference bettieen matrix elements S. ., obtained from
numerical calculations of an ideal
(fringing-field-free)
sector, and the same matrix-elements S. . obtained from
o
first-order
calculations.
The seatov ranges from ijj = -35
to \j> = 82 and is characterized
and a - 44.366 mm.

by the constants

r

= 4n vn

They

c a nb e compared w i t h
*

The differences

(S

- S

t h ematrix-elements
*

S

il

a n dS

i^

o

f

t'.Q).

) and (S., - S. .) are plotted as functJ or

of the value of k . in figure 5.1.
oi
A f i r s t important conclusion from figure 5.1 i s that in a l l cases
the differences between the numerical?/-calculated values and the
corresponding matrix-elements vanish if the variable vector element
k . (u , a or 6) approaches zero.
oi
o
o
This proves the correctness of the matrix-elements of (5.8)

for

paraxial rays. However, for values of k . exceeding a value of
about 10

, the deviations become significant and the first-order

apprcximation i s no longer accurate enough.
In analysers transmitting particles with a relatively-large energy
spread values for u, a and <5 up to 0.1 are to be expected. That
clearly demonstrates the necessity of numerical calculations.
Non-linear focusing effects which already become visible in
figure 5.1 can be i l l u s t r a t e d by plotting the particle

trajectories

as a function of the covered deflection angle.
This has been carried out for a sector of 215 (ip = -35 , ((/ = +180 ,
r = 40 mm, a = 44.366 mm ) by again varying only one of the vectorelements u , a and 6. (See figure 5.2).
o
o
The non-linearity effects are visible in a l l three plots and are
especially apparent at the cross-over points. I t can also be observed
that the focusing becomes more rapid for larger deflection angles
(closer to I|I = 180 ) due to lower p-values.
The focusing is also more rapid when the particle is positioned closer
to the outer deflection plate (positive values of u).
This is to be expected since the time needed for these particles
to cover a particular sector angle Aij) i s larger.
Another feature that turns up in the plots of figure 5.2 has to
do with the energy dispersion. First i t can be observed that the
dispersion is slightly reduced when ij/ i s closer to 180 . More
important i s the distinct non-linearity of the energy dispersion
which becomes most clear at the right part of figure

5.2.c.

Such effects are especially undesirable with the application of
multidetection of particles of different energy. A better more linear
energy dispersion may be obtained i f two or more toroidal sectors
are used for which the non-linearity effects might cancel.

45

100

90
4>(deg)

135

Fig. 5.2. Numerical partiële trajeatory oalculation for a fringingfield- f ree sector ranging from ty = -36 to i|i = +180°
r = 40 mm and a = 44.366 mm.
Each time one of the veator-elements of k . (u , a ov 6 /
is varied according to -0.1 + i*0.02S for i = 0,1,2,...8,
wheveas the other two vector-elements are taken zero.
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In those cases i t would be more appropriate to use phase-diagrams
to characterize a beam of particles inside the analyser.
Calculation of the fecal properties of a complete analyser including
two or three toroidal sectors and possibly some intermediate

field-

free regions i s , in principle, possible with the numerical calculations
described here.
Everywhere in the analyser, except at the ends of the sector where
fringing fields distort the electric field, the calculations can be
considered to be exact. A general rule of thumb is that the fringing
field region extends over a distance equal to once or twice the
distance between the deflection plates.
The regions where fringing fields can significantly influence the
particle trajectories thus takes up too large a part of the analyser.
Particle-trajectory calculations in fringing-field-free

"ideal"

sectors are, although better than first-order calculations, not yet
good enough to calculate the focal properties of a complete analyser.
The best way to overcome this problem i s to make use of methods
as the Finite Element Method or the Charge Density Method.
Such

numerical

calculation methods enable the calculation of the

potential distribution in any arbitrary shaped region, even with the
inclusion of fringing

fields.

The potential obtained in that way can be used in combination with
the previously-described numerical integration procedure t l ] and
equations (5.1) to obtain final, exact particle trajectories.
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5.3. The finite element method

S.Z.I. Broad cksevi-ption of the method

The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for solving
partial differential equations for a given region and prescribed
boundary conditions [2-13]. In this particular case the equation to
be solved is the Laplace equation. The solution, the electrostatic
potential is in general a function of each point in the solution
region.
Consequently, the solution is a function of an infinite number of
unknowns and can be written as a linear combination of an, in principle, infinite number of base-functions. By restricting the number
of these functions to a finite number N it is possible to construct
an approximation of the exact solution.
In the finite-element method this is done by dividing the region
into smaller regions called elements which, when joined together,
fill up the complete solution region.
The unknown potential is expressed in terms of interpolation functions
within each element.
These interpolation functions are defined in terms of the value of
the potential at a few specified points called "nodes" or "nodal
points". Nodal points are the connecting points of the elements, but
also additional points at the boundaries of the elements or in the
interior of the elements can be used.
Within each element the potential values at the nodal points and the
interpolation functions completely determine the behaviour of the
potential function. The nodal-point values become the unknowns of the
problem.
Substitution of the interpolation functions into the partial differential equation (Laplace equation) yields a set of equations in the
unknown nodal-point values. Once these unknowns are found, the
interpolation functions define the potential throughout the entire
region of all assembled elements.
The nature of the solution and the degree of approximation depends
both on the size and number of the elements and on the selected
interpolation functions.

10

5. 3. 2 Mathematical

formulation.

As seen before the p a r t i a l differential
the Laplace equation

equation to be solved i s

(AV = 0).

In the case of an analyser consisting of one or more toroidal sectors,
in a cross section we can consider a domain or region Q of which the
boundary f coincides with the deflection plates. The potential of
these plates determines the so-called Dirichlet boundary condition
problem:
' AV = Au = O

r £ SJ
(5.9)

V(r) = u(r) = g(r)

r £V

The region G has now to be divided into k elements which do not overlap and which together cover the whole region. Such elements can be
either triangles or quadrangles with a varying number of nodal points.
For the calculations to be presented later on triangular elements
have been used with three nodal points at the three corner points of
each element.
The next step i s to define the interpolation functions <J). .
Usually polynoms or bilinear functions are used such, that <j>. equals
one in the j
*.(r.)

nodal point and zero in a l l other nodal points;

= 6. . .

The functions <j>. (p,z) have to be piecewise continuous on fi and have a
prescribed behaviour for every element (e.g. linear or quadratic)
depending on the number of nodal points per element.
The approximation function V(p,z) can then be written as
V(o,z) =

N
I u. <J>. (p,z)
1
*

(5.10)

The parameters of this polynom are the unknown values u. in the nodal
points.
For particular cases o£" partial differential equations Lu = f, we
can determine the parameters u. by means of variational principles,
provided that homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions
e x i s t and that
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1. L i s

linear

2 . ƒ vLu d£2 = ƒ uLv dfi
£2
£2

(5.11)

3. ƒ uLu >^ O
J2

The s o l u t i o n u(0 ,z) of Lu = f i s t h e n e q u a l t o t h e s o l u t i o n of t h e
tninimalization

(variational)

problem of t h e f u n c t i o n a l

J ( u ) , with

J(u) = i ƒ uLu d£2

(5. 12)

Ü

For the Laplace operator i n two dimensions, J(u) reduces to

J(u) = i

ƒ |grad u | 2 dfi
£2

(5.13)

A more general method of c a l c u l a t i o n which does not need the
requirements of equations

(5.11) i s the "weighted r e s i d u a l approach".

For s u i t a b l e weight-functions w.(p,z)

ƒ
£2

w.(p,z)

i t y i e l d s a s e t of e q u a t i o n s :

(Lu - f)dpdz = 0

(5.14)

3

According to the method of Galerkin, the most suitable choice is
that w. (p,7.) = <J>.(p,z). Both the variational method (method of Ritz)
and the Galerkin method yield for the Laplace operator (f = 0)

for

the same set of equations (for j = 1,2,...N):
N
I {ƒ V<j). V<J). dp dz}u. = J f*. dp d?. = 0
J
i=ia
'
*
n 3
For the N

nodal points at the boundary

(5.15)

V we can now substitute tne

boundary equation (V(r_) = u(r_) = g(r) at r £ F ) . These Galerkin
equations can be written as a matrix equation: Mu = f where M is an
NxN matrix and vi contains N - N Q unknown corresponding to "ir.terior"
nodal points and N

constants corresponding to nodal points at the

boundary.
Reordering the matrix such that the nodal points at the boundary
appear for (N-N + 1) £ j £ N we could get
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N-N
o
I
{ƒ V<j>. ^
i=l
ti
-1

dp d z } ^
x

Z
{ƒ V(j>. V ^ dp d z } ^
N-N +1 JJ

(5.16)

Bv = £

(5.17)

where B is an (N-N )x(N-N ) matrix, v an (N-N ) dimensional vector
o
o
—
o
containing all unknown parameters u. and g_ a vector of constants.
Usually, however, the matrix M is not reordered as described above,
but a different approach is followed.
For every element of the coeffient matrix M an integral has to be
calculated of the form
M.. = ƒ V<(>. Vij>. dp dz

(5.16)

I f the a r e a Q i s d i v i d e d i n t o M elements e

we can w r i t e
m

M.. =
31

M
£ ƒ
m=l e

V<f>. Vejs. dp dz =

M
T E
m=l

^

(5.19:

m
Instead of an integral over the entire area Q we now have to calculate the integral for every element and next take the summation
over all elements e . An element containing p (in our case 3) nodal
=
m
*• m
points will only have p

approximation functions unequal to zero.

For every element we thus only have to calculate p

integrals to

obtain an element matrix E .
By summation of all component values ij of the element matrices
finally the matrix element M.. is obtained.
This procedure does, in fact, not change the solution, but mainly
simplifies the calculations since matrices of lower dimensions have
to be calculated. The coefficient matrix M which is finally obtained
usually for the greater part consists of elements equal to zero.
The width of the band of such a matrix containing the non-zero terms
is directly related to the maximum difference (in matrix numbering)
between any two global nodal points for an element.
To simplify the calculation of such a matrix it is convenient to
renumber ti*. *odal points in such a way that the band of the matrix
is minimized.
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5.3.3. Vvaoticdl aspects
The finita-element method i s used to calculate the focal properties
of toroidal analysers of various dimensions.
Some of the soft rare procedures used were developed at the department
of mechanical engineering, especially for purposes of constructional
calculations.
The TRIQUAMESH procedure [4,5] divides the area into smaller
(triangular) elements.
The automised mesh generator i s constructed such that the nodal points
at the boundary, the size of the mesh-elements and the kind of renumbering procedure can be chosen with a large degree of freedom.
The FEMSYS procedure [4,5] determines the coefficient matrix. Both
the potential and the derivatives of the potential in p and z
directions are calculated for every nodal point.
Assuming a linear variation of the electric field inside each element,
i t is possible to calculate exact particle trajectories. Special
procedures have been developed to determine in which element the
particle is positioned along i t s trajectory through the mesh of
elements. The NUMEROV procedure [ l ] has again been used to det- -mine
the p a r t i c l e s ' velocity and direction of motion.
Also several procedures have been made for graphical and numerical
display of the properties of the calculated analyser-region. All
procedures mentioned above (except TRIQUEMESH, FEMSYS and NUMEROV)
were developed by the author and by H. Ottevanger.

5.4. The charge density method
In a analyser system consisting of biased deflection plates,

the

electric field is caused by free surface-charges at the (conducting)
deflection plates. In terms of the charge density method (CDM), a
(cylindrical) cross section of these plates can be divided into N
narrow segments of widths s. and positions r. = (p. , z . ) .
Each element i s assumed to carry a uniform surface charge q

= a.

s..

The potential in an interior point r_ is calculated from the contribution of all N segments [14-16].
N

q

i

r

d

^i

i=l •*" ~r' i sJ jrz—rr
- " -i
c S

(5.20)
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In this equation V(r)
—

and the N charges q. are the unknowns.
1

Similarly we can express the known p o t a n t i a l s V. a t elements j in
terms of the charges q. of a l l other elements.
V(r.)
A. . q.
( r . ) = V. = I A.,

(5.21)

The general equation [l6j for the matrix element A..( for j £ i) is:

A 3 i = ,„„,* „ ,, . {k K(k) +

A

" „ +

}

(5.22)

where

?

i " VLi
- P.)2

= [ ( P .+ P . )
1 3

L.
i

X-

_ /

2

+

( Z .- Z . )
1
3

4P.P,
LJ
2
(P^p.) +

TT/2

and

K(k) = ƒ

do

0 (1 - k2 s i n 2 9)

Here K(k) i s the complete e l l i p t i c i n t e g r a l of t h e f i r s t kind which i s
t a b u l a t e d [17] or can be approximated [ 1 6 ] .
The second and higher o r d e r terms in equation
i f the p o i n t r . = ( p . , z . )

(5.26)

can be n e g l e c t e d

i s f a r from the segment.

The p o t e n t i a l A . , q . a t segment i due t o t h e charge on t h e segment i t s e l f i s given by [16]
.
\

=

16P
[ ( l n

w
+

u

2

(

576P.
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16P
23

l n

-

^

w

+ 4)]

(5

-23)

Since the whole matrix can be determined from equations (5.26) and
(5.27), matrix-inversion yields the unknown values q . .
q. = A?1 V.

(5.24)

Insertion in equation (5.24) completes the expression for the potential
V(:r) in any i n t e r i o r point of the analyser.
The charges-density method procedures used have been developed by
H. Ottevanger and J. van Engelshoven.

i.e. General

considerations

In the past many different methods [18] were applied for the estimation or determination of potential and electrostatic field distributions. Early analogical methods [19] involve the use of resistance
paper, resistance networks [20,21] or electrolytic troughs [18] .
These methods are hardly in use anymore due to the development cf
large computers and computational methods such as the Finite Element
Method (F.E.M.) and the Charge

Density Method (C.D.M.), described

in this chapter.
Sometimes other numerical methods like the Boundary Element Method
[22,23] (B.E.M.) or the _Finite Difference Method [24,25] (F.D.M. are
used.
The B.E.M. is, in fact, only a generalization of the C.D.M. and
has widely been applied for other than electrostatic potential problems.
The F.D.M. is rather analogous to the F.E.M.. Both methods calculate
the potential distribution by solving a number of differential equations equal to number of lattice nodes in a network stretched over
the region considered.
In the F.D.M. a rectangular mesh is used with constant distances
to the four nearest neighbouring lattice nodes. The derivatives at a
lattice node are expressed in tarms of the difference between the
potential at this lattice node and the potentials at the four neighbouring lattice nodes.
The set of equations obtained can, as with the F.E.M., be written
in the form of a band-matrix. Matrix inversion will yield the solution
of the potential at each lattice node. A disadvantage of the F.D.M.
is that, in general, the boundary of the mesh does not coicide with
the boundary of the region considered. This makes the F.D.M. less
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flexible than the F.E.M. which applies mesh-elements of arbitrary
shapes and sizes. The F.E.M. can thus also be used for rather complex
geometries.
The main limitation of the F.E.M. and the F.D.M. is that large
computer memories are required that contain all elements of the band
matrix to be solved. The B.E.M. and the C.D.M. do not have this
limitation but they need much more computing time.
The F.E.M. has been used for calculation of the many particle trajectories needed for the characterization of the focal properties of
the considered analysers.
The C.D.M. has occasionally been used for a check of the
calculated potential distribution (see section 4.3). In the future
it might become advantageous to combine the benefits of the F.E.M.
and the C.D.M. in order to minimize the required computer storage
and computation time.
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CHAPTER VI

THE EARISS ANALYSER

6.1. Intvoduotion

In many fields of surface-analysis electrostatic analysers are
used for the determination of the energy or angular distribution of
charged particles emitted by or reflected from a surface. In chapter
3 it was concluded that e.g. simultaneous energy and a.ngle resolved
ion scattering £pectroscopy (EARISS) might be realized with analysers
having toridal deflection plates. These toroidal deflection plates
then have to be used in an unusual "axial" geometry as shown in
figure 3.9 (particles "B") .
In those cases deflected particles are moving in or about meridian
planes that contain the axis of symmetry. As a consequence the equipotential curves are no longer equidistant for different deflection
angles as is the case in the plane of symmetry.
In order to obtain optimum focusing properties the particles with
average energy (<S = 0) should move at or closely around an equipotential
surface with a circular cross-section. This can only be realized with
toroidal deflection plates having a non-circular cross-section (see
chapter 4) .
A complete analyser consisting of such toroidal sectors, field-free
regions and correction elements will have to meet several demands.
Most of these demands are listed in section 3.3.5. Some additional
demands are given in this chapter.
The performance of an analyser with three toridal sectors which,
in a first-order approximation meets these demands is discussed.
This and several other designs were alse calculated more accurately
with the finite-element method. Comparison of these designs leads to
a final, optimum analyser design for which the number of deflection
and correction elements is minimized.
The energy and angular resolution of the analyser is discussed
as well as the two-dimensional position-sensitive multidetector
necessary for simultaneous recording of the energy and angular distribution of the transmitted particles. This chapter will be completed
with a description of the complete apparatus, some constructional
aspects and some first experimental results used to discuss the
performance of the analyser.
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S.2. Limitation of the spread in the polar angle 6

The EARTHS analyser should be able to accept particles with a large
energy spread scattered into a cone with a full 360

(azimuthal)

acceptance angle. In LEIS the energy of the scattered ions depends not
only on the mass of the ion, the mass of the surface atom and the
initial ion energy but also on the scattering (polar) angle.
It is, therefore, necessary to limit the acceptance in polar angle
by means of apertures. In general, two apertures are needed which can,
in principle, be placed anywhere between the target and the detector.
However, it is advantageous to have the apertures in a field-free
region before the scattered ions are affected by any fields. For
quantitative measurements this is important, since it assures a welldefined acceptance independent of the energy of the particles.
Particles scattered from the edges of the apertures may give rise
to secondary particles which increase the background signal.
Therefore the apertures must have a sharp edge at the side at which
the particles enter.
On the one hand the total polar angular spread 2A6 of the particles
passing the apertures should be kept small in order to preserve a
high resolving power or high mass separation.
On the other hand the apertures should be large to obtain a high sensiti vi ty.
This means that the apertures should be placed as far apart as possible.
The intensity of the transmitted beam or, in other words, the area of
the phase diagram is for a given maximum angular spread proportional
to the distance between the first aperture (the window) and the second
aperture (the pupil).
In surface scienco it is important to combine different analytical
techniques.
Therefore the distance between the target and the window should not be
taken too small in order not to block the sight onto the target.
This distance also determines the diameter 2R

at the target from

which scattered ions are accepted. (See figure 6.1). Particles originating from radii smaller than R

have a maximum probability for accept-

ance, whereas particles with initial radii between R^ and R_ have a
reduced acceptance probability.
In ^canning jLow-erergy _ion scattering (SLEIS) a small diameter beam
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is used which is scanned across the target area.
For such applications the target area with homogeneous acceptance is important.
The ratio R H /R T should thus be as high as possible.
For a fixed maximum spread in polar angle this can be obtained by increasing the ratio w/p of the half-openings of the two apertures.
This ratio should not be taken too large/ however, since the largest
transmission is obtained if the window and pupil openings are equally
large. Larger w/p ratios also result in larger values of R .
cular, 2R

In parti-

may become larger than the diameter of the primary beam.

That would cause loss of sensitivity in non-scanning applications since
the maximum angular acceptance of the apertures is then not exploited.
Summarizing it may be concluded that it is desirable to be able to
adjust the widths of the two aperture openings independently. For fixed
aperture sizes a choice has to be made between a high sensitivity
(large apertures) and a high resolving power (small apertures). For
the time being the apertures are positioned at a distance of 35 mm
from one another and the openings are both fixed at 1.0 mm.
The development of adjustable apertures is in progress.

window

Fig. 6.1. Schematic representation of the acceptance of particles by
two apertures (window and pupilJ. The distances of the
window, pupil and the entrance of the analyser ave given
by dw, d and d
respectively.
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S. 3. The zoom lens

Scattered particles passing the apertures can be accepted directly
by the analyser. It is, however, better to use a so-called zoom lens
between the apertures and the first toroidal sector of the analyser.
Reasons for the application of a zoom lens are two-fold.
Firstly the transmitted beam of particles can be focussed at th(=analyser entrance which reduces the effects of fringing fields, 'jecondly the zoom lens can be used to change the energy of the particles.
In chapter 3, it has already been shown that pre-retardation or preacceleration changes the pass-energy of the analyser.
The absolute energy resolution A E can thus be adjusted electronically.
Zoom lenses consist of several aperture-like elements which can
be biased individually.
The first element, which is normally held at the target potential and
the last element which defines the average analyser pass energy determine the acceleration or retardation potential.

Fig. 6.2. The relative positions of the four zoom lens elements along
the main trajectory path.
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Additional apertures act as focusing elements.
The zoom lens is thus capable of imaging an object of given position
and potential onto an image of fixed position, while the potential
at the image can be varied.
Zoom lenses with three elements have been investigated by Harting
and Read [l] for both planar and cylindrical symmetries. In this
particular case the EARISS geometry requires, however, that the zoom
lens elements have a conical symmetry.
Boelens [2] has calculated and optimised the focal properties of a
four-element zoom lens by assuming that the data of Harting and Read
tl] for three-element planar zoom lenses are applicable.
The size of the phase area transmitted by the zoom lens will,
provided that no signal is lost, depend on the initial size determined
by the window and pupil and on the ratio of the particle energy before
and behind the zoom lens. The limiting contour of all different phaseareas corresponding to different acceleration/deceleration ratios has
to be optimised by varying the potentials of the two focusing elements
of th<? zoom lens.
It is again convenient to use dimensionless coordinates. The coordinate
u, which determines the distance with respect to the main trajectory
in a meridian plane is therefore normalized to the radius r of the
o
main path in the toroidal sectors of the analyser. The angular spread
or

divergence a is, as always, expressed in radians. The ratio a /u

of the maximum values of a and u at the analyser entrance should be
high to obtain good focusing. For some acceleration ratios Boelens L2]
has shown that a /u values of at least 4 or 5 are feasible. These
o o
results are valid for a planar symmetry. It is expected that similar
results can be obtained for the conical symmetry with only small
differences in the focusing potentials.
A more precise determination of these potentials can be obtained by
numerical calculations or experimentally.
The relative positions of the four zoom lens elements along the main
trajectory is shown in figure 6.2. All elements except the second one
are rounded to a radius of 1 mm to prevent electronic discharges.
The second element is rounded to a radius of 1.5 mm since this element
has to be set at the highest accelerating (negative) potential [2],
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• 0.04

a(rad)

a {rad)

il
-0.02

0.02

(a)

(b)
• -0.04

Fig. 6.3. The phase diagram at the position of the pupil (left) for
two apertures, each with a width of 1 mm, positioned at a
distanoe of 35 mm.
An idealized rectangular phase diagram with the same area
is shown at the right (b).
The latter phase diagram has been used for the calculation
of the focusing properties of the analyser and corresponds
to point B in figure 6.4.
In the final design, the window and pupil apertures have 1 mm
openings which are placed 35 mm apart. The corresponding phase diagram
at the pupil i s given in figure 6.3a. If the zoom lens focusses such
that a /u
have a

o

= 5, a rectangular phase diagram with the same area would

= 5u = 0.0299 rad.
o

(see figure 6.3b). The l a t t e r
*

(idealized)

phase diagram has been used for the calculation of the focusing properties of the analyser.

6.4. Optimization of the toroidal analyser
8. 4.1.

Introduction

The most crucial and time-consuming part of the optimization of
the EARISS spectrometer i s the determination of the number, sizes and
shapes of the toroidal deflection p l a t e s . As pointed out before, these
sectors are used in an "axial" geometry with p a r t i c l e trajectories in
or about meridian planes containing the axis of symmetry (see fig. 3.9),
Several, e.g. two or three toroidal sectors can be used i n t e r connected by field-free

regions. Between the l a s t sector and the

detector there will also be a field-free
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region.

Herzog-correction elements can and will be used te reduce the effects
of fringing fields at the ends of the sectors. The angular width of
the sectors is then determined by the ideal field boundaries (see
figure 3.10).
In principle it is possible to use toroidal sectors with different
main path radii ry adjusting the electric field strengths in each
sector. It is more convenient, however, to have sectors with equal
main path radii and approximately the same distances between the deflection plates. For all sectors a main path radius r

= 40 mm has

been chosen.
One of the important demands on the EARISS analyser, listed in
section 3.3.5., is the necessity of a flat focal plane, among others
to enable the use of (micro) channel plates for the detection of the
transmitted particles.
Consequently the particles that follow the main path have to leave
the last sector of the analyser at or closely around an angle of
zero degrees with respect to the axis of symmetry.
For particles with an average energy ( 6 = 0 ) , the distance from the
axis of symmetry at which they leave the last sector and hit the
detector is determined by the main path radius of the last sector and
the required space for the primary beam. This distance has been fixed
at 15.5 mm.
Particle trajectory calculations to determine the focal properties
of the analyser can be carried out with the methods discussed in the
previous chapters.
Especially the first-order matrix-calculations and trie numerical
finite-element (FEM) calculations appear very useful. First-order
calculations can be carried out very fast but the results are only
valid for paraxial rays around the main path.
On the basis of these calculations it is possible to select a
number of possible analyser designs which at least for paraxial rays
fulfil the demands set on the EARISS analyser.
The numerical FEM calculations can then be used to check the performance of the analyser for non-paraxial rays and particles with
lower and higher energies.
The influence of the fringing fields at the ends of the deflection
plates is then automatically included.
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Fig. 6. 4. A toroidal analyser with three sectors (corresponding to the
angles ty~, i/j. andty?)and "field-free" regions (corresponding
to d01, du, d2

6.4.2. Calculations in a first-order

approximation

In figure 6.4 a typical analyser design with three toroidal sectors
but without apertures and zoom lens has been sketched.
I t is clear that the particle position and angle with respect to the
main path has to be continuous along the entire main path. The focal
properties of each section of the analyser can in a first-order
approximation be represented (see chapter 4) by a 3X3 matrix operating
on a vector <u , a , 6).
o
o
For the three toroidal sectors the matrices are given by S , S_ and S.,,
while the matrices S 12 and S 23 represent the "field-free"

regions

between the sectors. For numerical calculations i t is necessary to
introduce two additional field-free

regions S

and S^. to account for

fringing fields at the entrance and exit of the analyser.
The phase-area to be transmitted by the analyser at the entrance
of the analyser (point B in figure 6.4) i s equal to the phase-area
given in figure 6.3b. The total matrix T transferring the vector
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(u , a , 6) of this phase area in point B onto the detector can be
o
o
found by the matrix-multiplication T = S 3 4 S 3 S 23 S 2 S 12 S 1'
Prior to the optimization process, i t i s possible to determine
some restrictions for the values of certain matrix-elements. The
number of allowable restrictions or demands depends on the number
of degrees of freedom in the analyser-design. Starting with a general
design having three toroidal sectors, 7 variables
d

(i|i , \ji , \f> , t|; ,

, d , and d_.) have to be optimized (see figure 6.4).
The angle ij; which i s determined by the scattering angle 9 has

to be taken small (e.g. 20°) in order to preserve a high mass-resolution
(see chapter 2) .
The distances d

and d

will usually be small and have only ^

minor influence on the analyser performance. Fixing these distances
e.g. a t 4 and 8 mm respectively and in addition d

at 20 mm implies

that only the three sector angles remain to be optimized.
But also these cannot be chosen freely.
The necessity of having a flat focal plane results in the following
relationship for the sector angles

One of the most important demands on any analyser design is that
it should have good (e.g. first-order) focusing properties.
As follows from section 6.3 the particles passing the zoom lens are
focused onto the entrance of the analyser (point B in figure 6.4).
The phase-area of these particles (see figure 6.3b) has a vertical
orientation and can roughly be characterized by a single vector
(0, a o >.
The orientation and shape of this phase-area will depend on its
position inside the analyser. Focusing at the detector implies that
the orientation of the phase-area and its characterizing vector should
again be vertical at the position of the detector.
In terms of the matrix-elements this means that the matrix element
T

of the overall transfer-matrix has to be equal to zero, which

expresses the condition of first-order focusing.
Another important criterion is that the analyser should be dispersive in energy. Similar to the highly dispersive hemispherical
analyser, values of the matrix-element T... of about 2 should be
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»a(rad)
0.03

J--0.03
Fia. 6.5. The rotation of a single veator ((u ,a ) - (O.OO, O.Oc)
ai voint B in figure 6. 4) representing the phase diagram
(figure 6.3b) which is transmitted through the anal/.','r.

-1.01-

i 1

Fig. 6.8. The relative positions of particles (with u = a - 0 at
point B in figure 6.4) with respeat to the main path for
6 - +_ 0.005 and for 6 = 0. The distance r u* is taken
positive if the partiële is positioned between the main
path of the analyser and the axis of symmetry.
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feasible. In addition, the energy dispersion should be linear in order
to make optimum use of the multidetectors.
Especially near the ends of the deflection plates large distortions of
the electric field occur which may influence the linearity of the
energy dispersion. The degree of distortion and its effect on the
particle trajectories increases with the relative distance to the main
path. It might, therefore, be concluded that in order to minimize the
influence of these fringing fields all particles, regardless of their
energy, should leave the last sector at or closely around the main
path. In other words, there should be a cross-over point at the end
of the last sector for particles having different initial energies.
A possible analyser design that meets (for paraxial particles)
the above-mentioned criterion can be characterized by: i
|
> = 20 ,
o
o
o
tp = 30 , yn - 110 , v/~ = 60 , d. o = 4mm, d 9 , = 8 mm and d
= 20 mm.
The f i r s t - o r d e r

t r a n s f e r matrix from point B t o the detector i s then

given by
1.496
T =

-0.022

2.025

0.643
0.
643

3.135
3.
135

0. 000

1. 000

1.701
1.
701
0. 000

(6.2)

To avoid confusion it is good to realize that this analyser design
is not the actual (final) design. The orientation of the phase areas
characterized by a single vector (u , a ) = (0.00, 0.03) at point B in
o
o
figure 6.4) is shown in figure 6.5.
This vector i s continuously rotating in a clock-wise direction
while the particles are moving along the main path of the analyser.
The energy dispersion of the analyser can be illustrated by
calculating the particle trajectories corresponding to phase-area
vectors (u , a , 6 ) = (0,0,6) at point B.
o
o
o
This means that these particles are starting at the main path at point
B with an angle of zero degrees with the main path but with an i n i t i a l
energy slightly higher or lower than the energy of the particles that
follow the main path.
In figure 6.6 the relative position of such particle

trajectories

with respect to the main path i s plotted for 6 = +_ 0.005 and for the
main path i t s e l f

(6 = 0.000).

There are two cross-over points, one halfway the second sector and one
at the end of the last sector. I t can also be observed that there i s
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Fig. 6. 7. Phase diagrams at the position of the detector for the
analyser of figure 6.4, corresponding to the initial phase
diagram of figure 6.3b. Only for S = 0 a rectangular phase
diagram is obtained. For 6 < 0 the rotation of the phase
diagram is too large whereas for 6 > 0 this rotation is
not large enough. This results in too large a projection
of the phase diagrams onto the it-axis, which corresponds to
a reduced resolution. Furthermore, the energy dispersion
is far from linear.
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an appreciable dispersion at the position of the detector.
The above first-order calculations are very useful for the determination of the focal properties of toroidal analysers but the calculations are only valid for paraxial rays and for 6-values close to zero.
However, i t was intended to design an analyser which accepts particles
with a relatively-large energy spread.
The maximum relative energy difference of

.he transmitted particles

should be about 10% of the average analyser pass-energy in stead of
only 1% as is the case in the example of figure 6.6.
For particles with such a large difference in energy i t is necessary
to calculate the focal properties of the whole analyser, taking into
account the fringing fields and non-paraxial trajectories.
Applying the FEM calculations, i t i s possible to obtain phase
diagrams of the transmitted beam at any position in the analyser.
For a number of 6-values such phase areas are given in figure 6.7.
Note that the phase area

pcint B in the analyser (see figure

C 4) is s t i l l given by figure 6.3b, despite of the fact that the FEM
calculations also include the fringing field region at the entrance
of the analyser.
I t will be clear from figure 6.7 that the focusing properties
of the analyser are far from ideal for non-paraxial trajectories.
First of a l l , the orientation of the phase- areas at the detector
changes severely as a function of 6 and i s
different

(except for 5 = 0 )

very

from the (ideal) vertical orientation found earlier.

Secondly, the projection of the phase-areas onto the u-axis,
which determines the focusing action of the analyser, is far too
large (especially for negative values of S) .
Thirdly, the dispersion i s largely non-linear and, for positive
values of 6, much smaller than expected from the first-order

calcul-

ations .

6.4.3. Analysis of the particle trajectories.

Since a multidetector is to be used for simultaneous energy-measure
ments it is extremely important to have a linear dispersion at the
detector.
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In order to find an optimum analyser many different designs have
been calculated by varying the (angular) sizes of the toroidal sectors,
the distances between the sectors, the number of (Herzog) correction
elements and the potentials of the various analyser elements. In all
cases the analyser designs were first optimized in a first-order
approximation such that |T
Each time the distance d

[ £ 0 . 2 and |T

| > 1.0.

was adjusted such that the transmitted

beam with a maximum energy difference of 12% was just imaged on the
full detector width of 10 mm. This means that each time the maximum
and minimum energies of the transmitted particles correspond to values
of & = 6 = + 0.06.
m
—
For comparison of d i f f e r e n t

designs an e n e r g y - d i s p e r s i o n

f a c t o r L i s defined using t h e p o s i t i o n s of t h e c e n t e r s u
a r e a s a t the d e t e c t o r for 6 = 6
u < 6 = 0)
\ u <6=<5 )
\ M
m

-

, 6 = 0
m

linearity

the p h a s e -

and 6 = -6 .
m

u (6=-6
M
n
- '
u (6= 0 )
M

(6.3)

where h=l if the fraction between the brackets is greater than 1
and h=-l if this fraction is smaller than 1. Obviously L equals
zero in the ideal case whereas for the analyser of figure 6.4 it
is as high as high as 1.27.
In chapter 5 (figure 5.2) it was already shown that within a single
sector, even far from the fringing field regions, large non-linearity
effects occur. The extent of non-linearity will depend on the angle \ji,
the relative position of the particles with respect to the main path
and the (circular or adapted) shape of the deflection plates. These
effects are illustrated in figure 6.8. A full 360° sector is considered
with a main path radius of 40 mm and a characterizing value of a = 55.5
mm (see e.g. figure 3.9), as corresponding to the last sector of the
analyser of figure 6.4. Particle trajectories are calculated with the
finite-element method.
The particles start at point S(ifi = -90°) at the main path with an
angle of zero d-^rees with respect to the main path (see figure 6.8a).
They move either alor" the upper half of the sector (figures 6.8b and c)
or along the lower half or I-^P sector (figures 6.8d and e) . Each time
three different particle energies are considered corresponding to
<5-values equal to 6 , 0 and -6 , where 6
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again equals 0.06.

For all four cases the distance between the deflection plates and
the main path equals 6 mm at an angle of \j) = -90° (point S) .
The corresponding potentials of the deflection plates follow from
equation (4.11) with N = 5. For the cases of figures 6.8c and e this
equation also determines the shape of the (adapted) deflection plates
for smaller and larger values of ip. Both other figures (6.8b and d)
correspond to circular deflection plates with (constant) radii of
34 and 46 mm. In all cases the particle trajectories cover sections
of 180°.
As concluded and explained before in chapter 5 it can be observed
that for \ty\ < 90° the dispersion is larger but the focusing rate
is slower.
Furthermore, it can be observed that figures 6.8b and c (\ip\ < 90°)
are almost identical, whereas for figures 6.8d and e there is a much
larger difference between the cases of circular and adapted deflection
plates. This can also be illustrated by considering the maximum deviation from the main path for particles with average energy

(6=0

at point S) in all four cases. This maximum deviation equals 0.004 mm
and 0.05 mm for figures 6.8c and e (adapted plates) whereas it equals
0.23 mm and 1.25 mm for figures 6.8b and d (circular deflection plates).
In both cases the adapted deflection plates clearly yield the better
results.
However, the deviation from the main path also remains limited for
the case of figure 6.8b, where circular deflection plates are used
for |ty| < 90 . This explains why the analysers of Engelhardt et al. ,
Smeenk et al. and Leckey et al. (see section 3.3.2.4) which use a
similar
analysers

geometry yield reasonable results. Still, even for these
it would have been better to use adapted deflection plates.

Especially if sectors are used for which 90° < j\Jj| < 270° (like the
first and third sector of figure 6.4) it is important to use the
correct, adapted deflection plates instead of circular deflection
plates.
It can also be observed e.g. in figures 5.2c and 6.8e that the
focusing rate depends on the initial particle energy, i.e. the initial
6-value.
The cross-over point for the particle trajectories with 6 = 0

6=6

in

and

appears a f t e r 147° w h e r e a s for 6 = 0 and 6 = -<5ju the cross-over

point appears after 165° (see figure 6.8e).
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Fig. 6.8. Numerical FEU calculations for a full 360° sector with
rQ = 40 mm and a = 65.5 mm. The particles start at point S
at the main path (uQ = a. = 0) and have initial energies
corresponding to 6 = +_ 6 or & = 0, where 6 =0.06.
The particles are deflected over 180° either along the
upper half of the sector (figures b and c) or along the
lower half of the sector (figures d and e).
The particle positions are measured with respect to the
circular main path.
Figures b and d correspond to circular deflection plates,
whereas figures c and e correspond to adapted deflection
plates. A fit is made at i>
| - + 90° (point S).
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Similar effects can be observed in figures 5.2a and' to where the initial
particle energy corresponds to 6 = 0.
It appears that the non-linearity effects are caused by the different focusing behaviour of particles moving at the outer or inner side
of the main path. Particles at the outer side (u > 0) are somewhat
decelerated and, therefore, more slower while their trajectory paths
are longer when compared to particles at the main path. The reverse is
true for particles at the inner side of the main path (u < 0 ) . The
higher or lower initial energies of particles moving at the outer
respectively at the inner side of the main path in the cases cf
figures 5.2c and 6.8e can apparently only partially compensate this
effect. For particle trajectories around the main path the effects can
be neglected, but for particle trajectories at larger distances from
the main path they become significant.
In order to obtain a better, more linear energy dispersion it is
apparently important to make the length of the particle trajectories
and their flight-time more equal and independent of their initial
energies.
This is especially important for sectors closer to the axis of symmetry
(90° < \i>\ < 270°) .

•'. 4. 4. jrii'Tization cf the analyser design

Returning to the analyser design of figure 6.4 it may be concluded
that the second cross-over point for particles with different energies
(see figure 6.6) should not appear at the end of the last sector, but
sooner.
At the same time, however, the overall first-order focusing
properties of the analyser should be preserved.
Both demands can be met by reducing the angle if)

while at the same

time increasing the angle iK. In that case, the cross-over points in
figure 6.6 will both shift towards the analyser entrance while at the
same t-'me the approximate total length of the analyser and more in
particular the (first-order) focusing properties are preserved.
The validity of this assumption (for non-paraxial rays) has been
checked for a number of analyser designs by means of FEM calculations.
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Keeping the scattering angle 9 fixed at 160

the linearity factor L

was indeed found to be strongly dependent on the angular size l|) of
the first sector. The designs 1-5 in table 6.1 clearly show that the
factor L can be reduced significantly by decreasing the angle <|>..
The logical consequence is to take IJJ. = 0 or in other words to leave
out the first sector.
As a consequence the scattering angle 8 has to be reduced since otherwise the distance between the last focusing lens of the primary beam
(which should fit within the large sector) and the target would become
too large.
This reduces the maximum obtainable mass-separation, but for scattering
angles exceeding a value of about 135

this reduction is still small

(see chapter 2 ) . A small variation of the scattering angle has little
or no effect on the linearity factor L as illustrated for the designs
6 and 7 in table 6.1.
As a compromise a value of 9 = 145

has been chosen. Henceforward

only two toroidal sectors will be considered, which will be referred
to by "first" and "last" sector.
All the analyser designs mentioned above have been calculated for
adapted deflection plates as described in chapter 4. The parameters
of design 7 have also been used in design 8 for the case of circularlyshaped deflection plates.
The potentials of these circular deflection plates have to be adjusted slightly, since otherwise the particles with average energy
(6 = 0) would not hit the detector half-way at a distance of 15.5 mm
from the axis of symmetry. Although the linearity factor is larger
for analysers

with circular deflection plates, it is still possible

to obtain reasonable focusing properties in those cases.
Nevertheless, the adapted deflection plates yield better results and
have been used for all other analyser designs including the design of
the actually built analyser.
The potentials and positions of the deflection plates have been
chosen such that at the entrance of the first sector and at the exit
of the last sector, the deflection plates are positioned at +6 mm.
and -6 mm. respectively away from the main path. At the intersection
of the sectors (\|»2 = 120°, ^

= 85° and d

= 8 mm.) values of +5.87 mm

and -6.12 mm are obtained for the first sector and values of +7.54 mm
and -5.17 mm for the last sector.
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i^c^r arisen of some different analyser designs. The quanti-'.S3 3, •? , 'ï,, '•?,., f -, <2-„ ató d.-7 are explained in figure
-•'.,'. ~he juar.z ivies i S p arcc? A5_ correspond to distances,
•reas-.ircJ. \:it'n respect re the ".ain path, of
correcticn-." \"f\.:<.>

3f zoinsj

5 j>z<i J :'?• figure

6.4.

.-'-. ••i->\~.' ^ aczer-i.sk ir. Si sates circular instead of adaptea
S^fZec-ti-:n plates '-desig\ S). A double asterisk indicates
,:•: inareasi-d electrostatic
field (final analyser design 19).
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deg.

The influence of an additional correction element between the two
sectors has been considered for this particular case.
To obtain a more symmetric situation, the deflection plates of the
last sector have been adapted linearly over an angle of 25

such that

at the end of the deflection plates the values are +6 nun and -6 mm
(designs 9-14). Narrowing the space between the inner and outer
(additional) correction elements does not affect the L factor very
much. Still, such elements might be used as apertures to intercept
particles with energies lower than 6 = -0.06 or higher than 6 = 6

=

0.06, since such particles move at the largest distance from the main
path.
Decreasing the distance As

of the Herzog correction elements at the
B

entrance of the analyser from 12 mm to 5 mm, however, does have a small
but noticeable influence on the L factor (see table 6.1). The beam
of particles at the exit of the last sector is too wide to reduce the
correction element there. These Herzog correction elements, therefore,
remain positioned at 6 mm and -6 mm respectively away from the main
path.
However, a value of As

= 2.5 mm will be taken for the correction
B

elements at the entrance of the analyser.
The value of d„

= 8 mm which has been considered thusfar results

in a relatively-large fringing field area between the two sectors.
Returning to the initial shape of the (adapted) deflection plates,
the variation of d_, has been considered for values of 8 mm and 0 mm
respectively (designs 15 and 16 in table 6.1). It appears that a
decrease of this distance slightly increases the non-linearity in the
energy dispersion.
However, the designs 9-16 all have a reasonably good, almost linear
energy dispersion. It becomes important to consider other criteria.
As an illustration the phase diagrams of design 16 have been plotted
for some values of 6 in figure 6.9. It appears that while improving
the linearity in the energy dispersion also the relative orientation
of the phase diagrams has been largely improved as compared with the
case of figure 6.7. Only the projections of the phase diagrams onto
the u-axis are still somewhat large.
Each individual phase diagram and also the line connecting the centers
of the phase diagrams for different 6 values is continuously turning
to the right while progressing along (the main path of) the analyser.
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0.20-

Fig. 6.9. Phase diagram at the position of the detector for analyser
design no.16, again corresponding to the initial phase
diagram of figure 6. 3b at the. entrance of the analyser.
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Apparently the phase diagrams of figure 6.8 have turned too far. In
other word?

the total particle trajectory path has to be decreased.

This c\.> be achieved by reducing the distance d

4

or, better, by

equally reducing each of the sector angles with a few degrees.

6.4.5. The final analyser design.

Both the position and the potential of the analyser elements have
to be adjusted precisely. In general, if more elements are present it
is easier to make corrections but also, in an already complicated
spectrometer such as the present one, more things may go wrong. In
that respect, it is an advantage to have only two toroidal sectors
instead of three.
But also the double toroidal analyser should have as few elements as
possible. Correction elements at the entrance and exit of the analyser
are necessary for the reduction of fringing field effects. However,
correction elements placed in between the sectors are less critical
as follows from a comparison of the designs 9-14, listed in table 6.1.
Moreover, several other designs not discussed here, with two or three
correction elements on either side of the main path have not been
found to lead to significant improvements. The same holds for additional correction elements positioned in the field-free region between
the last sector and the detector. As a consequence all correction
elements, except the Herzog-elements at the entrance and exit of the
analyser, are left out of consideration.
The absence of Herzog-correction elements in between the two
sectors gives rise to a small problem since the ideal field boundary
is no longer defined. For the final analyser design optimum deflection
angles of IJJ = 117° and ty^ = 82° were calculated with d-, = 0 mm.
This means that the ideal field boundaries would have to coincide
with the connection line between the centers 0

and 0

of the two

sectors, The corresponding values of the potential and electrostatic
fields at the analyser main path are given in figures 6.10 and 6.11.
Again there is an excellent agreement with the values theoretically
expected. Moreover, the direction of the electric field is, with the
exception the fringing field regions, everywhere towards the center
O of the sector with a maximum deviation of about 0.1°.
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I analyser-main path
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distance along the central main path

Fig. 6.10. The potential at the main path of analyser design no. 17.
The values of the potential of the deflection plates are
-C.67069 and -0.3614? for the first sector and -0.62672
and -0.32426 for the last sector. This illustrates the
fact that the potential at the main path is very close
to the ideal value of -O.SOOOO.
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Fig. 6.11. The absolute value of the electrostatic field at the
main path of analyser design no.17.
Apart from the fringing field regions the maximum deviation
from the ideal value is everywhere smaller than 0.6%.
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Fig. 6.12. Particle trajectory calculations
for the final
analyser
(design no.19).
The vectors corresponding to the plotted trajectories
are
at the entrance of the analyser equal to (u, a.,&) = (0, 0, 6]
with (5 - -5 + i*&j4 (for i - 0,1,2,...8)
and 6 =0.06 .
They correspond to the centers of the phase areas plotted
in figure 6. IS.
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The ideal field boundary of the sectors is determined by the
position where the electric field value is 50% of the value inside
the sector (far away from the fringing fields). The effective deflection angles are apparently somewhat smaller than the "firstorder" values of 117
u = a = 5 = 0
o
o

and 82 . As a consequence the particles with

will no longer follow the main path beyond the inter-

section of the two sectors. They will hit the detector not exactly
half-way. Compensation of this effect is possible in three ways.
Firstly it is possible to adjust the position (of the center)
of the first sector such that the ideal field boundaries (at the
main path) would again correspond to the defined first-order deflection angles. This would at least require an increase of the distance
between the sectors of about 5.5 ram.
However, this would enlarge the fringing field region between the
sectors, which should be avoided. Furthermore, optimization is in fact
more complicated since the ideal field boundary (see figure 3.10)
is only valid at or closely around the main path.
An alternative is to take the effects into account by changing
the input angle of the analyser. It appears that the input angle 4>
has to be reduced from 35.0

to 32.5

in this particular case.

It is in this way possible to get good results with only a limited
fringing field region between the sectors. A consequence is, however,
that the position and shapes of the apertures (window and pupil) and
the zoom lens have to be adjusted to an angle of 32.5

while the

deflection plates at the entrance of the analyser still correspond
to an angle of 35 .
A third alternative is to change the electric field in one of the
two sectors such that particles with initial values u

= a
o

= 6 = 0
o

will again hit the detector half-way, although with a slightly increased angle.
An advantages is that the input angle remains 35.0°, while at the
same time the fringing field region between the two sectors remains
minimal.
No positional changes of the analyser are necessary and the optimum
value of the electric field can be adjusted electronically. It has
been calculated that the optimum value of the electric field inside
the first of the two sectors is Eached with a relative increase of
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Phase diagrams at the position of the deteatov for the final
inalysev (design nc.19).
The initial phase diagram at the entrance of the analyser
is again given by fig-ure 6.3b and the initial energies are
defined in figure 6.12.
'Jbviously, the projection of the phase areas onto the u-axis
is minimum which ensures an optimum (energy) resolution.

Fig. 6.14. The mesh used for the finite-element-method calculations of
the final analyser design, consisting of 3138 triangular
elements and 1769 nodal points.
The triangular elements are made smaller at the ends of the
sectors in order to calculate the potential in these
fringing-field regions more accurately.

Fig. 6.15. Equipotential curves of the final analyser according to
V = -0.500 + i*0.0253 where i is an integer which ranges
from -7 to +7.
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the electric field of only 1.83% (design no. 19).
A slight additional alteration of this design (with respect to previously considered designs) deals with the exact positions of the
Herzog correction elements and the edges of the deflection plates
at the entrance and exit of the analyser. These positions are not
determined by angles of 1.5

with respect to the ideal field boundaries

but the correction elements are located at constant distances of 1 nan
away from these boundaries. This facilitates the manufacturing of the
deflection plates and especially the correction elements.
Particle trajectories and phase diagrams of design no. 19, which
is the final analyser design, are shown in figures 6.12 and 6.13.
The finite-element mesh used for the numerical calculations and the
corresponding potential distribution are given in figures 6.14 and
6.15. A spatial picture of the analyser is shown in figure 6.16.
Constructional aspects of the analyser will be discussed in section 6.9.

c.5. The EARISS detector
The double toroidal EARISS analyser described in the previous
sections, produces an image onto the detector. This image contains
information on the energy of the scattered particles (radial distance)
and the azimuthal angle.
The image area of the detector is a 320

ring having inner and outer

radii of 11 and 21 mm respectively. A hole in the center of the detector is necessary for the passage of the primary ion beam. A twodimensional position-sensitive multidetection system is required to
read out both the energy signal and the (azimuthal) angle signal,
independently and each with a relative resolution better than 1%.
Since single particles are detected, it is necessary to amplify the
signal. Optical amplification techniques using phosphor screens and/or
CCD techniques (see section 3.3.4) are difficult to apply because
much space is occupied by the primary beam around which the detector
has to be positioned. Also because the noise should be low and realtime measurements should be possible a different amplification by
means of (micro) channel-plates was chosen. A set of two channel-plates
produces a cloud of 10

electrons, typically, per incident particle.

The position of this electron cloud can be determined with R-C networks
or resistive anodes, but such detection systems are limited by a
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Fig. 6.17. Schematic representation of the signal-electrodes
siakle-and-ring

of the

anode .

The charge of an electron cloud hitting

the anode is spread

over these electrodes and the surrounding grounded electrodes.
The charge aolleated from the siakle-eleatrodes

(A) is a

measure of the azirmthal angle, whereas the charge collected
from the ring-shaped electrodes
radial
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distance.

(B) is a measure of the

relatively low countrate. Moreover, they may give erroneous results
due to the center hole in the detector.
A detector consisting of conducting electrodes, such as the "wedgeand-strip" ^node (WSA), is therefore a better solution. A possible
design for the cylindrical symmetric case is sketched in chapter 3
(figure 3.22).
If such a geometry is to be used, at least three different electrodes
are needed for the (radial) energy signal, the angular signal and
a normalizing total signal. Such a normalizing signal is necessary
since the amplification of a pulse is not a constant but changes
strongly from one pulse to the next.
The charge pulses Q , Q and Q of the electrodes can be amplified
A
B
C
by conventional electronics. The information on the radial distance
is contained in Q, while the angular information can be obtained
from Q and Q . The normalizing total signal Q
is equal to the sum
B
C
tot
of the three charge pulses Q , Q

and Q .

An alternative way to obtain the total charge has been considered
by Knibbeler [6]. He utilizes the fact that effectively all charge
in the electron cloud originates from the second (last) channel-plate.
By capacitive coupling to the front and back of this channel-plate
he found that it is possible to obtain an accurate, quantitive measure
of Q
. Thus, only two signal electrodes are needed on the detector,
tot
A general disadvantage of the WSA detector is that the capacitance
of the electrodes to neighbouring electrodes is relatively high [6].
In order to assure a stable construction, the electrodes are positioned
on an insulating support. Since the dielectric constant of such a
support is much higher than that of vacuum the capacitance becomes a
serious problem. A too high coupling capacitance between neighbouring
electrodes may have a drastic influence on cross-talk for the energy
and angle signal. Additional grounded electrodes between the signal
electrodes may serve to reduce the coupling capacitance.
Combined with a grounded electrode at the back of the detector, it is
possible to obtain a coupling capacitance which is much lower than
the capacitance to ground [6],
A third major improvement of the EAR1SS detection system has to do
with the pattern of the conducting electrodes.

Instead of wedges and

strips, sickles and rings are used (see figure 6.17).
A typical set of two signal-electrodes and two surrounding, grounded
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Fig. C. 16. A single, set of two signal-electrodes
grounded
electrodes.
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and two surrounding

electrodes is shown in figure 6.18. In each set approximately 50% of
the signal is used for the determination of each of the two (polar)
coordinates. In the wedge-and-strip geometry, this percentage depends
on the position of the electron cloud, but is always smaller than 30%.
Consequently, the signal-tc-noise ratio, and thus the resolution is
there also dependerit on the position.
In contrast, the sickle-and-ring anode has a constant and higher signalto-noise ratio.
In total 14 sets of sickles and rings are needed to obtain a
resolution of 1% in both directions (see figure 6.19). A necessity for
a good operation of the detection system is that the electron cloud
covers at least two sets of electrodes [4-6]. Initially the electron
could has a diameter of only about 100Um. By increasing the distance
between the channelplates and the anode, the electron cloud will expand
symmetrically, mainly due to its own space-charge.
The center of the charge cloud can then be determined.
Knibbeler [6] has shown that the entire detection system has a
resolution of better that 1% for the energy and the angle signal.
Countrates up to 10 counts/s are feasible. Such high countrates make
high demands on the data-acquisition electronics. In short, preamplifiers, amplifiers and hardware dividers are used to obtain normalized
energy and angle signals. The information can be stored in a 14 bit
dual parameter multichannel-analyser which has also been developed at
the Eindhoven university of Technology [7].
The manufacturing of the EARISS detector described here has lasted
longer than expected. A temporary anode has been used for which the
geometry is shown in figure 6.20.
The anode contains a single ring of 1 mm width positioned at a mean
radius of 18.5 mm.
This anode is placed immediately behind the channelplates. Evidently
no azimuthal-dependent measurements can be carried out because all
charge in the azimuthal direction is collected.
Energy measurements remain possible by scanning the acceleration
potential of the zoom lens fcr a given, fixed analyser pass energy.
All measurements described in this thesis have been carried out
with the provisional detector.
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Fijvurc of the provisional anode. The jonduoting ring used
: J detect the electron-cloud
has a 'Jidth of 1 run and i s
"ositioned at a mean radius of IS. ö 'm. 7h<? outer diameter
:f the anode is 46 "wr..
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n'. 6. The scanning of pcüfti-aL energy speotva

If the zoom lens is not accelerating but just focusing the transmitted particles, only a small part of the total spectrum will be
imaged onto the detector.
The maximum energy in the spectrum qV and the analyser pass energy
qV

are related to the maximum energy dispersion factor 6 , according

to
V

s

= 2n 6 V
ma

(6.4)

Here, the reciprocal of n is the fraction of the total spectrum that
is imaged on the detector. This fraction can be reduced by using the
zoom lens in a retarding mode or increased by accelerating the
particles with the zoom lens.
As discussed before (see section 3.2.1), a change of the analyser
pass-energy changes the obtainable (absolute) energy resolution AE.
Consequently, larger parts of the spectrum can only be transmitted
simultaneously through the analyser at the cost of a reduced resolving
power.
The maximum acceleration potential V
is limited by the
z, max
maximum input p o t e n t i a l (5kV) of the charge-sensitive preamplifiers
V
= (1 - 6 ) .V
z,max
m a

(6.5)

The (sickel-and-ring) anode of the EARISS detection system is biased
at a positive potential of approximately 2.5 kv with respect to the
potential at the main path in the analyser. Consequently, for ions
the acceleration potential V

cannot be larger than +7.5 kV or lower

than -2.5 kv.
For negatively charged particles these values are -2.5 kV and +7.5 kV
respectively.
Since 8

= 0 . 0 6 imaging of the complete spectrum (n = 1) onto the

detector is only possible if V

does not exceed a value of about 1 kV.

For smaller acceleration potentials the total spectrum has to be
divided into at least n partial spectra. The total spectrum can be
obtained by combining the n partial spectra measured at n different
(fixpd) values of the acceleration potential. However, some discontinuities in the spectrum may occur at the junction of the partial
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spectra. These discontinuities may arise from slight non-linearities
in the energy dispersion of the analyser and the detector, from
mechanical imperfections in the construction or from local inhomogenities in sensitivity of the channelplates.
The dependence of the detection efficiency on the input angle
on the detector may also lead to discontinuities in the peak-heights
of the spectra. This can be reduced by using a first channelplate
with channels normal to the front of the channelplate. The channels
of the second channelplate should then have the usual angle of 13
with respect to the normal in order to minimize ionic feedback.
A solution for the remaining discontinuities in the spectrum is
to scan the acceleration potential continuously instead of using
discrete values. In that way a particular peak in the spectrum will
shift gradually from the inner to the outer part of the detector
or vice versa.
Discontinuities in the spectrum can thus be eliminated.
It is, however, still important to maintain a good linear energy
dispersion of the analyser and a good linear response of the detector,
since otherwise broadening of the peaks will occur.
Some broadening can be corrected for since the energy dispersion is
exactly known (see figure 6.13).
When scanning the partial spectra, it is no longer necessary to
use integer values for n.
By using first-order calculations the value of n can be related to
6

and d, . Taking a (radial) detector width of 10 mm and using some

first-order calculations a relation between 6 and d_ . can be obtained,
as shown in figure 6.21. From this figure <5 and d

is only slightly

dependent on the value of n.
This means that it is desirable to be able to vary the distance
d

34

, in order to be able to adjust the value of <5 .
m
For practical reasons, however, a fixed value of d

= 20 mm has

been chosen.
The use of partial spectra makes it even more complicated to design a good data-acquisition system. This system has been designed
for EARISS by Dijkstra, van Dinther, Knibbeler, van Nijmweegen,
Ottevanger and Verster [7].
A block-diagram is shown in figure 6.22.
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The ADC's and hardware dividers yield digital signals containing the
information about energy (E ) and angle ($). An M68000 microprocessor
controls the accelerator potential which is scanned linearly. The
signal E

is divided by n and added to an offset which is synchroneous

to the acceleration potential.
The finally-obtained values E^ and <j> (see figure 6.22) are led towards
a mode-selector with which the number of bits for the energy and
angle signal can be selected. The 14 bit MCA can thus be used to either
store the energy or the angle signal with a higher accuracy.
A detailed description of this complicated system will appear
elsewhere [8].

o. 7. The resolution in the asimuthal

direction

The double toroidal analyser has to be able to make an image
onto the detector of both the energy and the azimuthal angle of the
scattered particles. The previous sections only

deal with the first

aspect. In this section, aspects concerning the resolution of the
azimuthal angle will be discussed.
Particles in the primary beam that move precisely along the
center of the input lenses will hit the target exactly in the middle O.
They will be scattered and deflected in a meridian plane BOA, as
sketched in figure 6.23. The initial angle (f> of these particles will
be conserved during the transport through the analyser.
However, particles entering the analyser at the same point A may
originate from other points P on the target.
Since the field of the analyser is rotational symmetric around the
primary beam, such particles will exert a spiraling motion in the
analyser (and thus degrade the angular resolution). The importance
of this effect becomes clear from the following considerations.
The projection P' of P onto the plane BOA and the corresponding
distance OP 1 results in a small charge A9 of the scattering angle 6.
The distance OP" of the projection onto the plane perpendicular to
the plane BOA defines at point A (see figure 6.23) a (maximum) azimuthal angle a

of the trajectory measured with respect to the plane

BOA. The same angle also relates the tangentional velocity v

along

the main path to the azimuthal velocity v
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plane AOB

detector

Fig. 6.22. Cross section of the EARISS analyser in a meridian plane
AOB (below).
Projection (top) of the point P on the target onto the plane
AOB (P') and onto the plane perpendicular to AOB (P").
The distance OP' results in a small change of the scattering
angle, whereas the distance OP" is responsible for a
spiralling path for particles entering the analyser in
point B.
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OP"
a

= arctan

A

az,A

,, ,,
(6.6)

= arctan
O A

V

TfA

This azimuthal velocity of the particles results in spiralizing
trajectories with a total rotation <j>

at the detector.

clZ

The angle (f>

of a particle moving in a spiral along the main path

3LZ

can be calculated from contributions of the two sectors and the two
regions before and behind the sectors.
When neglecting the zoom lens and provided that a

is sufficiently

Pi

small, the contribution <
>
f

of the region OA i s equal to

clZ f 1

a
é
v

= a
az,l

A

— = —-—
p
sin 6

(6.7)

where p i s t h e d i s t a n c e t o t h e a x i s of symmetry. S i m i l a r l y ,
r e g i o n i n f r o n t of t h e d e t e c t o r ,

for the

t h e a n g u l a r r o t a t i o n <\> „ i s

«A PA d 3 4

(6 8)

*az4 = —-J-

"

Determination of the contributions of the two sectors i s a b i t more
complicated. In chapter 4, i t has been shown that the angular momentum
i s conserved while moving along the main path of a toroidal sector
(see equations 4.34 - 4.36).

mp

2 •
(i = m p V

= constant

Consequently the azimuthal velocity v
a

(6.9)

changes as well as the angle

with respect to the meridian plane in which the p a r t i c l e i s

positioned.
The rotation <j> in each of the sectors becomes

til
,end

ƒ

'az

•

™ "

A 'A
p

•

- -="'•

—

(6

"10)

begin
The sun <
>
f
of a l l four contributions can be increased or deaz,tot
creased by d e c e l e r a t i n g or a c c e l e r a t i n g r e s p e c t i v e l y the p a r t i c l e s
i n the zoom l e n s .
This effects

the t a n g e n t i a l v e l o c i t y , while the azimuthal

velocity

remains the same.
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The relative change F in tangential velocity i s determined by the
i n i t i a l particle energy qV

and the energy qV inside the analyser

I

3

v
F=

^

.

(6.11)

f
This makes the final rotation in the double toroidal EARISS analyser
approximately equal t o :

4>
= é
az,tot
az,l

+ F

Z
._

<j>
az,i

(6.12)

= a [1.74 + F * (1.27 + 8.49 + 6.42)]

If an angular resolution of 1% i s required, 4>

.

should not exceed

a value of 1.8 degrees.
For example, i f F= 1, a

should not exceed a value of 0.1 . Con-

sequently, the primary beam diameter has to stay below a value of
20P" = 2d

tan Ot = 0.5 mm. Roughly speaking and also taking the

zoom lens into account, this diameter should not be larger than
about 0.5(V /V )

mm and should be centered on the axis of the

analyser (0) .
An alternative to preserve a good angular resolution is to make
use of an azimuth-selector. This selector intercepts ions with too
large an azimuthal velocity and allows larger target areas to be
examined.
The selector can be placed in the field-free

region between the two

apertures that define the scattering angle. These apertures are
positioned at distances of 62.5 and 97.5 mm away from the center O
of the target. This in effect means that the azimuth-selector has to
be placed a t a distance between 65.5 and 94.5 away from the target.
The maximum acceptance angle in the azimuthal direction, a , i s 0.1 .
This limits the rectangular s l i t s of the azimuth-selector to a
maximum width of approximately 60Um. This requires a total number
of about 1800 s l i t s in a fully rotational geometry i '

50% of the non-

spiralizing particles i s transmitted by t'.ie azimuth-selector.
I t i s practically impossible to make such lom narrow channels in a
sirgle conically-shaped pj.ece of material. A more practical solution
is to make a number of thin plates with narrow s l i t s which can be
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placed behind each other. The position of these plates has to be chosen
carefully to ensure that particles are only transmitted if they successively pass s l i t s which are positioned in the same meridian plane.
If only two plates were used/ particles with azimuthal angles in
directions m s l i t s away from

the correct s l i t could s t i l l pass the

azimuth-selector although they should be intercepted.
In total three additional intermediate plates are needed to intercept
particles corresponding to values up to and including m = 9.
The z-positions of the five plates that make up the azimuth-selector
are 53.700, 63.414, 71.284, 74.207 and 77.400 m
m respectively.
Making use of the azimuth-selector or using small primary beams,
is i s possible to obtain an azimuthal angular resolution of 1%.
The total kinetic energy of the transmitted particles i s the sum of
1
2
the azimuthal kinetic energy t m v
) and the tangential kinetic
a z
1 2
energy (•=• m v ) . The relative contribution of the azitnuthal part i s
2
2
proportional to a

= (v

/v)

and when considering the total kinetic

energy can be neglected.
This means that

spiralizing particles may affect the (azimuthal)

angular resolution, but have no significant effect on the energy
resolution.
This i s probably the reason why azimuth selectors have never been
considered before for improving the resolution of energy analysers.
In the present design about a factor of 2 is lost in sensitivity
because the selector also intercepts particles without an azimuthal
velocity. However, depending on the sizes of the window and pupil
apertures ( see section 6.2) a factor of 5-10 can be gained, since
particles from much larger areas on the target can now be accepted.
In total this results in an important reduction in the required ion
2
dose/cm for a good spectrum and thus in the damaqe, apart from the
largely improved angular resolution.
The fabrication of the azimuth-selector i s in progress.
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6.8. description of the complete EARISS apparatus
The EARISS spectrometer ts especially designed for analysis of
scattered low-energy ions with energies up to about 10 keV.
By reversing the polarity of the potentials of the deflection plates
it is also possible to use it for electron-spectroscopic techniques
such as XPS (see e.g. chapter 1 ) . Since other techniques such as LEED,
AES, SIMS and TOF can provide valuable complementary information about
surfaces it is important to have an experimental set-up which, in
principle, is suitable for many different purposes and techniques.
Such an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) set-up has been built. It consists,
among other things of a target chamber, a target storage and introduction system and a primary ion beam system, which are successively
described in this section.

6.8.1. The target chamber

Almost all surface analysis techniques such as LEIS and other
techniques that can be combined with LEIS use beams of particles or
light which are either directed to or coming from the target. For this
reason the target chamber has been made spherical. A photograph of the
complete apparatus including this target chamber is shown in figure
6.24.
Targets to be examined are positioned onto a (modified RIBER TUM3)
manipulator which is located at the "-y"-axis. The targets can be
positioned in the middle of the target chamber by means of three translational (x,y,z) motions.
The targets are usually facing upwards allowing also powders and liquids
with low outgassing rates to be examined. For structural analysis of the
surface it is also possible, for example, to rotate the targets around
the y-axis (360°) or around the axis perpendicularly to the target
surface (100° rotation).
The targets can be either heated (up to about 750

C) by means of a

heating element positioned underneath the target or cooled (down to
about -150

C) by means of liquid nitrogen. The head of the target

manipulator is both thermally and electrically insulated from the surrounding target chamber. This provides the possibility of measuring the
target current in case of conducting targets. If non-conducting targets
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are investigated by a primary beam of ions, charging of the target will
occur.

The target surface can then be neutralized by means of the electronneutralizer shown in figure 6.25.

..'.:. • k'jtojp'irk '.'ƒ a tariei nountcd on 'fie 'Kar.irulai sr .rui : >.\.
nt.-uTi'aliner (left).
F.I'ectronc emitted bu the fi"<v.cn: u\
iefheiea
towards the target by two Jcublc- curiw: defies'
rlatcc. The inner deflection
rlatc prevents <i , : ' ; i « : ^'•/'
bet-Veen the hoi filanent and the target. The enec-jiee „•ƒ
the r-riitu?d electrons (< 10 eVJ are r^laiieelu
I.;.; -chick
ri'dOcnta the target fro'i being damaged and at the ea^ie .*:
allows an efficient
neutralization.

1G0

target
manipulator

sublimation

pump

Fig. 6.26. Schematic cross section of the target introduction and
storage system.
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Fig. 6.2S (opposite page) ?he target intvoduation and storage
system. Also visible are the LEED-chambcv and sonc
UHV-valves and pumping lines (below).
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6.8.2. The target storage and introduction system
For surface analysis of clean surfaces it is important to achieve
and maintain UHV conditions. Once the UHV regime has been reached it
should be avoided to break the vacuum since restoring the UHV to below
—ft

10

Pa is time consuming.

Still, it is desirable to be able to investigate and compare many
different targets.
This is made possible by a modified (RIBER SIR64) target introduction
system which allows targets to be changed relatively quickly

(within

about one hour) without a considerable loss of vacuum.
This system is separated from the target chamber by means of a UHV
valve (see figure 6.26) and is pumped by a small ion-getter pump and
a turbomolecular pump.
It is also convenient to have several targets stored under UHV
conditions. This can be achieved with the target storage chamber located
in between the UHV valve and the target introduction chamber (see
figure 6.28).
It contains a linear motion drive on top of which 8 different target
holders can be stored. The topmost position is thermally and electrically insulated and might be used to heat the targets either for
annealing or outgassing procedures (see rigure 6.27).
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6.8.3. The primary ion beam
In order to carry out low—energy ion scattering it is necessary to
have a well-defined primary ion beam. Primary (noble gas) ions are
produced in an ionization chamber containing gas at a pressure of 10

-4

Pa typically.
The ions are extracted, focused by a first Einzel lens [9-13], accelerated and again focused by a second Einzel lens (see figure 6.29).
Next they pass two short deflection plates used to slightly adjust the
ion beam and a set of larger deflection plates (20 x 2 cm long), which
are part of a mass filter. This mass or Wien filter combines a crossed
magnetic and electrostatic field in order to eliminate charged particles
in the beam with lower and higher masses than the desired ions. The
relative mass separation AM/M is about 10%.
Beyond the mass filter the ions have to pass an aperture, a set
of four deflection plates and two additional Einzel lenses before they
can hit the target. The diameter of the aperture (0.3, 1.0 or 3.0 mm)
can be selected by means of a linear motion drive (1MD in figure 6.30).
The last (fourth) Einzel lens is positioned in the interior space of
the analyser. The path along which the ions can be deflected through
the analyser, after being scattered back from the target, is indicated
by the dashed line in figure 6.31.
Due to the relatively low pressure in the ionization chamber and
due to the presence of a mass filter the beam of particles will be
rather clean. Another advantage is that the energy spread in the
beam is relatively low (AE/E S 1%). A disadvantage is, however, that
the beam current is rather low (50 nA typically at 2 keV). As a
consequence an additional sputter gun is needed to sputter-clean
the targets.
At the ends of the tubes shown on the right in figure 6.31
detectors may be placed for TOF analysis of scattered and recoil
particles. For that purpose the primary ion beam, either used at
normal or at grazing incidence, has to be chopped.
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Fig. 'ff. Je?. Poeition of the third Einzel lens of the primary ion be
with respect to the top flange of the target chamber.
The grid G aan be used to measure the beam current.
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Fig. 6.31. Schematic cross section of the ion beam system.
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Fig. G.'il. Defleation plates (corresponding to "K" and "M" of figure
6.22) and zoom lens elements of the inner parts of the
analyser.

6.9. Design aspects of the construction of the analyser
6.9.1.

General considerations

In previous sections of this chapter a detailed description of the
contours of the EARISS analyser has been given. The actual engineering
of the analyser is rather complicated.
Basically, three major design parameters can be distinguished:
1. The analyser deflection plates (and the zoom lens elements) have to
be fully (360 ) rotational symmetric. This especially complicates
the assembly and (electrical) connection of the interior elements.
2. The analyser has to be UHV compatible, which limits the choice of
materials that can be used. I t also sets demands to the construction
since the entire experimental set-up has to be bakeable up to 250

C.

3. The analyser must have and maintain a high resolving power. This
sets high demands to the accuracy of machining and the assembly of
a l l analyser elements.
Small deviations from the ideal positions of the deflection plates
give rise to a change of the electrostatic field in the analyser. For
example, a relative change of 0.1 mm in the distance between the deflection plates of the f i r s t

(toroidal) sector results in a change of

the electrostatic field of about 0.8% and a change in the particle
position at the detector of about 1.1 mm. The sickle-and-ring anode [o].
effectively consists of about 100 detectors spread over a radial range
of 10 mm.
The change in particle position at the detector e.g. due to imperfections in the accuracy of machining or the accuracy of alignment of the
analyser elements should therefore not exceed a value of about 0.1 mm.
As a consequence the accuracy in the position of the analyser deflection plates should not be less than 10 pm, even after successive
bake-out procedures.
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Flo. 6. Si. Sahematia three-dimensional
aross-Si
tion of the EARISS analyser.
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of the construe-

6.9.2. Construction of the analyser

The construction of the analyser was started with the machining
of full rotational symmetric deflection plates and the corresponding
zoom lens elements. An illustration of the inner parts of the analyser
at that stage is shown in figure 6.32. Measurements of the contours of
the deflection plates have shown that the required accuracy is realized
and that the maximum deviation from the ideal position is only about
5 urn [14].
Before going into details of the assembly of these interior
analyser elements first a general, schematic outline of the construction is given (see figure 6.33).
Primary beam particles moving at or closely around the axis of
symmetry ent••r through a stainless steel tube "A". They are focused
by the (fourth) Einzel lens "B", which has a special geometry in order
to reduce spherical aberrations t15]- After having passed the deflection plates "C" the particles may hit the target "D".
Particles scattered back around an angle 9 of about 135

are selected

by two circular apertures "E" (the window) and "F" (the pupil).
Subsequently the charged particles can be accelerated or decelerated and focused by the zoom lens "G". The last zoom lens element
which is set to the same potential as the Herzog correction element
"H"

determines the analyser pass energy. The electrostatic field

between the deflection plates "K" and "L" of the first sector causes
a deflection of the charged particles. Neutral particles are not
affected by this field and may pass through one of the four holes "J"
in the outer deflection plate "h". These neutrals can be used to investigate the amounts of ionized and neutral scattered particles.
After having passed the first sector of the analyser the charged
particles may pass the second sector (deflection plates "M" and "N")
and hit the channelplates "P". An electron-cloud produced by the
channelplates will hit the detector "Q" where the charge is used to
determine the radial (energy) and angular position of the electron
cloud and hence of the incident ion. The construction of the detection
stage is rathar complicated and will individually be discussed
in the next section.
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The main problem associated with the construction of the analyser
i s that the inner parts of the analyser (including the Einzel lens)
have to be assembled with the outer p a r t s . These outer parts of the
analyser are suspended from the top flange of the target chamber
(point "A" in figure 6.30} by means of three V-shaped bodies "S"
(figure 6.33). Exactly three and not mo^.e attachment points are needed
since each mechanical component has six degrees of freedom to be fixed.
Suspension of the inner parts of the analyser i s more difficult because
of the rotational symmetry of the analyser.
However, the full 360

rotational symmetry i s not reached by the
o

anode which contains a section of 40 for which no detection is possible (see figure 6.19). This (azimuthal) section of 40 can be used
to assemble the inner parts of the analyser to the outer parts.
As can be seen from figure 6.34 this small section is also used to
connect the supply lines of the interior analyser elements.
In order not to distort the field lines in the analyser only the fieldfree space between two apertures ("E" and "F" in figure &,.'•) is
available for assembling.
Connecting the inner and outer parts of the analyser at ir-.xs point
fixes four degrees of freedom. The two remaining degrees of freedom
correspond to a lateral motion of the inner parts of the analyser with
respect to the outer parts.
These are fixed by assembling the central tube of the primary beam
("A" in figure 6.33} to the top flange of the target chamber (point
"B" in figure 6.30). The fact that the two assembly points are located
as far apart from one another as possible assures a stable construction.
A small insulating ring at point "B" in figure 6.30 and the insulation around the bolts from which the bodies "S" in figure 6.33
are suspended, electrically insulates the analyser from the target
chamber.
The analyser can thus be grounded separately.
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1 7.1

The linear thermal expansion of the assembled elements i s compensated by the use of spring-washers ("T" i s figure 6.33}.
Especially in the detection region where low-energy electrons
are moving between the channelplates and the anode the
magnet;.

(residual)

' i e l d s should be low.

This i s achieved by means of a set of two u-metal shields "U" placed
around the analyser

(see figure 6.34). The magnetic field in the

detection region i s thus reduced to about 2 mGauss.

6.9.3. Construction of tnn detection system
Considerations regarding parameters such as price and noise limit
the size of the channelplates. The available space in the detection
region xs therefore limited

(see figure 6.36).

Again visible in this figure i s the stainless steel tube "A" which
guides the primary ions. Charged particles scattered from the target
and defected by the analyser leave the l a s t sector of the analyser
(deflection plates "C" and "D") through the opening between the Herzog
correction elements "E". These Herzog elements are combined with the
srkimmers "F". The skimmers he. -° a sawtooth profile to prevent particles
hitting these elements from reaching the channelplate "G".
Particles hitting this channelplate will generate a cascade of
electrons which leave the second channelplate "H".
This cloud of electrons reaches the anode "K" where i t i s used to
determine the radial and angular nositi ,n of the incident p a r t i c l e .
In the case of the sickle-and-ring anode the distance between
"H" and "K" i s about 2 cm which enables the electron cloud to expand,
mainly due to i t s own space charge. This is necessary for a good
operation of the detection system (see section 6.5);
The elements "L" are coated with a slightly conducting material
("3 10 Mfl/D) . In this way a potential difference can be obtained between
the points "M" and "N" (AV «a 200 V) . The electrons leaving the second
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j 'Tvi:-J ceramics
l ^ ^ l conducting contacts

Fig. 6,36. Sahematia croes-seation of the assembly of Vie detection
elements. The drawing is simplified
illustrate
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a general philosophy.

and is only used to

channelplate are thus slightly accelerated and guided towards the anode.
In the case of the provisional anode (see figure 6.20) the elements "L"
were absent and the anode was placed almost immediately behind the last
channelplate.
A major problem was that the skimmer and the contacting points
"M" and "N" positioned just around the central tubes "A" and "B" had to
be supplied with well-defined potentials. For two of these elements the
contacting supply lines ("P" and "O") are drawn in figure 6.36. The
stainless steel plate "R" positioned just in front of the channelplate
"G" corresponds to the small angular section of 40

at which the

connecting wires of the anode are placed.
This plate is also about 40

wide and prevents particles from reaching

the channelplates in this small section.
The channelplates used have a limited lifetime and need to be
exchanged occasionally. It is therefore important to be able to remove
them without having to disassemble the entire analyser. This can be
done by removing the nut "S" and the spring-washer "T" and subsequently
taking out all elements (including the channelplates and the anode)
held by the bolt "U".
Construction of many of the parts described in this chapter has, in
close cooperation, been executed by the group El of the Central
Technological Division (CTD) of the Eindhoven University of Technology.
Especially the ingenious engineering details of P. Brinkgreve and the
skilful contributions of P.W. van de Hoogen and J.A.M, de Laat have
to be stressed.
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3.10. Discussion of some experimental

results

A typical example of a spectrum measured with the EARISS analyser
and the temporary detector is shown in figure 6.37.
A beam of

Ne ions at an energy of 3 keV was directed onto a poly-

crystalline gold target.
Reasonably high countrate of 10

counts/s could in this way be realized

at a relatively low incident beam current of about 40 nA.
The peak in the spectrum appears to be shifted to a somewhat lower
energy due to the inelastic energy-loss effects discussed in chapter 2.
The peak has a width of about 115 eV. This and a l l other contributions
to the peaK-broadening are a l l taken of Full Width at Half Mlaximum
(FWHM) of the peak.

§

3
O
O

energy (keV)

Fig. 6.3? Energy-spectrum of 3 keV Ne ions scattered from
an Au target. The spectrum was obtained at an
analyser pass energy of 2 keV with the provisional
anode. The FWHM value of the peak is about US eV.
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Apart from mechanical imperfections, the peak-broadening may, in
principle, be caused by several effects in the primary beam, the
scattering proress and the analysis of the scattered Deam.
The angular spread in the primary beam i s usually small and can
furthermore be reduced by switching off the last focusing lens. The
energy spread in the primary beam i s only a few eV and i s neglegible
with respect to the primary beam energy of 3 keV.
In general there can be three reasons for peak-broadening due to
the interaction process of the ions with the surface. Firstly,

there

may be an isotopic broadening which, however, can be ruled out here
197
since only the
Au isotope will be present in the target.
Secondly, there will be an effect due to the thermal vibrations of
the surface atoms. The maximum value of this effect i s given by
equation

(2.15i and is for the present case only about 8 eV.

thirdly, besides a shift of the peak inelastic energy-loss

effects

can also cause a severe broadening. This effect will be more important
at lower energies of the primary and scattered ions but cannot be
predicted exactly. For the present case i t amounts to about 50 eV [16].
The remaining contributions in the peak-broadening of figure 6.37
are due to the effects in the analyser.
Three major causes can be distinguished:
1. The angular spread of the particles accepted by the analyser.
2. The finite diameter of the accepted "beam" at the entrance of the
analyser.
3. The finite width of the temporary detector.

The maximum half-angle spread in the scattered beam i s only about
1.6 . The peak-broadening due to this angular spread which is dependent
on the mass ratio A i s , therefore, only about 7 eV in the present case.
The contribution due to the accepted width of the scattered beam
at the entrance of the analyser can be rather large.
For the measurements of figure 6.37 the focusing elements of the zoom
lens were not yet used. Only the final accelerating potential of the
l a s t zoom lens element was scanned to obtain the energy spectrum.
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Consequently, the radial width of the accepted particles at the entrance of tne analyser can be quite high. A reasonable estimate is
that this width is equal to the width of a beam expanding in a fieldfree region between the pupil and the entrance of the analyser, which
results in a value of about 3 mm.
As seen before, a (rectangular) phase area with a width óf 0.5 mm
(see figure 6.3b) results in phase areas at the detector as shown in
figure 6.13. The single ring of 1 mm of the provisional detector
(figure 6.20) is positioned at a mean radius of 18.5 mm and roughly
corresponds to the phase area with 6 = -6 /2 in figure 6.13. The width
of this phase area (« 1 mm) is increased by about a factor 2.
The (non-focused) beam of 3 mm width will thus expand to about 6 mm
at the detector. Since the maximum relative energy spread in the analyser is about 12% for a detector width of 10 mm this will lead to a
FWHM broadening of about 3.6% of the analyser oass energy. Similarly
the contribution of the finite size of the detector ring (1 mm) is
0.6% of the analyser pass energy. Assuming Gaussian profiles these
two contributions add up kwadratically to about a value of about
3.7%, or 112 eV in figure 6.37.
All other contributions are independent of one another and they
also add up kwadratically. The contribution due to inelastic energyloss effects (ss 50 eV) pl.'ys a dominant role.
Together with the peak-broadening due to the analyser a total FWHM
peak width of 123 eV is expected which agrees quite nicely with the
experimentally obtained value of 115 eV.
To check the analyser performance i.t is best to eliminate all
effects due to the scattering process. This can be done by taking an
insulating Al.O, target which is charged by the primary beam. In this
way, it is possible to reflect, the nearly mono-energetic beam elastically into the analyser. Primary Ne

ions with an energy of 2 keV

should result in a peak-broadening of about 37 eV when the analyser
pass energy is set at 1 keV. Experimentally a value of about 35 eV
was obtained (see figure 6.38).
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This clearly shows that even with the temporary detector it is
possible to obtain a reasonable energy resolution, provided that the
analyser pass energy is low. Further improvements are to be expected
whan the focusing elements of the zoom lens are used, since it should
be possible to decrease the width of the beam at the entrance of the
analyser and thus at the detector by about a factor 5.

1

2
energy (keV)

Fig. 6.38 Energy-spectrum of 2 keV Ne ions scattered from
an -insulating A1J)

target. The analyser pass energy

was 1 keV and the provisional anode was used.
The FWHM value of the peak is 35 eV.
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At present, The EARISS analyser has been used to study various
surfaces. As an example, first resulcs have been obtained for a Cu^
alloy (see figure 6.39) .
4-

energy(keV)

°

Fig. d.SS Typical spectrum of 4 keV Ne ions scattered
a Cu7Pt

from

alloy.

c
6.11. Concluding remarks

The EARISS spectrometer described in this thesis has been tested
experimentally with a temporary detector which allows only energymeasurements to be made (see section 6.10). This severly limits the
possibilities for which the analyser might be used.
Still, even with the temporary detector, the sensitivity is comparable to the most-sensitive conventional analysers used for LEIS,
such as the cylindrical mirror analysers (see also chapter 3 ) .
Application of the sickle-and-ring anode will increase the sensitivity
and the resolving power each by about a factor 10.
The fabrication of this anode has been completed just before printing of this thesis and it will be installed in the near future.
Other future developments which may improve the analyser performance are the installation of an azimuth-selector (see section 6.7),
and the use of adjustable apertures instead of fixed apertures.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis the design and development of a novel, very sensitive
and high-resolving spectrometer for surface analysis is described.
This spectrometer is designed for Hnergy and Angle Resolved I^on
Scattering Spectroscopy

(EARISS).

In chapter 1 it is outlined that the properties of surfaces may
differ considerably from the properties of the bulk. Also some of the
many surface analysis techniques are discussed. There are, however,
only a few techniques that are sensitive enough to study the outermost
atomic layer of the surfaces.
One of these techniques, Low-Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS), is discussed in chapter 2. With LEIS it is possible to determine both tae
composition and the structure of the outermost surface layer. The
composition is determined from the energy of (noble gas) ions scattered
back from the surface and the structure mainly follows from the (azimuthal) angular distribution of these ions. Since LEIS is destructive,
it is important to make a very efficient use of the scattered ions.
This makes it attractive to simultaneously carry out energy and angle
dependent measurements (EARISS).
In chapter 3 a survey is given of the many already existing
(electrostatic) analysers, which have been developed for energy analysis of charged particles. It appears that EARISS is not possible with
these analysers. For that reason, a novel type of analyser has been
designed which makes use of toroidal deflection plates. Charged particles scattered at or around an angle of 135

are angle selected by

two apertures. They are focused by a zoom lens and then enter the
electrostatic field region of the deflection plates.
Since the energy range of the ions is relatively large it is important to deflect them as much as possible along circular equipotential curves. This can be realized by adapting the shapes of the surrounding deflection plates (chapter 4 ) .
Besides first-order calculations also numerical calculations have
been carried out by applying the finite-element method (chapter 5 ) .
The calculation of the potential and particle trajectories have to be
very accurate, especially at the fringing field regions at the ends
of the toroidal sectors, where large deviations may occur.
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Starting from a general design the ideal shapes and sizes of the
final analyser are optimized (chapter 6). The final analyser, which
has been built and tested, consists of two fully-rotational toroidal
sectors. The charged particles deflected by the analyser are focused
onto a flat focal plane, where a circular, two-dimensional positionsensitive detector i s placed. The analyser i s designed such that the
radial distance at the {multi)detector i s a direct linear measure of
the energy of the ions, while the (azimuthal) angle of the ions remains preserved.
A large gain in sensitivity is realized in this way due to the
simultaneous acceptance of ions" having a relatively large energy and
(azimuthal) angular spread. The resolving power is also rather high,
partly due to the fact that position-sensitive multidetectors can be
used.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt het onderwerp en de ontwikkeling beschreven van een nieuwe, zeer gevoelige en nauwkeurige spectrometer voor
oppervlakte analyse. Het apparaat is speciaal ontworpen voor energieën hoekafhankelijke ionenverstrooiing (EARISS).
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt verduidelijkt dat de eigenschappen van oppervlakken sterk kunnen verschillen van die van de bulk. Ook enkele van
de vele oppervlakte analyse technieken worden besproken. Er zijn echter
maar enkele technieken die gevoelig genoeg zijn om de allerbuitenste
atoomlaag van oppervlakken te bestuderen.
Een van deze technieken, laag-energetische ionen verstrooiing (LEIS)
wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 2. Met LEIS is het mogelijk om zowel de
samenstelling als de structuur van oppervlakken te bepalen. De samenstelling kan bepaald worden uit de energie van de verstrooide (edelgas) ionen en de structuur volgt voornamelijk uit de (azimuthale)
hoekverdeling van deze ionen. Omdat LEIS destructief is, is het van
belang om een zo efficiënt mogelijk gebruik te maken van de verstrooide
ionen- Dit maakt het aantrekkelijk om gelijktijdig energie en hoekafhankelijke metingen (EARISS) uit te voeren.
In hoofdstuk 3 is een overzicht gegeven van de vele reeds bestaande
lelectrostatische) analysatoren. Hieruit blijkt dat energie- en hoekafhankelijke ionenverstrooiing {EARISS) niet mogelijk is met deze
analysatoren. Daarom is een nieuw type analysator ontworpen die gebruik maakt van toroidale afbuirrplaten. Door middel van twee diafragma's worden de geladen deeltjes geselecteerd die over een hoek van
ongeveer 135 s verstrooid zijn. Deze worden gefocusseerd door een zoom
lens en treden vervolgens binnen in het electrisch veld tussen de
afbuigplaten.
Aangezien de spreiding van de energie van de ionen relatief groot
is, is het belangrijk om de ionen zo veel mogelijk langs cirkelvormige
equipotentiaallijnen af te buigen. Dit kan gerealizeerd worden door de
vorm van de afbuigplaten enigszins aan te passen (hoofdstuk 4 ) .
Naast eerste-orde berekeningen zijn numerieke berekeningen uitgevoerd met de eindige elementen methode. Zowel de potentiaal als de
deeltjesbanen moeten vrij nauwkeurig bepaald worden, speciaal aan het
eind van de toroidale sectoren waar grote afwijkingen op kunnen treden.
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Uitgaande van een algemeen ontwerp zijn de vormen en afmetingen van
de uiteindelijke analysator geoptimalizeerd (hoofdstuk 6 ) . De definitieve, gebouwde en getestte analysator bestaat uit twee volledig rotatie symmetrische toriodale sectoren. De geladen deeltjes die door de
analysator worden afgebogen worden gefocusseerd op een plat vlak, waar
een ronde twee-dimensionale plaatsgevoelige detector geplaatst is. De
analysator is zodanig ont.worpen dat de radiële afstand op deze (multi)
detector een directe lineaire maat is voor de energie van de ionen,
terwijl tegelijkertijd de (azimuthale) hoek van de ionen behouden
blijft.
Op deze manier is een grote winst in gevoeligheid gerealizeerd
dankzij de gelijktijdige verwerking van deeltjes met grote verschillen
in energie en (azimuthale) hoek. Ook het oplossend vermogen is b i j zonder groot, deels dankzij de mogelijkheid om plaatsgevoelige multidetectoren te kunnen gebruiken.
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NAWOORD

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven EARISS project is tot stand gekomen met de hulp en de inzet van velen. Allereerst wil ik de leden
van de groep Fysica van Oppervlakken en Grenslagen noemen, in het
bijzonder:
H.H. Brongersma

voor zijn moed om het EARISS project te starten,
zijn wetenschappelijke bijdragen, algemene leiding
en samen met

M.J. Sparnaaij

voor het k r i t i s c h lezen van het manuscript.

CL.C.M. Knibbeler voor het ontwerpen en testen van de sikkel-en-ring
anode en voor veel waardevolle bijdragen op dataverwerking- en electronica-gebied,
H. Ottevanger

voor o.a. zijn onmisbare bijdragen aan de vele
computerprogramma's en de

(dataverwerkings)

e le c tr onic a ,
M. Hoddenbagh

voor zijn enthousiasme en vakmanschap waarmee h i j
zeer vele mechanisch moeilijke problemen wist op
te lossen, en

H.J. Maaskamp

voor algemene technische ondersteuning.

Het EARISS project zou in de h i e r beschreven vorm n i e t mogelijk

zijn

geweest zonder de technische ondersteuning van een groot aantal medewerkers van de groep EI van de Centraal Technische Dienst. Met name de
constructie-ontwerpen van P. Brinkgreve en de l e t t e r l i j k

en

figuurlijk

bijzonder constructieve bijdragen van P.W. van de Hoogen en
J.A.M, de Laat wil ik speciaal vermelden. Ook de afdelingswerkplaats
van de afdeling N heeft belangrijke en nuttige bijdragen geleverd.
Naast constructief-technisch

s t e l d e het project hoge eisen aan de

electronica. Met name W. Dijkstra, P. van Dinther, F.C. van Nijmweegen
rn N.F. Verster hebben in samenwerking met CL.C.M. Knibbeler en
H. Ottevanger een uniek dataverwerkingssysteem gerealizeerd.
C.J.H. Heijnen van de afdeling E heeft met enorm veel geduld en vakmanschap de sikkel-en-ring anode gemaakt. Nuttige technische ondersteuning
op electronica-gebied i s verder geleverd door F. Bots en C. Cirkel.
Een ander belangrijk facet vormden de computerprogramma's. Buiten de
groep FOG i s belangrijke ondersteuning ondervonden van G.W. Veltkamp,
J.K.M. Jansen en J.M.P. Peters van de afdeling Wiskunde en J.P.A. Banens
en L.H.T.M. van Beukering van de afdeling Werktuigbouwkunde.
1B8

Aan het project is door vele studenten meegewerkt. Hoewel er ook een
groot aantal stagiairs is geweest volsta ik hier met het noemen van de
afstudeerders: W.J.C. Beck, 3.W. Boelens, A.H.M. Boshouwers, C.P.M, van
Heyst, J. Jasper, J. Leenen en E.P. Schat.
Bij de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift heb ik van vele kanten
hulp ondervonden. M.C.K. Gruyters heeft de meeste figuren in dit proefschrift in het net getekend. M.J. D o m heeft een aantal bijzender
fraaie, inzichtelijke tekeningen gemaakt, zoals de figuren 4.1. en
6.33 en samen met J.H. Onink figuur 6.16. Het vele typewerk is verricht door R. Groenendijk, W.J.J.M. Pouwels en H.J.J. van Vinken en
"last but not least" heeft J.J.M. Merkx gezorgd voor vele nuttige taaicorrecties en aanbevelingen ten aanzien van het gebruik van de Engelse
taal.

Alle genoemde en niet-genoemde personen die hebben meegewerkt aan
de totstandkoming van het EARISS-project en/of dit proefschrift wil
ik zeer hartelijk danken voor hun bijdragen.
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